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Sir John A. Macdonald once confided to
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THESIS

JOTNT MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM

UNIVERSITY OF WfNNIPEG and

UNIVERSITY OF MAN]TOBA

Ti tIe

Post-Secondary Education, the Role of
the Canadian Government

Student

Yvan Lupien

PREFACE

The purpose of this paper is to further the understandinÉ that
we have of the environment with which governments, interest groups,

concerned individuals and ordinary citizens must contend when

dealing with post-secondary education in Canada, by identifying and

explaining the roLe of the federal government in relation to
education within the Canadian Confederation.

The deveJ-opment of Canadian education was conditioned by two

basic factors; historic precedents and its immediate environment.
Our schools, in the early part of our history, were reflections of
those of our ancestors' European homelands, as were the beginnings
of post-secondary education. However a countryts educationaL

system is an inseparable part of its social, political and economic

history; consequently, our schoors gradualJ_y took on the hues of
our developing society. Post-secondary education took on

increasing rel-evance with the ever-increasing scientific
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and technological needs of our industrial- and post-industrial

society. Post-secondary institutions were therefore expected to
play a leading rol-e in the betterment of Canadian society.

There are certain essential- qual-ities that seem to distinguish

canadian post-secondary educatj-on. one of these has been the

tolerance toward religious rninorities extended in the early stages

by the provinces . Another has been a certain innate conservatism

which tends to restrain the enthusiasm for radical innovations in
post-secondary education until (and often well- beyond) the time

when their worth has been proven in other countries. Canadians

also tend to be a very practical people. Canadians seem to be more

concerned that education should train one for an economically
productive Iife than it should develop the contemplative schol-ar.

One of the rnajor determinants invol-ved in this arena has been

the federal- government. This descriptive/explanatory paper wiIl

therefore examine the role of the federal government in

Canadian post-secondary education. The paper witl attempt to show

that the federal government wiIl, over time, continue to maintain,

if not increase its influence in this key sector of public policy.

This research is divided into four major areas of interest.

The first part will concern itself with an historical analysis of

post-secondary education policy in Canada, starting with a review

of the French period and the Pre-Confederation British Colonial-

era. The British North America (henceforth referred to as the

3
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Constitutional Act,1867) act will be reviewed to try to establish

the areas of responsibility for education of each level of
government and to clarify the rational-e used to establish the

divisions of legisl-ative power associated with post-secondary

education up to the First World War. In this section, the

consequences associated with residual powers of government (i.e.

responsibilities not specifically allocated to the provinces ) will

be discussed. It is suggested that the residual power of the

federal- government and its constitutionally mandated spending

powers provide the legal justification for its post-Confederation

role in some aspects of post-secondary education.

The second part of this paper wiII document the involvement of

the federal government in post-secondary education for the inter\4rar

period, including the events leading to the Royal Commission on

Dominion-Provincial Relations (RoweJ-1-Sirois Commission) .

The third part of the paper will discuss the period from World

War ff to the Fiscal Arrangements Act of 1967. The Royal Commission

on National Development in the Arts , Letters and Sciences (Massey

Commissj-on) published in 1951 wil-I be referred to in this section.

The Fiscal Arrangements Act of 1967 wil-I end this section, as it

was introduced by the Pearson government to help provinciaJ-

governments shoulder the increasing cost of post-secondary

education and to achieve the national goal- of the development of a

productive l-abour f orce.

The final section wil-1 document the trends in the ínvolvement

4
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of the federal government in post-secondary educat,ion that have

been consistent through recent administrations, regardl-ess of
political affiliation. This section will include a review of the
position of the present federal government on post-secondary

education and íts current initiatives,

5
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INTRODUCTTON

Section 93 of the Constitution Act, 1867 states that a

provincial Iegisl-ature, "may exclusively make Iaws in relation to

education" 2', From the inception of Confederation, provinciai'

officials were poised to pJ-ay an important role in al-I matters of

education, including post-secondary education. They developed

legislation and regulationsr &s well as educational policies to

meet this mandate. Whether the Constitutional Act, 1867 allocated

enough taxing powers to provide for sufficient provincial revenues

to maintain and expand the universities according to their present

needs, and support at the same time other burgeoning

responsibilities, is a moot point 3. This, is an issue which arises

throughout the history of the funding of post-secondary education

in Canada.

AJ-though the federal- government does not dispute that the

constitutional responsibility for education fundament,ally rests

with the provinces r it has neverthel-ess sought to play a number of

complementary or supporting roles in the field of post-secondary

education. Some condone t,his involvement, stating that the federal
government has onLy become involved in this fiel-d when, "numerous

economic and social- factors have prompted the Government of Canada

6

B.N.A. Act, Section 93.

Woodside, WiIlson, The University Question - Who Should
Go? I{ho Should Pay?, p. I52

,

3
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to of fer provincial gfovernments assistance in this area.'r 4, or

offering, "the federal- government's commitment to education as an

important means of achieving Canad,a's social and economic goaJ-s." 5

A more neutral- position is that, "despite many inhibiting factors

the f ederal- government has f ound vrays and means of making

significant contributions to education. " 6 At the other end of the

scal-e are those who condemn federal government involvement, noting

that, "B.N.A. Act or no B.N.A. Act, the Federal Government has been

dabbling in education for half a century." ? o" stating that,

"Federal support must not be aIl-owed to replace provincial

responsibility. " 8. fn their book, The Great Brain Robbery,

Bercuson, Bothwell and Granatstein,

do vrorry about the inplications of the course the
glovernment is setting out on now. Big Brother is alive
and wel-I in Ottawa, poking his television l-ens and sensor
into every corner, encouraging research here, and turning
a blind eye there. If the judgements were made only on
the grounds of quality, we coul-d not complain. But
government funding decisj-ons seem to be based more and
more on what Ottawa t,hinks best for us all. There is an

7

Honorable Benoit Bouchard, Secretary of State of Canada,
First Annual Report. Federal- and Provincial- Support of
Post-Secondary Education in Canada. 1984-85, p. 2,

Department of the Secretary of State of Canada, Federal
and Provincial Support to Post-Secondary Education in
Canada. a Report to Parliamentr pp. 685-686.

0

1

KaLz, Joseph, Education j n Canada, p. 30.

Woodside, WiIlson, The University Suestion - Who Shou1d
Go? Who Should Pay?, p. I54.

Ibíd,, p. 158.
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element of socj-aI engineering here that j-s unhealthy, and
academics as a rule have little confídence i¡r the
bureaucrats who operate the federal system. '

There is extensive evidence uncovered in the development of

this thesis pointing to both the importance of provincial-

autonomy as it concerns post-secondary education and,

conversely of f ederal- support f or it. Thus, there wil-l be

references to federal-provincial rel-ations as they rel-ate

to post-secondary education funding, along with the accompanying

morass of fiscal entanglements. The main focus wiII be federaL

funding of post-secondary education.

The Constitutional- Act, 1867 also made provisions for the

national- government to be involved with the education question.

Section 91 of the Act gave the Parliament of Canada

"exclusive IegisJ-ative authority" over such things as the Arned

Services and the education of their dependents, Native Indian

Populations, the Yukon and Northwest Territories, penitentiaries

and the census and statistics. 10 It also provided considerable

leeway for the further involvement of the Federal Government, as

the term "education" was left undefined. 1l This lack of precision

8

Bercuson, David J,, Bothwel-I, Robert, and Granatstein,
J.L. 

'
The Great Brain Robbery - Canada's Universities on

the Road to Ruin, p. 116.

Departnent of the Secretary of State of Canada. Federal-
and Provincial Support to Post-Secondarv Education in
Canada. a Report to Parliament, p. 2,

B.N.A. Act, Sections 31 and 32,

10

1l
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and the provision in Section 91 of the Constitution Act, 1867

granting the federal Parliament the main residual powers to

IegísIate enabl-ed the federal- government to cl-ain a legal

obligation, if not a right, to intervene in post-confederation

developments in the post-secondary education field. 12

Whil-e post-secondary education is a vital- element in the

development of Canada and its people, Canadians have yet to agree

fully on how to define post-secondary education and to enshrine it

in law. For the purpose of this thesis, it wiII encompass not only

programs and research activities of universities leading to

recognized degrees, dipl-omas and certificates but also many other

educationaÌ programs in non-university institutions such as

community and regional colJ-eges, CEGEP'S (CoIIege d'Education

Generale et Professionnele), technical institutes,hospital-s and

schools of nursing. To be considered as post-secondary, proÉlrams

in college-Ievel institutions must essentially meet certain

criteria: they require high school graduation for admission, they

must be of a duration of aL least one school year, they must l-ead

to a certificate or diploma, and they are not classified as trade

or vocational. It should be noted that this definition is the

common ground agreed upon by aII levels of government to describe

post-secondary education at this point in our history, but that

12 B.N.A. Act, Section 91.
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different definitions were used prior to 1984. 13 Such differences
will- be cÌearly indicated in this paper, when applicable.

10

13. Departnent of secretary of state, Federar and provincial-
Support to Post-Secondar¡¡ Education in Canada. A Report
to Parliament, p. ii.
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SECTION I

Pre-1867

The trend of deveropment in education has by no means
been constant from decade to decade or even from one partof the country to anothe¿, but it has nevertheless beenmoving steadily upward. r't

There have been, in the evolution of post-secondary education
in Canada' several factors that have contributed to the unique
combination of characteristics and problems which make up Canadian

post-secondary education today. Throughout history, as far back as

the early histories of the countries the Europeans settlers came

from, geographic, economic, and cul-tura] factors have contributed
to the devel-opment of Canadian places of Ìearning.

To the first settlers coming fron "civilized" and relativeJ-y
small countries, Canada must have been a fornidable experience,
givenr among other factors, its size and "wildness". As stated by

Gordon stewart in his History of canada Before 1962, "From the
beginning of their history, European Canadians - whether French or
British - have had to be keenry aware of the powerful forces of
geography that have mad.e nation buiJ-ding an ard.uous enterprise. " 15

Egerton Ryerson, the "father of grade schoor" evidentty had

si¡nirar feelings. one of the primary building blocks in Ryerson,s

11

11 . Fl-ower, George E., "Education" - a Chapter out of The
Canadians 1867 - 1967, p. 585.

15 Stewart, Gordon, A History of Canada Before 1g6Z r P. 1
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phiJ-osophy concerning schools in Canada was that programs should
promote national-ism and social_ stabiJ-ity, and that part of that
task l-ies in the promotion of a strong central authority. 16

SeveraÌ cultures affected the growth of Canadian universities.
American, Engl-ish and French infl-uences are widely in evidence 11

Yetr but among the European influences, one was dominant, "the most

pervasive influence of all has proven to be the Scottish." 18

Around 1860, the Canadian university had already developed definite
characteristics which differentiated it from institutions in the

several countries that provided the models for its first hal-f-dozen

degree-granting institutions, whereas prior to 1850, canadian

universities were simpry transplants from these countries. 19

while acknowl-edging these European and American
influences, no one could really mistake Canadian
universities for either Engrish, American or French.
Perhaps their most canadian qual-ity is our propensifiv to
borrow ideas wherever good ones vrere to be found.

Many of the French coronists who came to canad.a in the
seventeenth century were not men of rearning, but they had a
feeling for culture that must be distinguished from the knowledge

.12

MacdonaJ-d, Neir Gerard, EAerton Ryerson and His Times,p. 279,

Johnson, Henry F., A Brief History of candian Education,pp. 183-184.

Woodside, Wilson, The University euestion, p. 3.

Harris, Robin s. , A Historv of Hiqher Education in canada
1663-1960, p. xix.

Johnson, Henry F., A Brief Historv of canadian Education,
p. 184 .

16

11

18.

19

20
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that comes from books. "They brought with then common sense, good

judgement, a methodical sense of organization and the wiII to
construct a life better than the one they had known in their native

t'lIand. " þ! This made for a good foundation on which to build
places of J_earning.

. Rene de Rouault, Marquis de Ganaches (1609-1699), a Jesuit
novice, convinced his father to devote part of his inheritance to
the foundation of a Jesuit college in Quebec. In 163b, the Jesuits

, fulfilled the conditions of the bequest and two classes were opened

under the direction of Father Paul LeJeune and professors Charles
Lal-emant and Jean de er"rr. 22 The colrege de euebec, as it was

called, cJ-osed its doors in 1?68, after the English conquest.
French literature, which flourished during the seventeenth and

, eighteenth centuries, was far from unknown in Canada. The

libraries at the Seminaire and at the Coltege de euebec had several_

. copies of the works of Descartes, Pascal, Boileau, Corneille,
: uoliere, Racine and Bossuet. The pJ-ays that erere fashionable at

. Paris and Versailles were much appreciated by teachers and students
in Quebec, showing a keen interest for matters of the mind.23

' The period of greatest contact with colonial education, no

doubt accounting for the strong British influence, was the late
eighteenth and earry nineteenth centuries. This ,,age of

13

p. 2L.
,1

. wl_Isonr J.,
22 Le Jeune, L
t1ou . wilson, J.

Canadian Education: A History,

ouis, Dictionnaire Generale du Canada.

Canadian Education: A History, p. ZZ,
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colonizatíon" was from 1?60-1840. Although enigration from the

British Isles continued after 1840, transatlantic influence on

gducation in British North America began to Iessen after this date.'¿1

The origins, academic customs and many traditions of modern

Canadian universities may be traced to Oxford University, the first

Engrish university, founded in 7167 by a group of students which

had emigrated from Paris, as well as cambridge university, founded

in 1209 and other universities of nedieval E.r"op*. 25

In the earJ-y eighteenth century, certain characteristics of

English education were readily apparent. There was little thought

of state responsibility for the provision of education. This

produced two main results: the Church of England was abl-e to

assert its claim to monopoly rights in colonial education, and the

tradition was established that aIl education should have a

religious br=". 26

If anyone is to be called the father of university education

in Upper Canada, it is John Graves Simcoe, the colonyts first

Lieutenant Governor. He tried to persuade the British Government

to establish a university in the colony's capital, claining that it
woul-d properJ-y educate the country's l-eaders and lessen the danger

of young men going for their higher education in the United States

where they might become corrupted by the "pernicious infl-uences" of

')tþa

25

28

rbid. ,

rbid. ,

rbid. ,

24,

25,

27.

p.

p.

p.

74
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republicanism and democracy. He was not successful in getting his

university, but his efforts were partially rewarded by the ]and

grant of 7798 which set aside 540'000 acres of l-and for the support

of grammar school-s and a university, 225,000 acres in Toronto were

al-lotted to the future university. 27

There is no more mention of universities until- the 1820's when

John strachan put his mind to opening an Anglican-controlred

unj-versity at York carled King's colrege. (as a smarl aside,
Strachan was a proponent of the racial open-míndedness which Cana-

dian universities can boast of today. He urged endorsement of the
law which "made no distinction and recognizes no preference,'. 28)

King's coÌlege was granted a Roya] Charter in 1827, but the doors

of the college did not open until 1843. 29

By 1843, there were three other universities in operation,
aIl denominational: the Roman cathol-ic Regiopolis coIJ_ege aL

Kingston, the Methodist Victoria CoIJ.ege at Cobourg with Ryerson as

its principal and the Presbyterian eueen's college at Kingston.

Although denominationalism in university development was destined

to increase rather than abate, the first serious attempt

to establ-ish a secularized university was made as earry as 1843. 30

15

21

28

Ibid., p. 226,

Strachan to John Macau1ay, Aug. 9, 1838, Educational
Papers, V, item 597.

Wilson, J. , Canadian Education: A History, p. ZZ7,

Ibid. , p. 227 ,

29

30
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This will- be referred to shortly. 1852-1867 was designated by John

Moir as "the war of total- separatiorl", when controversy raged as to

whether or not schools should be segregated by denomination. This

applied to schools at all l-evels. 3l

University development in the 1840's was defined by three main

protagonists: John Strachan, the founder of King's College,

expected it to grow in prominence and its constitution to remain

unal-tered; Egerton Ryerson, the principal of Victoria College

before becoming Superintendent of Education for the province,

objected to the Angl,ican domination of King's College and to its

monopoly of the land endowment he wanted to retain "non-

sectarian" religious and secul-ar education in the same institution,

idearry a university of upper canada; Robert BaÌdwin, the reform

politician, stood for a purely secular provincial university with

no religious instruction.

In 1843 ' Baldwin introduced a bill to create a University of

Toronto which was to be the only degree-granting institution in

Upper Canada. The time was ideal-r âs no earned B.A. degree had

been granted to date in the province. Regiopol-is, Queen's,

Victoria and King's were to become constituent colleges teaching

divinity. The university was to take over the King's colrege

endowment and the Coll-eges were to be supported by funds from the

CJ-ergy Reserves. The bitl had definite advantages, as it gave

16

11". Titley, E. Brian, and Miller, Peter J., Education in
Canada - An Interepretation, p. 83.
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something to everyone. Unfortunately for Baldwin, the Government

resigned late in 1843 before the bill could be passed.

fn 1845, W.H. Draper, Ieader of the Tory government that

fol-lowed' introduced a similar bill. His university at Toronto was

to be called the University of Upper Canada and students were to

attend the constituent college of their denomination. Despite the

facL that this gave more privileges to the Church of England,

Strachan and his Anglican supporters did not want to see the King's

CoJ-Iege endowment tampered with. Their opposition helped to kil-l-

the bill- which was withdrawn after second reading. At the same

time a further complication was added by the 1843 schism in the

Kirk of Scotland which led to the secession of the Free Church and

the founding in Toronto of Knox College.

A l-ast attempt at a compromise was made by John A. Macdonal-d

in L847. He let go the idea of making one central university.

King's would be allowed to retain its land in Toronto, but the

annual proceeds of the remaining King's endowment would be divided

among the four existing colleges (excluding Knox) with King's

receiving twice as much as each of the others. The bill gained the

support of some Anglican members of the assenbly and Egerton

Ryerson and the Wesleyan clergy , but Strachan and other Anglicans

still clained that the Church of England had the sole right to

control the endowment. The Free Church Presbyterians and those who

wanted secular university education also opposed the bill and it

was eventually withdrawn. Macdonald's proposal- was the antithesis

I7
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of a strong provincial university plan; it woul-d have entailed
perpetual denorninational control of higher education.

While the argument was in process, an act of incorporation for

a new Anglican university named Trinity Col}ege passed by the

Iegislature in 1851 and the foll-owing year, a Royal Charter issued.

Trinity College opened its doors in 1852. The same year,

Bishop de Charbonnel, the Roman Catholic prelate of Toronto,

initiated St. Michael's College as the Roman Cathol-ic answer to the

new univ"rsity. 3¿

The act of 1849 onl-y remained in force for four years untíI a

modified statute was passed under the premiership of Francis Hicks.

This biII of 1853 introduced some features that still characLerize

the university. The institution became solely an examining body,

and the teaching in the Arts was assigned to a new college,

University CoIlege. Arrangements were made for the various

colleges to affiliate, indicating a swing back towards

denominalization. Because Queents and Victoria never sent any

candidates up for examination, the affiliation scheme became

dormant and University College became in real-ity the University of

Toronto. The endowment was l-eft undivided; any revenue Ìeft over

after defraying the expenses of the university and University

College was to go to the affiliated colleges. There never was a

18

pp. 227-228.32 WiLson, J., Canadian Education: A History,
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surpl-us, however; building University CoIlege took care of that.

As Macdonald commented: "Even Methodists can't steal bricks and

mortar." 33 Hicks' modified statute was in effect until the

Constitutional Act, 1867.

Throughout the next nine years, the denominational col-l-eges

focused on getting the money frorn the endowment that they

considered their due. The legislative grants they received were so

small that the colleges were to a large extent forced to rely on

voluntary contributions. This situation was highty unsatisfactory

and Egerton Ryerson and the Wesleyan Methodists demanded that an

investigation be conducted. The resuJ-ting commission came up with

a report which' if implemented, would have restored position and

influence to the denominational colleges at the expense of the

provincial university. It was never implemented because of the

faII of the Cartier-Macdonal-d government and the pressure of a

revived University Senate and of the graduates on the new John

Standfield Macdonald Sicotte government. The university settled

down to twenty-five years of quiet development before further

controversy broke out. 31

Meanwhile the various denominational colleges had a struggle

to maintain their existence. ProvinciaJ- grants had been given to

Victoria from 1842, reaching $5,000 per annum in 1-860; to Queen's

19

î0

34

I{al}ace, W.
t827-t927,

WiIson, J, ,

S., A History of the University of Toronto
p. 72.

Canadian Education: A Historyr pp, 228-229,
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from 1845; to Regiopolis from 1847; Bytown College (University of

Ottawa) from IB52; St. Michael's College (Toronto) from 1855;

Trinity College received its first provincial grant in 1864.

Despite financing difficulties, denominationalism in higher

education increased. In 1857, the Canadian Literary

f nstitute in Woodstock opened its doors. This coJ-J-ege was united

with the Toronto Baptist College in 1887 to form McMaster

University. Three other coIJ-eges were founded during these years:

the Methodist Episcopal Church began BeIleviIl-e College which

became Albert Collegê, and the Evangelical group of the Church of

England founded Huron College in London in 1863 (ttre genesis of

Western University founded by charter in 1B?B) and Wycliffe CoIIege

in Toronto in 7877. The last two were opened in response to High

Church Trinity coIIege. 35

Mechanics fnstitutes began prior to 1867 and are a good

example of an effective assessment of the needs of developing

industry and commerce and thereto the significance of further

education. Mechanics were defined as clerks, tradesmen and working

men in general. At these institutes, which sprang up throughout

Upper Canada, Iectures were provided on all manner of subjects and

reading material was also made avaíIable. The lof ty goal-s are l-aid

out in the following address, which indicates the liberal

humanitarian aims of the mid-nineteenth century:

9(JJ fbid. , p. 229 ,

.20
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To the young mechanic, the advantages of connecting
hinsel-f with the Institute are great, not only as a means
of acquiring a more perfect knowledge of Arts and
Sciences, but also as a means of securing him against the
temptations to which the youth of our city lYorkl are
exposed, by opening to him the way to rational enjoyment,
which cannot fail to strengthen hip virtue while it
mingles instruction with amusement. J0

By 1892, there were 268 Mechanics Institutes in Ontario

Three years l-ater, a províncial act converted thern into either free

municipal- public libraries or association Iibraries under fee-
paying private control.

2I

36 Toronto Public Library,
Tnstitute of Montreal

Address of the Mechanics'
to the Mechanics of this Citv
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1867-1918

Confederation

As mentioned earlier, the Constitutional Act, 1867 oríginally

assigned virtual-ly the entire responsibil-ity for education to the

provinces. With the passing of the Act ' the new Ontario

government announced that aIl grants to denominational institutions

woul-d be cut off after 1868r ân action which produced financial

difficulties for the institutions and put many of then on the brink

of closing do*n.3?

The period in the Canadian history of education between 1867

and 1910 saw a gradual "settling" in the curriculums of post-

secondary educational institutions, particularly universities.

Given that the majority of early universities were established as

church institutions, theology had, of course been prevalent.

Schools of Medicine were gradually accepted as an integral part of

the universities. Traditional thinking prevailed Ionger when it

became a question of extending the role of the university into such

professional areas as engineering and agrÍcul-ture. 38 During the

nineteenth century, reliance on the methods of natural science and

on human investigation increasingly replaced reliance upon

super-natural faith and purely introspective methods of inquiry.

Science was not totally new in Canadian higher education. In the

earlier period, the teaching of science had been largely
ó¿

3? . Titley, E. Brian, and Mill-er, Peter J , , Education in
Canada - An Interpretation, p. 79.

38. WiIson, J., Canadian Education: A History, p. 330.
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descriptive rather than experimental. By I{orld T,lar I, what had

previously been lunped together as "natural history" was divided

into botany, zooLogy, physiology and a number of other "natural

sciencestt. What had formerly been thought of as "natural

philosophy" was broken into astronomy, physics, chemistry, geology,

and other "physical sciences". Science then also crept into the

study of man in society. The new "social scientists" began to look

for natural and human expJ-anations for human behaviour rather than

divine intervention in man's affairs. What had previously been

"moral- philosophy" was now subdivided into such subiects as

history, pofitical science and economics. 39

Canadían universities in the 1870 t s were, for the most part,

smal} residential colleges under the control of t,he various

religious denominations. The faculties of arts and theology held

places of prime importance. There was question, however, as to how

Iong the smalI, residential, usually church-run colleges could

last. Even at this time, natural science was assuning a position

of increasing irnportance. This was a change that would "shatter

the oId classical- curricul-um, threaten the prestige of the liberal

arts and weaken the denominational hold on Canadian universities. " {0

A noteworthy point relating to these colleges at this time was that

... 23
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they contained the best Iibraries. 1l

In 18?6, the Royal Military CoJ-Iege of Canada was established

in Kingston, ontario. 12 fnis was the first example in Canadían

history of federal financial invol-vement in post-secondary

education. Federal responsibility for defence and the requisite

military preparations were the sole reasons given for the

establishment of the "oIlege. 
13

fn the period between 1880 and 1920, university development

was steady but not spectacular. Attempts were made, both in

Ontario and the Maritimes, to amalgamate the various sectarian

colÌeges. Some success was achieved with the University Federation

Act of 1887, which was intended to establish, under the University

of Toronto, a confederation of colleges: Victoria University moved

from its Cobourg campus to become an integral- part of the

University of Toronto ; St. MichaeJ- ' s , a Roman CathoI ic coll-ege

dating from 1852, joined Toronto, and in 1904, Trinity also became

part of the fl-ock. SeveraL universities chose to remain

autonomous: Queen's was developing successfully under its

principal, George Munro Grant, Western Ontario, which originated in

1863 as Huron College, chose independence, and McMaster, chartered

24
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in 1887, followed suit. 11

A unification attempt in the Maritimes met with failure. It

was suggested that a University of Halifax be established according

to the University of London model-' but this l¡ras rejected. St.

Dunstan's college in Prince Edward Isl-and' founded in 1885 
'

received its charter as a university in 191?. 15

In 1872, Laval University, founded in 1858, turned down state

assistance for establishing a course in applied ."i".r".. 16

The establishment of this university was the subject of a

controversy that raged for several years between church authorities

in Quebec, Montreal, Trois Rivieres and Rome. In 1880, the pope

decreed that Lava1 should set up a "branch" in Montreal (Laval

University at MontreaL ) . While its dependence on Laval University

lasted tweLve ye€Lrs, it is only in 192Or that the University of

Montreal was granted a Provincial charter. 1?

The end of the 1800's included several noteworthy benchrnarks:

the west was characterized by provinces which had their own

provincial universities - established and for the most part

supported by the provincial government, these were non-sectarian

25
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and enjoyed a provincial monopoly in granting degrees 18, the

doors to Canadian universities have been open to women since t,he

1880 t s - prior to this, attending university was a privilege

reserved for men; the curricula of the eastern universities changed

with the times - traditional- classical studies were superseded by

science, a change which coincided with the scientific and

technologícal advancements present at the end of the nineteenth

"arrt,."y. 
19

In the period between 1880 and 1920, federal governnent

invol-vement began gradually andr ês wiIl be evident, increased

gradualJ-y as the years progressed. The next example of a. federal

incursion into what was intended to be an area of provincial

jurisdictior, 50 occurred in 1885, when a federal statute authorized

the granting of 150r000 acres of Crown land ín Manitoba as an

endowment =orr""". 
5l (This act emulates the United States Land

Grant Model ) . The land was t,o be used for capital expenditure on

site and buildings or for the establishment of a fund, the income

26
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f rom which was to be used f or current p,r"po="=. 52 The University

of Manitoba was somewhat different than the other western

universities. Established in 1877, and modelled after the

University of London, it existed purely as an examÍnation and

degree-conferring body. There was a single paid official (the

registrar) as the institution received a provincial grant of $250.

AII- the teaching was conducted at different denoninational colleges

which, as a confederation, formed the university. These were St.

Boniface College (Ronan Catholic), st. John's College (Anglican),

and Manitoba CoIlege (Presbyterian). Tn the 1890's, the university

was allowed to do some teaching, which was increased to fulI

teaching authority after the need for increased scientific work was

net with the revision of the University Act in 1900. 53

The 1880ts were marked by a general improvement in Canadats

economic position and a consequent increase in the financial-

support for higher education. This was particularly evident at

Dalhousie, McGil1 and Queents, where during the decade, substantial

private donations provided for the establishment of endowed chairs

at al] three institutions and at the latter two, for construction

of new buildings.

The legislative aci. of 1853 restricting the powers of the

27
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Universíty of Toronto to the conducting of exams and the granting

of degrees was declared obsolete in 1887, when a new act authorized

the university to becorne a teaching institution once again. By

1890, it possessed fully operative faculties of arts, Iaw and

medicine and had affiliation arrangements with schools of

agriculture, dentistry and engineering. 5{

Since Confederation, numerous developments led to the growing

presence of the federal government in education. One major

change is industrialization in the early part of this century.

At this time, it became apparent that the provinces would not be

able to bear the financial burden of post-secondary education

wíthout either substantive changes in federal-provincial tax

arrangements or federal assistance.

The demand for those pubLic services clearl-y falling within

provincial jurisdiction had been rapidly increasing, yet the

financial capacity of the provinces remained relatively Iimited.

Consequently, if the provinces were to meet their obligations in

relation to public services generally, and at the sane time sustain

the high rate of spending on post-secondary education, alternative

sources of funds had to be found. Because of the magnitude of the

funds involved, it had been traditional to look to the federal

government as potentia1ly the nost suitabl-e alternative. 55
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As the years being studied progress, or¡e sees a gradual trend

in Canadian universities toward favouring the scientific/practical.

James McNaughton, a visiting Scottish professor at Queen's, wrote

in 1903, "...This practical side nay perhaps be called the

distinguishing feature of Canadian universities as compared with

those of the old land. " 56

In 1902, Principal Gordon of Queen's University, upon having

opened a new engineering school, supported the new addition with

the following: "The technical school, by constantly directing its

ain along practical lines has, in some degree, compelled the

university tomeasure its work by new tests, to apply new standards

of val-ue to lines of study." 57 Technical schools witl be

discussed at length further along in the thesis.

Further evidence of the trend toward more pragnatic fields of

study is in the faculties which r^Iere offering courses of study when

Bishops University was granted a university charter in 1853. By

1905, the faculties included Medicine, Arts and Techrrology. 58

An economic depression slackened progress in the 1890 t s, but

the period of 1900-1914 was a relatively buoyant one. This was

largely because of heavy inmigration which transformed Toronto and

Montreal into sizeable cities and opened up the prairies.

29
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An exampl-e of indirect federal government invol-vement in post-

secondary education is the establishment of government agencies

related to university courses and Iong-tern projects. The

Geological Survey, inítiated in the 1840's, is such an agencyr A

Mines Branch paralleJ- to the Geological Survey was started in 1907. 59

From 1899 to 1907r a "portable" laboratory was operated each summer

at various locations on the Atlantic coast and in the mouth

of the St. Lawrence River in which professors and students fron the

universities invol-ved carried out research. fn 1908, a permanent

station was established at St. Andrew's, New Brunswick - the

Atlantic Biological Station. The same year, the Pacific BioloÉical

Station was establ-ished at Nanaimo, British Colu¡rbia. Prior to

this, a GeorÉian Bay biological station had been launched by a

$1500 grant by the Department of Marine and Fisheries in 1901. By

Lg}O, the Department had also established a l-aborat,ory at Ottawa. 60

Virtuall-y the first action of the legislatures of the

provinces of both Alberta and Saskatchewan, which were created in

1905, was the establishment of provincial universit,ies and, more

importantfy, the provision of adequate financial support for their

construction and operation. 6l The University in Alberta opened

its doors in 1908, and the University in Saskatchewan had its

opening a year later (Saskatchewan had previously atternpted to

59

60
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establish a university in 1883 and 1903, without success. ). These

universities were very similar to each other in structure, as were

the ideas of the presidents of each. They both saw, "the part

which the provincial university woul-d play in developing both the

resources of the country and the ninds of its people a dual-

function." 62 A= Walter C. Murray, the president of the University

of Saskatchewan, expressed in his first annual report:

Natural-ly, in a new country, where the struggle for the
means of Iiving is keen, the schools of practical science
are regarded as the necessaries of higher education, and
the schools of Liberal- arts or humanities, as the
Iuxuries. In time, however, men wiII come to enphasize
not so much the means of living as the mar¡ner of life
ff our University is to serve the province in the things
that abide, it should provide both the schools of
science, where mastery over nature is taught, and the
school of the hunanities where men learn the purpose of
Iife and the art of living. It should conserve".the best
of the past and meet the needs of the future. 0r

After an unsuccessful attenpt to establish a provincial

university in British Colunbia in 1890, arrangements were made with

McGil-I University which led to the establishment of affiliated

colleges of McGill in Vancouver and Victoria. From 1899 to 1915,

these colleges offered the preliminary years of the McGiII degree.

The University Act of 1908 allowed the incorporation of &

provincial university which took over in 1915 from the McGill

College. "McGi11, B.C." closed down, bequeathing its temporary

... 31
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buildings in Vancouver as well as most of its faculty and students

to the new university. The University of British Columbiats first

president was Dr. Frank Fairchild l{esbrook, previously Dean of

Medicine at Minnesota. 6{

The constitutionality of federal involvement in education was

first raised in relation to the appointment in 1910 of a Royal

Comnission dealing with industrial training and technical

education. Although the federal government assured the provinces

that the purpose of the Commission was to assembl-e information

regardíng "the needs and present equipment of the Dominion in

respect to industrial training and technical education", some of

the provinces demonstrated suspicion. Ontario approved the

appointment on the understanding that the Cornnission would be

"solely for the purpose of gathering information"; and Quebects

Premier declared:

We are of the opinion that anything pertaining to
public education - whether the subject be separate
teaching or general teaching belongs to the provinces
excl-usively [Iet] there be no misunderstanding on
that point. Asr orr the other hand, ... the federal
authorities, in instituting a Commission of
Investigation, would simply do it with a vievr to help the
provincial governments, by having collected information
which they would later on put at the disposal of the
Iatter we seÊ no objection to the appointment of such a
Commission. oÐ

On the other hand, the Premier of Saskatchelran t,ook an entirely

..¡ 32
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different view of the matter:

the federal- government is the proper authority to
proceed in the matter in the way proposed; that it is a
subject which can be more efficiently, economically and
ef fectively deal-t with by the central- government than by
the various provincial governments; and in addition that,
inasmuch as industrial training and technical- instruction
indirectly affect trade and commerce, these branches of
education ought to be viewed from thp national rather
than from the provincial standpoint. 00

Although the federal government made some financial

contributions to higher education prior to 1900, the participation

which l-ed to the establishment and development of many existing

programs began with the appointment of the Roya} Commission on

Industrial Training and Technical Education in 1910. The

Commission was established in response to continuous pressure

throughout most of the decade from 1900 to 1910 from labour,

management and other groups across Canada. Although the Commission

was concerned vsith technical- training at the elementary and

secondary leveÌs, rather than with post-secondary education, its

recommendations and their enactment into the Technical Education

Act of 1919 are widely regarded as the beginning of federal

contributions to post-secondary education. 6?

Educational deveÌopnent in French Canada after 1875

In French Canada, aII levels of education, except possibÌy
c.)

Canada, Royal Conmission on Industrial- Training and
Technical Education, Report of the Commissioners, Parts
f and If, pp. viii ff,
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vocaiuional training, were greatì-y infl-uenced by the Catholic

Church. Up untÍI the beginning of the 1900's there were vehemently

bitter arguments against state intervention.

SeveraL issues dÍvided Quebec. One was the establ-ishrnent of

a Catholic university at Montreal, independent of Laval University

at Quebec. Another concerned the Mínistry of PubIic Instruction

that had been abolished in 1875. The Liberal- government of FeIix-

Gabriel Marchand, introduced a bil-l in 1897 to reinstate the

ministry. Msgr. PauI-Napoleon Bruchesi, Archbishop of Montreal,

nade every effort to prevent the re-instatement; and the

conservative members of the legislative council, l-ed by Thomas

Chapois, forced the defeat of this biII. 68

Nevertheless, the 1875 Schoo1 Act in Quebec changed the make-

up of the Council of PubIic Instruction and made al-I bishops whose

diocese were wholly or partly within the province automatically

members of the Catholic Comrnittee. This resulted in a considerable

increase in clerical influence; to the extent that after this date

most influential French Canadians bowed to the power of the Church,

Backed by Conservative and traditionalist groups, the Church denied

the provincial government any important role in the field of

education.

The secondary and university leve1s were the excl-usive

preserves of the clergy, who clung to the monopoly that they had
...34
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built up since the earliest days when the Church had been almost

al-one in developing such education. ft was only after a prolonged

struggJ-e that the school boards succeeded in establishing, in 1g2g,

secular secondary schools known as "higher e-l-ementary" schools.

The graduates had troubl-e securing recognition by the universities.
Meanwhile, the col-leges and universities, deprived of the financiaf

assistance that was the government's prerogative, had few teachers

and littre money, and often provided inferior teaching.

fn 1897, the Ministry of PubIic Instruction was re-instated,

but not without a struggre. on the eve of the opening of the

session at Quebec at which the bill- was being re-instated, Premier

Marchand received a telegram from Mgr. p.N. Bruchesi in Rome:

"Pope requests you defer action on PubIic Instruction BiII. Letter
fof l-ows today. " Despite this attempt to forestall the bill-, it was

adopted in the Legislative Assembl-y, with its Liberal majority, on

January 5 ' 1-898. Catholic and Protestant committees of the Council-

of PubIic Instruction answered to the Provincial Cabinet and the

Lieutenant-Governor-in-Council, who had to approve alI regulations.

The council was active until 1908, but inactive thereafter. 69

fn 1907' technical and vocational schooling were developed

through the setting up of technical- schools in Montreal and Quebec,

and 1ater, trade and craft schools. L'Ecole des Hautes Etudes

Commercials was set-up in 1907. During World War II, these schools

. . .35
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played an important part in training workers for the munitions

f actories. ?0

Church Versus State Control

In the J-ong run, the afore-mentioned developments in the area

of science and professional training 1ed to the state replacing the

Church as the major control-Iing factor in higher education in

English-speaking Canada. Enrolment in theology was soon surpassed

by enrolments in other professional- faculties and the increased

cost of instruction and research in the sciences challenged the

financial resources of the small- denominational colleges. fn the

struggle for survival, some Church coIJ-eges affiliated with larger

universities, whí1e others remained independent and cut their

church ties, hoping for wider public support. The provinciaJ-

Élovernments were approached to an increasing extent for financial

help. By Worl-d War I, most Canadian universities, certainly the

most important ones, had become publíc or semi-public institutions.

In the Maritimes, New Brunswick had been the first

province in Canada to set up a provincial, non-denominational

university in 1859. Similar and repeated moves to establish

a non-sectarian Uníversity of Halifax failed because of the

opposition of Nova Scotia's oId and rival denoninational-
11co1Ieges. ''

As mentioned earl-ier, as earl-y as 1868, the government of
36
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Ontario cut off provincial grants to denominational universities

and inpJ-ied that the University of Toronto would henceforth be the

one provinciaÌ institution. Queen's, Victoria, and Trinity

flourished as independent denominational institutions for a while,

but the growing cost of providing instruction in the sciences

eventually forced the latter two to surrender. The University of

Toronto Federation Act of 1887 provided that the affiliated

colleges (eventuall-y Victoria, Trinity and St. Michael's) would

continue to grant degrees and offer instruction in theology and

some arts subjects, but the major teaching responsibilities, all

professional work, and the granting of aII degrees except

theological ones would be turned over to the university.

A major "intervention" on the part of the federal governrnent

in provincial- educational affairs occurred in 1910. This was in

the form of the vocational training scheme of the Department of

Labour. In addition, a Royal Commission on Industrial Training

and Vocational Education was also appointed that year (a further

point of contention for those opposed to the Federal Government's

interference in education).

In Manitoba, the original Church colJ-eges (St. Boniface, St.

John's, Manitoba and Wesley) first entered into a federation

sirnilar to that of Toronto, but the University of Manitoba Act of

I9I7 changed it to a monolithic, non-sectarian, university

structure. Further west, the new provincial universities were

whol-Iy secular from the beginning

,.,37
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Between 1867 and 1914, the place of the under-educated adul-t

came under scrutiny. Mechanics fnstitutes were popular throughout

eastern Canada during the mid-1800ts, but by 1900, they were on

their way out. Paternalistic influences had begun to stifle the

institutes. Members of these institutes were expected to "keep

their place" and were given little say in management. When they

were disbanded in the late 1800's, their reading rooms and book

co-l-l-ections were transferred to municipal councj-ls as free public

Iibraries. At about the same time, provincial departments of

education and the Carnegie Foundatíon in the United States began to

promote public fibraries as a means of adult education. By 1900,

free public l-ibraries were common in most of the larger Canadian

cities and towns.

Meanwhí1e' adul-t education was taking place ín an incidental-

way in a number of social and vocational organizations. Labour

Uníons, for example, were working to inprove the vocational skil1s

and broaden the social outl-ook of their members. Sirnilar roles

were evident in rural areas by Farmerts Institutes and Woments

fnstitutes in English Canada and the St. Jean Baptiste Societies in

Quebec. Among the Ìumbering and mining camps of the Laurentian

ShieId, Frontier Col-Iege was bringing the rudiments of Iearning to

a largely illiterate adult population. By the end of the

nineteenth century, school boards in major urban centres were

offering academic and vocational classes to adults in the evening -

thus bringing adult education cl-oser to the main-stream of formal

38
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public education. Universities, too¡ w€rê extending credit and

non-credit courses to adult members of the community. 12

The earl-y prediction of men like Ryerson that education was a

public concern of top priority was beginning to be realized. More

and more the argument was being heard that national prosperity

depended on a well-educated citizenry. Education was beconing a

najor activity on the eve of World War I " Provincial and

local authorities were spending large amounts of money on extensive

technical and commercial- schools. Provincial governments were

l-istening to demands for increasing funding fron the universities.

But how good was Canadian education after half a century of

confederation? Canadians themselves (especially Ontarians) $rere

unanimously in agreement that the systen possessed by their

particular province was the best in the world. ?3

At the beginning of this century, the federal governnent

entered into three major activities related to post-secondary

education, which is deemed to be within provincial jurisdiction.

These r4rere the granting of federal aid to vocational training under

39
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the Agricultural Aid Act of Lg12 (which al-Iowed the federal

governnent to provide aid to the provinces to support

agriculture ta ) and the Agricultural Instruction Act of tgtg?5-Z¡

(which supported provincial agricultural- training in order to stem

the flow of young people to the cities ?6 
) , the Technical Education

Act of 1919, and the establíshment of the National Conference of

Canadian Universities and the National Research Council.

Evidence exists of some uncertainty regarding the

constitutionality of the Agricultural Aid Act, and considerable

effort is in evidence on the part of the federal authorities to

secure the co-operation of the provincial governments. 11 It

appears that the difficulty was not so much the aid to the

agricultural industry, but rather the aid to agricultural

instruction.

Despite the opposition, within a year of the passage of the

Agricultural Aid Act, the Federal Minister of Agricufture

introduced Bil-I 103 for the granting of financial aid for the

advancement of agricultural instruction in the provinces. ?8

The constitutional provision in Section 95 of the B.N.A. Act for

40
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federal as well as provincial legisl-ation respecting agriculture

was used in the introduction of the Agricultural Instruction Act

( 1913 ) . Pressure was brought to bear on the federal Eiovernment to

assist in the transmission of new developments in agriculture to

l-ocal- f arms. Furthermore, there prevailed a general view that the

agricultural industry was as deserving of federal support as were

the railways, shipping and other industries, which were being

heavily subsidized. ?9

The federal government justified this incursion into an area

of activity which was regarded as provincial, by citing the

exodus of young people from the farms to the cities, which was

viewed by the government as a serious national- problem. A

substantial expansion in agricultural- education was viewed as the

sol-ution which would arrest the outflow and restore stability and

prosperity in the agricultural- sector.

This measure manifested itself on subsequent occasions in

which the federal- government was confronted with a nati-onal- problem

related to an activity under exclusive provinciaJ- jurisdiction.

The response to the probJ-em and the accommodation with the

provinces to facilitate its sol-ution are highly instructive: the

federal government formulated a policy designed to correct the

problem, and then approached the the provinces with a proposal and

funds for its implementation.

4L
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Having stated the government's policy and the rational-e for it, the

Minister of Agriculture declared that the constitutional- rights of

the provinces to legisÌate for education were to be respected and

therefore, the funds applied to agricultural- education were to be

channel-Ìed through established constitutional- lines using and

reinforcing the machi-nery already in existence in the provinces or

machinery which would be establ-ished by the provinces. This

appears to be the beginning of federal participation in the

financing of what night be called post-secondary education, by

channelling the funds through the provincial .governments. 80

The funds vùere allocated amongst the provinces on a per capita

basis, except for some special programs which were financed

separately: veterinary colleges which awarded degrees r^/ere each

granted $20,000 per year by the federal government on the grounds

that the federal government was involved in veterinary work and the

students attending the coIJ-eges FTere drawn from alI provinces. 81

At the tine there were only three such colleges in Canada,

necessitating inter-provincial- nobil-ity for students in whose

provinces the programs were not offered. 82 The program
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Iasted 72 y"""=. 83

The Agricultural Instruction Act (1913) did not require any

natching contributions from the provinces. It applied to a broad

range of eligible activities, and was rerated to work that was

under way or to needs that were outstanding in each of the

provinces. Neverthel-ess, the extent to which individual provinces

were able to use the funds provided under the Act, and the

effectiveness with which the funds were used, depended upon the

nature of institutions and programmes that each of them had in

operation. For example, Ontario had a well established

agricultural- colJ-ege system, and hence, one-third of the grant in

the earl-y years was used to expand its physical plant, and another

rarge portion of it was used to increase the system's teaching

staff and their salaries. Nevertheless, the fac1u that Ontario was

in such a favourable position to make use of the funds, had a

powerful "demonstration effect" on the other provinces, causing

them to develop similar institutiorr=. 84

It was mentioned earl-ier that the Agricultural Instruction Act

i sf 1913 was the first instance of direct federal grants to

, institutions of higher education. It was also the first instance

¡ of per capita grants. It is of significance that, apart from these
I

: Erants ' there is no evidence of any additional federal- government
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grants to universitíes until- the early 1940's. EqualIy important

is the facL that there appears little concerted effort by the

universities to seek federal aid. References to federal- financing

are l-irnited to programs relating to military training o.rty. 85

The RoyaJ- Commission on Industrial Training and Vocational

Education recommended that the federal government provide funds to

the provinces on a per capita basis to assist the provinces in

adding manual training to el-ementary and secondary programs. A

development fund was also recommended to support teachers, schools,

schol-arships and researchers. The war intervened, but government

respond.ed with the Technical Education Act of 1919. 86

Before World War I, Eastern Canada, particularly McGill,

Queen's and Toronto, Ied the way in engineering; and in the west,

the relatively new University of Saskatchewan l_ed the way in

agriculture by daring to place its agricultural- college on the same

campus as its arts college. By 1914, schools and colleges of

engineering, forestry, dentistry, agriculture, home economics, and

education were starting to appear on campuses throughout the

land. 8?
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MAJOR TRENDS

While strongly influenced by different sources, the first

post-secondary institutions in Canada were abl-e to borrow ideas

as they saw fit. Due to the vacuum left by the state, they

were denominational- universities which would strongly resist

subsequent attempts at establishing non-sectarian and secular

higher education. They al-so strongly opposed the attempts by Upper

Canada's government aL establ-ishing jurisdiction over their
ttdomaintt.

With the advent of Confederation, a new player was introduced;

the national government. With the industrialization of Canada in

the earl-y twentieth century, the federal government showed

increasing interest in post-secondary education. The need for more

professionals such as medical doctors and engineers, and for

scientists increased the demand for post-secondary education

creating such a financial burden on the universities that they

reached for alternative sources of funding. The federal coffers

were considered the most suitable source of additional funding.

Two other interesting characteristics that were already

emerging included: emphasis on applied rather than theoretical

education, a competition between facul-ties of science and the

traditional liberal arts the understanding that schools of

natural science were considered necessities, and arts and

humanities, Iuxuries, particularly for a country where the strugÉle

for the means of Iiving was keen.

,,,45
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rt shoul-d al-so be noted that as earJ-y as 1910, the debate

about the rol-e and the responsibilities of the federal government

vis-a-vis post-secondary education was arready welr underway.

fnvokíng natíonal interest, the federal government

intervened in the area- of provinciaJ- interest. However, it did
acknowl-edge the need to respect established constitutional-

rights by first estabrishing a program and then channerJ-ing

funding for that program through provinciar institutions.

The vehicle introduced to facilitate these operations was the

unconditional grant which was to prove l-ess satisfactory for the
giver than for intermediaries and the ul-timate recipients, as the

federal government was unabl-e to exert control- over how the money

I^/as spent. Also, the principle of natching grants was

introduced in 1919 with the Technical Education Act. L{ith this
device the federal government was able to l-imit the range of
eligibl-e activities for which money coul-d be spent. Nevertheless,

the federal- government was still- not satisfied with the funding

arrangements and increasingly resorted to the direct financing of

specific projects.

46
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SECT]ON II

The outbreak of World t{ar I in 1914 checked the development of
aIl provincially-controlled Canadian universities, and it was not

until- Lg20 that any of them settled back into a normal routine. 88

This, therefore represents a period were energies were directed

towards a common goal, defeating the enemies, and arguments about

the divisions of responsibilities for post-secondary education were

temporarily set aside.

Although, for the most part, university development ground to

a hart during the war, there were some university-rerated

advances: in 1916, the National Research Council was

establ-ished by the federal government to coordinate federal
government scientific research efforts. rt provided for the

federal support of scientific research and the training of research

workers. soon after its implementation, grants and fellowships
were made available to the university community. 89

Federal- government involvement in the financing of individuals

dates from November, 1918, when it authorized the granting of loans

to a maximun of $500 to disabl-ed veterans in need of assistance to
pursue a course of study interrupted by war service. After a few

months, this was extended to all veterans. But, subsequentry, it

was stipulated that the loans had to be repaid within five years
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and were no J-onger made avaílable to veterans who had not
previously followed educational programmes in post-secondary

institutio.r=. 90

The first Forest Products Laboratory to be estabtished by the
Forestry Branch of the Department of the fnterior was located in
Montreal and was associated with McGil-f University from the start9l
When the Department established a second laboratory at Vancouver in
1-918 ' a similar relationship with the University of British
Columbia was devel-oped. The work of all- such government agencÍes

was of actual- or potential value to scientists in a wide range of
fields, and the government, through these agencies, was making it
easier for Canadians to carry out ""=".""h. 

92

Another such organízation was the MeteorologicaJ- Service of
Canada. A Chief Astronomer for the Dominion had been appointed in
1890 and, as of 1909, there was a Donínion Observatory at Ottawa

with a fifteen-inch refrector; in 1918, a seventy-three-inch

reflector was built for the Dominion Astro-Physical Observatory at
Victoria, British Cofu*bi". 93

whil-e rerationships between the universities and these
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government agencies had always been congenial, there was no

official connection; it was a matter of individual professors

becoming invol-ved in the work of an agency. There was, however, an

official- and functional relationship between the universities and

two new agencies which had been established by 1920: the

Biological Board of Canada (1912) and the Forest Products

Laboratories mentioned earÌier. The Biological Board of Canada

(which became the Fisheries Research Board of Canada in 1938) was

actually established in 1898: A committee including

representatives from Dalhousie, Laval, McGil-I, Queents, New

Brunswick, and Toronto encouraged the Minister of Marine

Fisheries to establish a Marine Biological Station which would be

administered by a special board consisting of one or more

representatives from the Department and one representative from

each of the universities which had supported the petition for its

establishrnent. A representative fron the University of Manitoba

was added in 191 5 . 91

The Royal Military CoIl-ege at Kingston remaj-ned open

throughout World I{ar I, but from the onset, it was place on war-

tine footing' with the cadets leaving to accept commissions in the

British or Canadían armies shortly after turning 18, the minimum

age for obtaining a commission. This typically permitted a 12-18

month stay at the college, and the course of
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study was adjusted accordingly. Howeverr ârr emphasis on academic

education as distinguished from miliLary training was maintained,

and the abbreviated R.M.C. programme differed substantially from

that provided in the different officer training camps that were

establ- i shed .

The Technical- Education Act of 1919 was a bench mark in
Canadian history as it was the first ínstance of federal financing

of post-secondary education with consent from the provinces. 95

This demonstrated sensitivity on the part of the federal
government concerningi provisions in the Constitution Act of 186?

regarding education.

The Technical Education Act was created in response to the

demands of national- economic policy and the need to develop a

skilled labour fo""". 96 rt provided $10 million over 10 years to
assist in technical and vocational- education, with each province

receiving aî annual grant of $100,000. The balance was to be

distributed in proportion to the provincial population. The funds

were to be used for the following purposes: purchase or rental of

land' buiJ-dings, furnishings, and equipment; remuneration and

travelling expenses of persons employed for the purpose of

administration of vocational education and aII expenses incidental

to such administration; remuneration of teachers employed to
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conduct vocationaf cfasses; training of teachers for vocational-

work; and maintenance of plant and equipnent. 9? Al-so, not more

than twenty-five percent of the annuar grant payabre to each

provj-nce was to be used to acquire land, erect or extend buildings

or supply furníshings and equipment. 98 The al-l-ocation was partl-y

a fixed sum per province and partly per capita. 99

UnÌike the Agricul-tural Instruction Act, the Technícal

Education Act (1919) required the provinces to match the federal

contribution, and was considerably more restrictive concerning the

range of el-igible activities. Because of this, its effect was much

l-ess favourable to the provinces than the effect of the

Agricultural rnstruction Act. 100

The nature and impJ-ications of the conditionaL grant and the

cost-sharing method have been studied intermittently over a

relatively long period of time. The most penetrating look at

the conditional grants method was carried out by J.A. Maxwell. He

drew on both the Agricultural Instruction Act (1913) and the

Technical Education Act (L919) to il-lustrate his conclusions:

the federal government tempted the provinces to
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embark upon schemes which were beyond their fiscal
strength, particularly after the grants had been
terminated when after ten years the grants were
stopped, the provincial governments were faced with the
unpleasant afternativelO, of curtailing expenditure or
finding extra revenue.

Technical education had been recej-ving favourable attention in

most of the provinces since at least 1900, but the disruption and

costs of World War I, and the sharp decline in economic activity in

t920-21 prevented some of them from making effective use of the

federal funds provided under the Technical Education Act. Further

to this' in a number of provinces physical facilities for technical

education were poorì-y developed, and since the Act permitted only

one-quarter of the grant to be used for this purpose, Iinited

accommodation for technical instruction placed a severe restriction

on the use of the balance of the grant. OnIy Ontario received its

fulL allotment by t,he end of the ten-year period. The extent to

which the provinces were financially handicapped is shown by the

fact. that the Act had to be extended four times, in five-year

periods, before all the provinces were able to claim the balances

allotted to each of then.

Difficulties were also encountered ín relation to the

adrninistration of the Act. Although the change in government

during the initial ten-year period, and the resignation of the

adninistrator of the programme¡ €rr€ usually referred to ês the
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causal factors, the real- problem seems to have been rooted in

attenptsr on the one hand' by the federal government to supervise

the expenditures, and on the other hand, equally determined efforts
on the part of the provinces to resist supervi.sion. rt would

appear that the provinces were spending r or were attenrpting to
spend funds on activities outside the terms of the Act. Maxwell

concLudes ultimately, "the provinces had, in the main, to be

perrnitted to go their own road." 102 However, different

arrangements were introduced: not being able to control

effectively the use of funds provided under the Act, the federal
government resorted increasingly to the financing of specific
proiects, carried out under separate agreements with each province.

This resulted in a heterogeneity of standards from province to
province, and according to Maxwel-l, "much work of an unsatisfactory
quality. " 103

No reference to federar or provincial responsibirity for

universities appears in the proceedings of the National Conference

of Canadian Universities until 1920. Answering a federal request

that the universities support a nilitary training programme, sir

Robert Falconer noted that the provinces r¡rere obliged under the

B.N.A. Act to "attend to matters of general education". The

context of the remarks nakes it apparent that he understood

provinces to have general jurisdiction over university affairs, but

10¿. rbid., p. zrz,
103. rbid.
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that federal programs courd be introduced for special needs

several other noteworthy events occurred in 1g1g in the

of federal funding to post-secondary education. Apart from

student loans to veterans, the forerunner of the Education

real-m

the

Division of the Dominion Bureau of Statistics ( later Statistics

Canada) was founded. In 1923, this became the Education, Science

and Cul-ture Divi=iorr. 101 Given the amount of research carried on

at universities, and the importance of statistics to this research,

the Education Division of the Dominion Bureau of Statisties would

be of great importance to universities. Anot,her organization

Iinked to university research¡ the Dominion Experimental Farm

System included twenty-one branch farms, seven sub-stations, two

tobacco stations and eighty-six illustration fields by 1920. 105

Apart from its continuing direct responsibility for the Royal

Military College, the federal government became increasingly

invorved in research during the 1920's and 1930's. During this
period' it also became involved in post-secondary education through

grants in support of technical education to various p"o.ri.""r.106

The 1920's arso saw the initiation of degree programs in a

number of new professional fields - Library Science, Nursing
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and social- work, for example. within the sociar sciences, the

subjects of Economics, History, and PoIitical science emerged as

inportant disciprines and, on a smarrer scale, anthropology,

geography, sociology and psychology. 10?

Around 1920, the federal government approved a proposaJ- to

expand the cape-city of the Royal Military coltege to 300 cadets.

However r during the next twenty years, the enrol-ment remained

fairly steady at about 20O, One explanation was that funds were

not provided by the government to increase the colLege's physica]

capacity to accommodate more students. i08 However, shortry

thereafter, the Defence Department did take responsibirity for
the education of children of Canadian Forces personnel Iiving at
def ence establ i shments . 109

on the provinciar scene, the most significant deveropment

occurred around 1920 - it was the establishment of a scientific

and industrial research council- by the Province of Alberta "to
promote and develop the natural resources of the provj-nce". From

the outset, the University of Alberta had been associated with the

Al-berta Research council- which, in 1920, supplied funds for two

research fellowships.

Another significant occurrence aL the pol-itical- l-evel- took
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place in the Maritimes. Between the years 1912 and t922, each

major higher education institution in the Maritime provinces

applied to the Carnegie Corporation for financiaf assistance. Dr.

Witliam S. Learned of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement

of Teaching and Dr. Kenneth C.M. Sills, president of Bowdoin

College were invited to visit the Maritime provinces and

educational institutions there and report on the situation with a

view to making suggestions. Visits were made in 1921. 110

The result of the Carnegie-sponsored investigation was a

proposed scheme whereby a single Maritine university would be

established on the Dalhousie campus at Halifax of which Kingts,

Acadia, Mount Allison, New Brunswick, St. Francis Xavier and

Dalhousie woul-d become constituent colleges. This would entail the

removal of five out of six institutions to Halifax at a cost of

approximately $4.5 nillion, and the Carnegie Corporation was

prepared to contribute $3 nillion to effect the plan. The report 
:

claimed that the provincial governments were more Iikely to

contribute to the upkeep on en institution which had no

denominational affiliations and that it would be appropriate for

the federal government to offer either an annual subsidy or an

endowment grant in support of this r"rrtr".. lll
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The initial reaction to the proposar was on the whol_e

favourable, but by the end of IgzJ, st. Francis xavier and Acadia

had decided not to participate, and Mount Allisson had announced

that it would have to defer a decision for several years pending

the settl-ing of a guestion to do with the United Church. This only
left Dalhousie and King's, the end result being a federation of
these institutions, made possible by a carnegie grant of about g1

million. With the aid of two grants ($g25,000 from Rockerfeller
and $200,000 from the carnegie Foundation), Acadia upgraded.

Despite having attained its own degree-granting status in lgz5,
Mount St.Vincent College continued to co-operate with Dalhousie

throughout the 1930's. 112

Technical training was generall-y integrated in the programme

of secondary schools and was mostly provided in the institutions
known as Comprehensive High Schools. The Ecole des Beaux Arts de

Montreal was founded in L922 and a similar school was set up in

Quebec City in 1929. 113

A slightly different approach toward university education was

initiated in the early 1920's in an ef fort to al-l-eviate the

economic deterioration in evidence aL the tine: In Nova Scotia,

st. Francis xavier university, under the Ieadership of Dr. James

Tompkins and Dr. M.M. coady, attempted to deaL with all- the people
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of one area, rather than just those students in college classes.

In organízing their programme, they attempted to ascertain what

people wanted to learn. Their formal- beginning was the Peoplets

School, organized in L92L. People of varying occupations

fishermen, niners, and farners came together for six weeks to

study economics, philosophy and community Iiving. But the

continuation of these efforts, unfortunately, did not alter the

pattern of economic deteriomtion. ll{ A Royal Conmission

studying the condition of the fisheries recommended in 192? that an

education progran to benefit the fishermen be started. fn 1928,

the Department of Extension at st. Francis xavier under the

directorshíp of Dr. Coady, was established. ll5

In the inplementation of the Technical Education Act of 1919,

a number of difficulties arose, some of which continue to emerge as

characteristics of the nature of financial co-opera.tion between

federal and provincial governments. When the Act lapsed in 1929,

only Ontario had benefitted to the full anount allotted to the

province under the Act and so the Technical Education Extension Act

was passed in 1929. This basically allowed unexpended portions of

the funds allocated in the Technical Education Act of 1919 to be

carried fo"*r"d 116, such that any province which had not claimed
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its full all-otnent could claim it in years beyond the terminal
d"t". 11?

one of the most apparent changes characterizing higher
education in canada between L92o and 1940 was the increase in
enrolments. The number of students rose by 5g per cent, from

23r4I8 to 37'255. These numbers include Osgoode Halt Law School,

Nova scotia Agricul-tural coJ-Iege, and the Royal MiJ-itary college
which did not have degree-granting powers in lg40 r âs wel_l as a

number of theological coIì-eges not associated with any university.
These figures refl-ect the rarger proportion of women attendíng
universities - 24 per cent as opposed to the previous 1_6 per cent,
and a quadrupling of postgraduate study. rn Arts and sciences, the

student population almost doubled during these years. However,

there was onl-y a modest increase in professional fieÌds. In fact,
four of the major faculties - dentistry, Iaw, medicine, and

pharmacy, had substantiall-y fewer admissions. Of the fields which,

by 1920' were weIl established, only agricuJ-ture, engineering,

forestry and veterinary medicine experienced any gror{rth in the next

two decades and in the latter two, the numbers remained relatively

small. The most marked progress occurred in the programs of
special- interest to women: education, household sciences, nursing,

social work, J-ibrary science, physical and occupationar thu.rpy.118
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Because of this significant increase in student numbers, capital

expenditures were heavy in the rate 20's and earry 30 t s. 119 After

1932' all universit,ies found it increasingly difficul-t to meet

costs of building, maintenance and instruction. The universities

of British columbia and Manitoba were especially hard-hit.

Faculties and salaries FIere reduced, maintenance vras neglected and

construction was at a standstill. 1¿0

Federal government financial support concentrated on the

funding of research untir the 1930's, when on the advice of the

Rowell--sirois commission, a Dominion-Provincial student Aid

Program. was established in 1939. During World War II, the

federal- government funded universities for "defence research, for

technical- advice and in establishing officer-training units for the

services. " l2I

In August, 1931, The Vocational Education Act

(1931) Ì{as passed. $250,000 per annun for a period of fifteen
years was set aside from which payments could be made annually to

the government of any province "for the purpose of promoting and

assisting vocational education". The payments were conditional

upon an agreement being entered into between the Minister and the

government of the province as to the terms, conditions and purposes
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which the payments were to be

Ì{ere subject to the approval
l?,7,

made and applied, and such

of the Governor in

A devel-opment which occurred during the 1920's and 30's Yras

that the Carnegie and Rockerfeller Foundations of New York provided

financial support to Canadian universities. fn addition to
providing invaluable aid to Iibraries in a time of increased

enrolment and reduced funding, the carnegÍ-e Foundation , in 1933,

donated $50'000 to each of four Ì{estern Canadian universities "to
initiate some new and significant work which wourd have a

stimulating effect on the norale of the institutions. " 123

The Carnegie Corporation was invol-ved in a further funding

scheme in 1933. rn 1933, a survey of canadian libraries was

conducted. Libraries, such as the travelling libraries which

served the rural population, were supplied by provincial

departments of education, universities, and,/or public libraries.

They were important adjuncts to adult education in its formative

stages. Carnegie funds erere used to start regional library

services in British Colunbia and Prince Edward Isl-and. The result

of the 1933 survey was a recommendation that Prince Edward fsland

take inmediate steps to introduce an experinental regional library.

fn that province, only two centres had libraries, with a fairly
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limited circulation. The Carnegie Corporation provided an initial

grant of $60 thousand and added another $40 t,housand over the next

three years. The program resulting fron this support increased

book circulation in Prince Edward Island afmost tenfold. l2l

Another unique development in adult education came into being

in Alberta in 1933. As a result of a Carnegie grant to the

University of Alberta, the Banff School- of Fine Arts was created.

This was an effort largely envisioned and promoted by E.U. Corbett.

Initial efforts were in the area of drarna. Painting and piano

groups were added in the next few years and, still later, oral

French and weaving. l?5

Peter Sandiford of the University of Toronto¡ reporting in

1935 on adult education in Canada, noted that:

We are on the eve of a great mass movement in Adult
Education, the like of which the world has never s€€n.
The reforn of society will come, not through the
indoctrination of the young, but th"l'6 intellectual
conversion and convictions of the adult.

The Royal Comnission on Dominion-Provincial Relations (the

Rowell--Sirois Commission), appointed in 193?, stated the principle

that a federal roLe in education was imperative based on the

argument that "efficient functioning" of universities in aLI
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provinces was essential- to regional eguality of influence in

national life. The Comnission also identified the central

inportance of provincial government priorities in regard to

education. rt reconnended that, in the interest of equity, a small

per capita grant be given to the provinces. However, the war

intervened and the natter was not dealt with agaín untiL the Massey

Commission Report of 1951. 12?

The Unenployment and Agricultural Assistance Act was passed in

1937. It provided for the training of men and women between the

ages of 18 and 30 who were unemployed and registered with the

Employment Service. Grants were to be made in amounts natching

provincial expenditure and were not Iinked to provincial

populations. It was replaced by the Youth Training Act of 1939 and

by the Vocational Coordination Act of 1942. Like the Technical

Education Act ( 1919 ) ' the Unemployment and Agricul-tural Assistance

Act (1937) required natching expenditures from the provinces.

Furthermore ' its application was l-i-mited to one year only ( in spite

of this stipulation, the Act was extended for one year in 1938).

The effect of these two qualifications was to give considerable

advantages to provinces which were able and wil-Iing to spend on the

designated areas or happened to have relevant projects under way.

In 1937' PauI MartÍn introduced in the House of Conmons a

resolution calling for the establishment of a programme of nationaL

.o. 63
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schol-arships. He acknowledged that the provinces had

responsibility for the universities, but argued that the term

"exclusively" was not so restrictive that the federal- government

coul-d not offer assistance to the provinces for a particular

purpose. Similarly, the Rowel-l--Sirois Cornmission in 1940 made it

clear that universities were to be incl-uded in the definition of

education under Section 93 ' but the commission was willing to

differentiate "general education" from "certain phases of education

which are believed to be of unique nationa.l importance

specificalIy some aspects of university education. " 128

Another federal government association having cl-ose ties to

the university was established in 1938: this was the National

Research Council- Associate Committee on Medical Research ( l-ater the

Medical Research Council )

Education expenditures increased from the beginning of the

century up to the beginning of the depression in almost exactly the

same ratio as alÌ government expenditures. Education then bore the

brunt of Depression retrenchment as budgets were cut

by one sixth, from 15 per cent of government expenditures for the

first thirty years of the century to 11 per cent in 1937. 129 The

Rowel-1-Sirois Commission identified this trend and recommended

major changes to enable "the younger generation to cornpete in all
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prospective fields of enployrnent thus creating a desirable

asset through increasing the nobility of labor". 130 However, it

recommended against using conditional grants to do sor as

the records of such government instruments were, "not likely to be

very satisfactory there is enough (disagreement) to cause delay

and generate friction. " 131

AccordinÉIy, toward the l-atter part of the 1930's, there

emerged renewed interest in federal aid to students. Most of the

aid was in terms of state scholarships or bursaries estabtished by

the federal governnent, and national- scholarships for outstanding

students who were financially unable to continue their education.

On February 24, 1937, Paul Martin introduced the following

motion in the House of Comnons:

That, in the opinion of this house, . . . the government
should investigate the desirability of a system of
national schol-arship to be made available to outstanding
students who 1fi. financially unable to continue their
educat ion

Recognizing that education was a matter of provincial

jurisdiction, Martin expressed the view that this should not

prevent the scheme from being put into effect. He stated:

f am not particularly concerned in what form
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assists in furthering this
to be brought about by grants
definitely earmaked for that
there wil-l be much to object

He made mention of the fact that the National Research Council-

was awarding scholarships and grants, and that grants v¡ere also

given under the Technical Education Act of 1919.

The governrnent refused to acL on Mr. Martints motíon. rn a

speech in the House of commons on May 15, 1939, the Minister of

Labor referred to the question of nationar scholarship in the

following wayi

I did not consider that the Dominion government
should be asked to establish national- scholarships until
at least the provincíaI governments had met their
responsibilities in that regard we have said that we
would accept from the provinces a proposal for student
aid based on a fixed percentage of the total- Dominion
allocation to each province in each year This
proposal has been placed before al_I the provinces. It is
under consideration, and sqne have already indicated
their desire to co-operate. irt

The "proposal" referred to by the Minister of Labor rel-ated to

the Doninion-Provincial Student Aid Programme which was introduced

by the federal government in the spring of 1939 under the Youth

Training Act (1939), 135 which essentially replaced the
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unemproyment and Agricul-tural Assistance Act (1g3?) as a more

comprehensive piece of legislation. 136 The Act provided that
the federal government coul-d not initiate projects, but it could

suggest projects which seemed desirabre from the national

standpoint. On this basis, the government proposed that there be

established a program of aid to students, whích it described

sinply as "student .i¿". 13? The program was described as

follows:

Student aid, a project to assist young people of proven
academic merit, who were in financial need, to enter upon
or to complete a course of training leading to a degree
in a university, maximum assistance to any i4pividual- was
not to exceed $200 for the academic year. "o

The proposal- was aÊireed to by British Columbia, Saskatchewan,

Alberta' Manitoba and Prince Edward Isl-and in 1939; Quebec joined

in 1940; Nova Scotia and New Brunswick entered in 7942 Ontario in

L944; and Newfoundland joined soon after entering confederation in

194I . 139

under the Act, the federal government was to make payments to

the provinces equal- to 50 per cent of the al-l-owable expenditures

incurred for the student aid program. rn the apportionment of
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funds' priority was to be given to students in programs for which

there was a manpower shortage. As a result of this stipulation,

most funds were given to students in engineering, science, medicine

and dentistry. The assistance was given in the form of a grant, a

Ioan ' ot a combination of the two, depending upon the nature of the

provincial program. In Ontario, AIberta, British Columbia (and

Iater, Newfoundland), it was given in the form of an outright

grant; whereas in Prince Edward fsland, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick,

Manitoba and Saskatchewan it r^ras given in the form of a loan.

Quebec withdrew from the program in 1g54. 140

Professor Pike has given the following assessment of the

Student Aid Program:

It is difficuft to judge the degree to which the
Dominion-Provincial Aid Program succeeded in promoting
equality of educational opportunity. It was probabJ_y
just a drop in the bucket of need al-though its exj-stence
may have influenced some of the provinces to establish
their own separate aid programs. Federal expenditure on
the program amounted to l-ess than 945,000,000 during the
25 years of its existence ( 1939-1964 ) , and only a
sprinkling of students (on averagÊ, less than 3,000 a
year) received financial support. "'

Consultations for the Selected Service between the federal-

$overnment and the National Conference of Canadian Universities

(Nccu) took place in 1939, regarding the treatment of staff and

students within the provisions of the National- Sel_ective

ilo. rbid. , p. 87 ,

141. rbid,
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Service Act. These resulted in quite close contact between the

federal governnent and universities during the Second World

war. 112

The development of Canadian higher education was seriously

affected by the Depression. Many professional fields were

adversely affected, the most significant being architecture and

pharmacy; but the expansion of new fields such as library science,

physical and health education and social work was also checked. 113

The effect of the Depression upon the universities was

indirect rather than direct - salaries were cut, but then prices

felL; and on the whole, the teaching staff suffered less and had

more security than in other professions. Enrolment kept up because

there were no jobs to tenpt young people not to come to college.

Onthe other hand, it was next to impossible, both economically and

psychologically, to take bold steps forward in such troubl-ed d"y". 1{1

The depression of the 1930's caused a very substantial

reduction in personal and corporate gifts and bequests to the

universities. Since gifts, bequests and endowment income made up

a large portion ( about 30 to 40 percent ) of operating expenditures,

their reduction forced a search for alternative sources of funds or
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the reduction or terninatíon of some programs. Amongst the

potential al-ternative sources were the provincial governments, the

federal government and students. But they, too were adversely

affected by the prevailing economic conditions: personal income

had fa.Llen, and so did government revenues.

In 1940, the Rowe1l-Sirois Commission reported that it had

received many briefs requesting federal government participation

in the financing of students and post-secondary institutions. It

explained that most of the requests arose Iargely from concern that

the reduced financial capacity of the provinces woul-d prevent theul

from meeting the financial requirements of the educatior, ry=t"*.1{5

The Conmission expressed understanding acknowledgnrent of the

problem, but it took the stand that:

the representations appear to us to go too far in
denying the right of each province to decide the relative
importance of expenditure on education and expenditure on
the competing services Hencer wê do not think that
ít would be wise or appropriate for the Dominion to make
grants to the provi¡¡ces ear-narked for the support of
general educat ion . lto

It is vital to note, however, that the Cornmission made a

distinction between "general education" and t'certain phases of
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education which are believed to be of peculiar national importanc"" l{1

(as noted earlier), and on that basis, glave cautious approval to

federal aid to universities. ft came to reason that "efficient

functioning" of universities in alI the provinces v/as essential to

regional "equality of influence in the national 1ife". Because the

provinces were encountering serÍous financial difficulties, the

Commissioners anticipated that they would welcome some federal aid

to universities ¡ particularly if the aid were distributed through

and by the provinces. They made a statement to that effect:

A relatively small Dominion annual grant divided among
the provinces in rough proportion to their population for
the benefit of institutions which receive help from the
state night pfay a peculiarl-y usefuL part in our national
Iife. The additional funds, while preferably to be spent
at the discretion of the universíty, would make it
possible (whenever this appeared to academic authorities
the most useful course) to provide scholarships and
bursaries which would bring its oppprtunities within t,he
reach of poor but able students. Irð

Under normal conditions, one would have expected uni-versities

to take up this encouraging proposition for federal aid, and to

push for its implementation, But, the education of veterans had by

that time become an issue of importance, and university authorities

channelled their full energies to the forrnulation of the veterans

7t
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MAJOR TRENDS

The post World War I years saw an interesting event take place

in the Maritimes. while offered a private grant of $g million,

most universities involved declined the option to

relocate in Halifax as it woul-d have meant a reduction to college

status as opposed to being a fully-fredged university. This

attachment to highly independent and diversified instit,utions has

survived to this day.

Another interesting aspect of this period was the invol-vement

of private interest, arbeit Anerican, in the werfare of the

universities. The Rockerfeller and Carnegie Foundations spent

nillions in grants at a time when enrolment was increasing and

governments were shying away from their responsibilities due to the

difficul-t financial situation created by the Depression.

This period arso crearry established that provinciar

$overnrnents alone did not have the financial resources to handle

the funding needs for post-secondary education, opening the d.oor

for federar governnent involvement, and¡ indeed, the federal
government expressed renewed interest.

While strapped for funds, the federal government nevertheless

introduced a new funding formula; student aid. As the funds were

given as a grant or a l-oanr or a combination of the two, directly

... 72
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to the actual individual, conditions for this subsidy could easily

be introduced and readily enforced. this resulted in most of the

funds being given to engineering, science, medicine, and dentistry,

as these fields were deemed important to national interest.

ft shoul-d also be noted that the federal government

established a propensity, during the inter-war period, for tempting

the provinces into embarking upon schemes which erere beyond their

financial resources and then withdrawing support, having created a

demand that it no longer chose to fund, whether because of a lack

of financial resources or a change in focus for available funds.

... 73
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SECTION III

1939 marked the effective entry of Canada into Worfd War II
but, more ímportantly, it marked the end of the depression which

had seen canadian universities grind almost to a standstilr. 150

During the course of the war, the federal government, as is to be

expected, did not have a lot of time or energy to commit to

matters of post-secondary education: the Parliament of Canada had

to develop a policy with respect to the eligibility of university

students and teachers for military service; it provided training

for thousands of veterans on their ".trr"., 
151; and it empremented

the War Emergency Training Programmes of 1940-46 and 1951--55, under

which the federal government put out money for both 85 percent of

operating costs and for the Doninion Loan Fund (L944l', which were

designed to assist and accelerate the graduation of doctors and

dentists for the war """'rri""=. 
152 That was about the extent of

federaf poricy on higher ed.ucation untir after worl-d war rr. 153

By Order-in-CounciI (PC7633, dated October 1, 1941 ) ttre

federal government provided grants to World War II veterans to

study at the university level. The document outlining the

arrangement stated that eligible veterans could have been admitted
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to a university before their discharge, within one year of their

discharger or longer depending on the course of study. Veterans

were allowed to resume acadernic or professional courses interrupted

by their service, given certain time restrictiorr=. 15{ Grants

Tvere awarded for graduate as well as undergraduate study, but

eligibility for post-graduate grants depended on the studentts

academic record, the type of course to be taken and "its

desirability in t,he public interest. " 155

The value of grants was comparable to the out-of-work benefits
provided for al-l- ex-servicemen, and was comparable to the benefits

paid in the higher brackets under the Unemployment Insurance Act. 156

In addition, the federal government paid tuition and other

compulsory fees.

However' the Order-in-CounciI did not provide grants for the

universities to enable them to accomrnodate the anticipated increase

in enrolment. A committee of the National Conference of Canadian

Universities appointed in L942 to consider "problens arising from

PCl 63 3 , " 15? reported that :

The Order-in-Council deals with one side only of a two-
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sided problen. It will create an unparalleled demand for
university education, but does nothing to ensure the
corresponding supply, and unless the Dorninion Government

is willing to help the universities in neeting their
post-war obligations, the Order-in-CounciI must fail in
its fuII purpose An essential corollary to the Post-
Discharge Establishment order is therefore a
correspondingly generous contribution by the Dominion
glovernrnent to the universities so that they may provide
the educational facilities offered in the Order to
denobilized men and women. Our resources are at the
present stretched to their linits and we cannot meet vañP
new demands without a large measure of external help.""

The conmittee anticipated an enrolment of 30,000 to 35,000 nen

and 51000 women who had been in the war. This would represent

approximately a doubling of the 1939 enrolment in Canadian

universities. Since student fees at that tine covered about 40

percent of the operating costs of universities, a doubling of

enrolment would lead to a sharp increase in costs not covered by

fees. The committee noted that the high war-time rates of taxation

had largely "dried up the wells of private generosity" and

concluded that there was no alternative revenue to generous

assistance from the federal and provincial governnents. To control

costs, the committee recommended that "the universities should

continue to consult with one another, especially within the same

region, before embarking upon any najor new development or

etablishing any new course or departnent." 159

The BiII leading to the Veterans Rehabil-itation Act was

158 rbid,

rbid.

p. 9-10.
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introduced on May 3, 1945; and the Act received Royal assent on

December 1-8, 1945. The NCCU request for direct federal assistance

was granted (aL the rate of $150 per veteran, per year).

The Veterans Rehabilitation Act is generaJ-ly considered to

have been a highly successful- proposition. It was by far the

greatest of alt federal- ventures into higher educatior 160,

extended l-ater to accommodate the veterans of the Korean War.
161 Th" scheme marked the first time since 1913 that the federal
government undertook direct financial involvement with

r universities. This example of direct involvement by the federaL

government in the financing of post-secondary education and the

method by which it became involved, have been referred to

continuously by the advocates of further federal aid to post-

second.ary education. 182 The federal- treasury, through the

' department of Veterans' Affairs, poured $141 million into the

, nrogramme. The majority , $90 million, went into living
t 

^llowances; but $33 nillion went into university fees, and $18
:

' mill-ion were paid as a direct grant-in-aid to the universities, at
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the rate of $150 per veteran per academic session. 163

The financing of the Veterans programme was, for the

universities, a very pleasant respite: it interrupted a rather

long period of financial difficulties and was followed by a period

of even greater difficulties. The problems encountered durinÉ the

decade preceding the introduction of the programme, were related to

the generaf economic problens that beset the whole nation; whereas

the problems encountered at the termination of the programme were

largely related to the relative affluence that prevailed during the

period when the programme was in effect and the higher financial

base that resulted from it.

The nationts obligation toward its war veterans was the reason

for federal educational assistance to discharged veterans after

both World Wars (although this responsibility was nuch more

generously recognized in the case of World War If veterans and the

children of deceased veterans ) . This support is much to the credit

of the federal Sovernment, as it is doubtful that any of the

provinces would have assigned public funds to post-secondary

education for activities rel-ated to national defence or the

education of young people who participated in the tr"o *r""=. 16{

The several federal-provincial agreements on vocational
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training in existence in 1942 were brought under the Vocational

Training Co-ordination Act (1942). i65 ft was this Act which

provided the rationale, Iegislation and adninistration for the

introduction of direct federal aid for the further education of

discharged veterans of World War II. 166 The Act continued

projects initiated under the Youth Training Act (L939) and added an

emphasis on the war effort and training of war veterans. Programs

under the Act were to be carried on through separate federal-

provincial agreenents concerning apprenticeship, vocational

schooJ-s, correspondence courses and technical training. This

program lasted until 1960 when it was replaced by the Technical and

Vocational Training Assistance Act.

In 1942, another military college was opened near Victoria,

British Columbia. Royal Roads Military College, Iike its

counterpart in Kingston was, as per the constitution, a federally-

sponsored institution. 16?

In 1944, Manitoba undertook a study of educational finances,

as did most other provinces, less fornally. Ontario's premier,

George Drew, announced a full-scale Royal Commission to examine all
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facets of education. All provinces had minimized educationaf

finances over the past two decades and with the exception of Prince

Edward Island, they provided Iarger provincial g"".rt=. 168

The Second Worl-d War brought with it an unprecedented Ìevef of

Government intervention required to wage a modern confl-ict. The

r^rar ef f ort made major economic, social and psychological demands on

everyone setting the stage for Keynesian economic and social-

initiatives. Veterans came back home knowing they had paid a

valuable sacrifice for their society and were expecting to receive

rewards in keeping with the rol-e they had pl-ayed. Chal-lenged to

maintain its legitimacy, the Government of Canada re-directed the

bureaucracy and resources acquired during the war and attempted to

address the demands for health, education and social services. A

general consensus ernerged that private service agencies did not

meet the needs of the population equally and politicians were eager

to respond with legisÌation that mandated provision of services to

ensure fair and equal distribution.

When the war came to an end, Canadians wanted a long period of

peace and prosperity in which they coul-d educate the public and

their political- representatives to the pressing needs of an

increasingly industrialized democratic society. They were to get

their peaceful prosperity, but there was to be no respite from

their dif f iculti.=. 169
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The roots of today's university dilenrna lie in an area quite

renote from the daiJ-y squabbles that enliven Canadian campuses.

They stem from the historical- facL that Canadian living standards

rose rapidly in the decades after 1945. 1?0

In 1946 ¡ ãÍr amendment to the Act which established the

National- Research council allowed it to creater €rs independent

organaizations, the Defence Research Board (1947) and the Medical

Research Council ( 1960 ) . These were created for the purpose of

delegating to them, and other government bodies r the more

special-ized research activities previously undertaken by the

National Research Council itself. l?l

Assistance in the form of fell-owships for the hurnanities was

so meagre in 1946 as to warrant the conclusion that "Canadian

scholarship in the humanities has never experienced the stimulus of

subsidized research" ,7'12 the ¡nost notable aid recorded being from

four to six Guggenheim Fellowships distributed over alI

disciplines. Very few of these, naturally' came to scholars in the

humanities. After this, the situation improved slightly' especially

when help came forth frorn the Carnegie Corporation and Rockerfeller
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Foundation, but even this assistance was meagre when compared to

funding for the sciences.

In 1948, the Quebec government granted a university charter to

Sir George f,Iilliams College which had cone into being through the

efforts of the Montreal Y.M.C.A. and which had introduced, in 1873'

evening courses for English-speaking young men in Montreal. l?3

As a result of the education of the war veterans, the

universities experienced a metamorphosis: from institutions in the

process of fossilization, they became aninated. But, aIas, "their

adninistrators proved to be either myopic or recklessly

optimistic. " 1?{ Since aII federal aid under the Program was

related directty to the numbers of veterans attending ' it was to

be expected that when the number of veterans able and willing to

pursue higher education diminishedr so would the federal aid.

Hence, in the final years of the 1940ts, the universitíes were

confronted with the arduous task of again having to convince the

provincial and federal governrnents that they deserved financial

support from the public treasuries. 1?5

On March 4, 1949, a committee of the National Conference of

Canadian Universities presented a statement to the Prine Minister

(ttre Hon. Louis St. Laurent) and the Minister of Finance (Doug1as

Abbott) in which they sought to justify federal participation in
82
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the financing of universities. After emphas izíng that Canadian

universities had recently faced serious deficits and could not

afford the necessary expansion in physical facilities' the

committee recorded their concern that educational opportunities

were going to be linited unless the federal government provided the

necessary financial aid. The justification for federal government

invoLvement was based of national requirenents for professional

manpower - engineersr scientists, doctors, dentists - and the

inter-provinciaL mobility of students. l?6 The committee "viewed

with alarm" the decl-ining federal financial assistance, and

declared:

the universities of Canada need grants for expanded
and improved facilities. Such grants should be made on
a five-year basis so that adequate planning and budÉetilç
is possible in the light of the needs of our people.

On the basis of "the national requirements for professional

manpower" argument, the comnittee asked the government to cover the

overhead costs related to research operations financed by federal

Council-s and agencies, by making grants to the universities equal

to 30 percent of the research grants; and to make direct grants for

current and capital expenditures in schools of medicine, dentistry'

nursing, physical education, social work, agriculture and forestry.
83
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In July' 1949' the

Universities submitted a

83
National Conference of Canadian

brief to the Massey Conmission stating:

Canada are to grow with the
needs of the Dominion' and
to survive at their present
receive direct support from

if the Universities of
growth and the increasing
indeed if they are merely
stature, they will have !n
the Dominion Government. ¡ru

The brief contained four categories of federal support:

1. For the most costly professional faculties (Medicine,
Dentistry, Agriculture, and Forestry), a direct grant of
an appropriate sum per student per annum;

2, For the facul-ties of pure and applied Science and
engineering, an expansion of the research grants to
include an amount for overhead costs and a system of
long-term (five-year) "bIock" grants for research to be
distributed by these universities;

3. For the faculties carrying on instruction and
research in Arts and Letters, the establishment of a
Canadian Council- of Arts and Letters ' with power to make
grants ín its own field and to sponsor the development of
libraries, art collectionr etc;

4, For att faculties and for post-graduate studiego a
system of Government scholarships and fellowships.

These recommendation appear to have been conceived by, and

for the benefit of, those universities which had substantial-

professional schools and faculties. At least that is the

interpretation given to them by universities which did not have

professional programmesr and by the Royal Connission.

Both great wars caused Canadians to examine their society and
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its institutions. Access to education for aIl- able citizens

was confirmed as an important goal of our =o"i"ty' 
180

In tg48-49 universities satisfied 56 percent of their costs

either from fees or from endowment incone. By the early 1950ts,

veteran enrolment was declining and universíties were threatened

with related decreases in federal assistance. This occurred at the

same time as rising costs and rising non-veteran enrolt"nt. 181

The provincial governments contributed less than a third (the

remainder was made up of federal aid to veterans of the Second

World War, a temporary occurrence). Twenty years later, in 1968-

69, the picture was entirely different. Now student fees plus

endowment income contributed about a quarter of universities'

income. Governments supplied the """t. 
182

During the 1950's, the federal government offered to the

provinces, and more particularly the universities, significant

grants to help their exPansion. A dispute, under the guise of the

assertion of provincial autonohyr raged between the Quebec Premiert

Maurice L. Duplessis, and the federal authorities, in particular

180 
.
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the Prime Minister Louis St-Lau"".rt. 183

The concern for "equality of educational opportunity" r so

prevalent in the 1950's and 1960's, was first expressed in the late

1930's, when tuition fees s/ere increased to 40 or 50 percent of

operating cost, Considerable apprehension was voiced that onl-y

students from higher income fanilies would be able to pursue

studies in universities. The same apprehension was expressed when

the federal- grants to universities under the Veteran's

Rehabilitation Act v¡ere terninated. 18{

The Massey Commission Report(1951) declared that although

universities were to be included under Section 93, there were

severaL cl-osely related areas for which federal assistance was not

only constitutionally permissable but socially necessary. Amongst

the areas to which reference was made, undergraduate scholarshipst

research support, and direct grants to universities virere given

priority. 185

It is apparent that the federal government became a major

factor in the developnent of Canadian universities in the 1940's

and 1950ts in contrast to the situation in evidence prior to World

War II when its involvement was linited to its direction of the

Royal Military College in Kingston and to its support of research
. . .86

Audet, Louis-Philippe, et Gauthier' Armand' Le Svsteme
Scolaire du Quebec: OrEanization et Fonctionnenent
(2nd ed.), pp. 137-151.

Peitchinis, Stephen G.' Financinq Post-Secondary
Education i¡ tenêdq,
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through such agencies as the National Research Council and such

departnents as AgricuLture, and Lands and Forests. This important

change in the governmentts role was the outcome, in part, of the

financial support it provided first through the Department of

Veterans Affairs program. and from 1951 orrr through the

distribution of annua.l- grants to the individual universities and

colleges as recommended by the Massey Conmission. ft is

important to recognize that this expansion of the federal

role was general rather than specific and that what the

federal government was providing was financial support, not

direction. How the individual universities used the funds they

received was their affair. 186

In 1950, Prime Minister St. Laurent spoke of the need "to

ensure to our universities the financial capacity to perforn the

many services which are required in the national- interest of the

nation. " 18? He repeated this when introducing the per capita

grants program in 1951: ". . . it is in the national interest

to assist the universities to perforn functions which are quite

essential to the country . . . ". 188
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Another important factor in the introduction of the per capita
grants program in 1951 was interprovincial nobility. The

universities of some provinces had not yet developed professional

schools of sufficient size and quality to accommodate aIl students

in their provinces who wished to enter professional proÉrams,

compelJ-ing them to seek adnission in other provinces. This

nobility of students continues to be an important element in the

real-m of federal-provincial and inter-provincial financial

arrangements relating to post-secondary education. 189

It its report submitted on June 1, 1951, the Massey

Commission expressed concern about "the growing stress of purely

utilitarian subjects in academic prograns." 190 It is

submitted that the Commission failed to appreciate the rationale

for the seeming bias in favour of professional education. The NCCU

was attempting to skirt the constitutional issue by requesting

federal aid for those programs only which were deemed to be in

the national interest, 191 the privy of the federal government.

RegardÌess, the Commission gave unqualified support to demands

for federal financial assistance to both students and universities.

It considered the constitutionality of the proposal and concluded

88
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that federal aid to individuals did not violate the constitution,
as it did not

constitute ínterference with the country's
educational system, the independence of the educationq]
institutions or the programmes of these institutions."'

rt found t-haL the federal government had not been very "generous"

in the awarding of scholarships, and deplored the lack of financial

aid to the humanities. Therefore, it recommended that a system of
post-graduate scholarships, together with an extensive system of

undergraduate scholarship was long overdue:

federal aid to university undergraduates is generally
accepted in principle, and this aid is welcomed by all
provinces without hesitation provided that their
iurisdiction ,frn educational matters is respected and
saf eguarded. ¡ru

The Report stated that the deterioratíng financial position of

the universities led them to raise fees, thus restricting

university education to the wealthy living in the university towns.

Students from rural areas were at a disadvantage:

The university is thus increasingly deprived of an
elenent which gave it much strength in the past, and the
student population is thrown out of balance.
...democratic principles demand that as far as possible
equal opportunity be given to all- our young people, rural
as wel-I as urban. The nost effective way to create this

89
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equality of
of national

opportunity is
scholarships.

a well-devised system,tfroueh

The Commission also ¡ssomm€nded:

That a body be created to be known as the Canada Council
for the Encouragement of the Arts, Letters, Humanities
and Social Sciences to stimulate and to help voJ-untary
organizations within these fields, to foster Canada's
cul-tural relations abroad, to perform the functions of a
national commission for UNESCOT and to devise and
administer a svstgp of scholarships as recommended (bv
the commission). ¡uv

Concerning federal assistance to universities, the Commission

recommended that:

a) the Federal Government make annual contributions
to support the work of the universities on the basis of
the population of each of the provinces of Canada.

b) these contributions be made after consultation
with the government and universities of each province ' to
be distributed to each university proportionately to
student enrolment.

c ) all menbers of the National Conference of Canadian

Til:;::=frfies 
be elisible for the federal grants mentioned

It is relevant to note that the

"consultation with the governnent

recommendation provided for

of each province. " Equally

relevant is the fac1. that, in the implementation of the
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recommendation this part of it was ignored by the federar
government.

Shortly after the Commission's Report was tabled in the House

of Commons, the Prine Minister announced that:

The government has reached the concrusion that it is
in the national interest to take immediate action to
assist universities to perform functions which are quite
essential to the country, and indeed to the proper
adninistration of the government ... T{e have decided thatgrants should be made available for the forthconing
academic yerq¡ aJ-ong I ines recommended by the Massey
Commission. "'

The Prime Minister added that the government was not ready to ask

Parl-iament to accept a permanent scheme of grants to universities,
but for the forthcoming academic year it was to be "approxinately
equal to fifty cents per capita of the present estimated population

of the country. " 198 He arso emphasized that the proposed aid
was to be considered a supplenent to, and not a repJ-acement of,
provincial grants:

The federal action is intended to provide a necessary
supplement to the assistance already made available by
the provincial governments and it is our earnest hope
that provinciar authorities wil-1 not regard this federar
contribution as in any way replacing their orrrn
obligations t,o the institutíons which they have been
supporting in the past.

These federal grants are designed, moreover, primarily to
assist the universities to naintain the highry quarified

House of Conmons Debates,
Parliament, 1951, Vol. V

rbid,

91
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staffs and the working conditions which are essential for
the proper performance of their functions - in other
words, to maintain gyality rather than to increase
existing f acilities. irY

The federal government ignored the Commission's recommendation

that the provinces be consulted in the distrÍbution of federal- aid.

The Prime Minister stated:

ít would seem to me that the payment to which a
registered student entitfes an institutigp shoul-d go to
the institution where he is registered. ¿uu

Shortl-y after the appropriation was voted, NCCU representatives

met with the Deputy Minister of Finance to consider the

administration of the grant. The Deputy Minister explained that

the grant had been made for one year onl-y, but that there would

Iikely be legisl-ation to put the grants on a more permanent basis,

using the experience of the first year "as a sound basis for any

subsequent Act of Parliament." 201

The report resulting from this meeting indicates that the

federal governrnent was anxious to work closely with the

universities in devel-oping the financial assistance program. Not

only was the Order-in-CounciI (due about September 15) to be

drafted in accordance with recommendations requested of the

oo

ig9. rbid.
200 Ibid., pp. 5020-5021.

201. National- Conference of Canadian Universities, Executive
Committee, Minutes, 11 July, 1951.
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their approval
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but it was also to be "submitted to the NCCU for
,, 202

The decision not to consul-t the provinces seems to have been

based on the view that there was no adninistrative need for such

consultation:

They (the federal government) had made the grants as
automatic as possible and the distribution woul-d be fixed
in accordance with the terms of the Order-in-CounciI.
The use to which the universities night put the grants
was not restricted for this year, but the use actually
made of the grants might determine the government's
pol-icy if subsequentl-y there were legislative action.
The only body the Government was consulting was the NCCU
and there would 

þOg 
no statutory provincial

committees

The University of Montreal expressed strong disapproval

concerning the role pJ.ayed by the NCCU in the drafting of the

Order-in-Counci1, and with the failure to consult the provinces.

In a communication dated 29 August, 1951, the university announced:

the Executive Committee considers as extremely
delicate the position in which the University has been
placed if the provincial government has not been
consul-ted in this matter. The Hon. M. Renaud observes
notably that according to the Constitution, the domain of
education belongs to the provinces and that the Province
of Quebec has always nanifested authorities on conditigp
that its prerogatives and essential- rights are respected.
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The communication also reflected the hope that the

recommendations of the Royal- Commission could be realized "in a

formula satisfactory to all those interest€d", otherwise the

university of Montreal could not "count upon the grant in

question. " This comment rnight suggest some pressure from the

government of Quebec on the university to protest the proposed

arrangements or Iose its provincial support. A comparable

communication was received by the NCCU from Laval University. The

Rector (F. Vandry) wrote:

f am surprised to learn that the government of the
province of Quebec has not been consulted by the federal
authorÍties on the subject of grants to oþe made to the
universities of the province of Quebec. uv!

He pointed out that the Royal Commission had recommended

consultation with the provinces in developing the federal aid

scheme. The failure to do so was a regrettable "oversightr"

especially since ". . . the Prime Minister of the province of Quebec

(Maurice Duplessis) appeared to me to be well disposed to accept a

tgentlenants agreement' with Ottawa." The Rector concluded that

Laval could not participate in the negotiations with the federal

government "unless the Government of Quebec has accepted the

Federal- proposals."
94
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In a communication to the University of Montreal 206 the

NCCU took the view that a precedent for the procedures followed was

to be found in the manner in which supplementary grants were

provided to the universities under the Veterans Rehabilitation Act.

Apparentl-y no provinciaJ- government had objected at the tine and it
was assumed that no province woul-d object in this instance.

obviously, there was no account taken of the fact that the

motivation for and conditions under which the Department of

Veterans' Affairs programme was instítuted were entirely different.

It can be assumed that the Royal- Commission had good cause for

recommending consultation with the provincial governments. fn a

private communication, N.A.M. McKenzie wrote:

r had urged that the monies shoul-d be distributed within
the provínces by provincial committees made up of
representatíves of the university or universities, of the
provincial department of education, and of the federal
government. Had this been done f think we might have
avoided the difficulty with Quebec. However, the
government decifi"d to dear directry with the universities
at the outset.

There is no record availabÌe of a rejoinder from the

University of Montreal to the NCCU, but it is known that the matter

was not set aside either by the government or the NCCU.

The opinion of the province of Quebec was reflected in

statement by Mr. Henri courtemanche in the House of commons
95
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95

He declared:

the province of Quebec is not opposed to this
subsíd.izing of universities, "but" ... Quebec intends to
refuse generous amounts, fearing theyonpight cost us our
Ianguage ' otlr f aith r our traditions. """

He proposed that the provinces would be financially able to assist

their universities if the federal- government were to return to then

the taxing povters surrendered to Ottawa during the war' To quote:

all they (the federal government) have to do is to
hand back to the provinces those sources of revenue they
have taken away from them. In this wavr everybody would
be satisfied. But this is not being done. why? Because
the true object of this federal strategy is not to help
our universities but to interferño once more with
provincial rights and prerogatives. u"'

It has not been possible to ascertain whether the views

expressed by Mr. Courtemanche represented in fact the official

pol-icy of the Government of Quebec on the issue. Nevertheless, the

federal gfovernment reacted without delay to the speech' On

November 27 the NCCU Executive Committee was presented with a

Ietter from the Department of Finance in which it was stated that

the prine Minister did not wish to submit the regulation concerning

the per capita grants programme to the Privy Council until the

views of the provinces had been secured. It seems that this

satisfied premier Duplessis, as he permitted Quebec universities to

96
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accept the grants for the t95I-52 academic year. However, there

were no modifications of any importance in the program for 1952-

53. As a result the government of Quebec "advised" the universities

of the province to reject the grant, with the irnplied threat that

provincial grants would be withheld. The universities complied,

and for the remainder of the programÌ their share of the federaf

grant was deposited into the Consol-idated General Revenue Fund of

Quebec.

The system of federal grants introduced in 1951 represents a

very significant departure from past methods of federal aid to

institutions under provincial- jurisdiction. The provinces were

bypassed entirely: , they were not consulted; their participation

was not requested; the funds did not pass through their treasuries;

and they T./ere not made parties to the distribution of the funds

amongst the universities.

The grant to each province was decided on the basis of

provincial population (not college age population). The grant to

each university was determined on the basis of full-time enrolment.

The result was, of course, a Elross maldistribution of grants

amongst universities. Institutions in Newfoundland benefitted

substantially more than those of any other province. The grant per

student in Newfoundland was twice the size of grants received by

universities in Nova Scotia and British Colunbia, followed by

universities in the relatively wealthy provinces of Ontario and

Alberta. Although the nature of the federal grants program; and

97
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the relative shares received by universities in different provinces

are important considerations, from the standpoint of federal

involvement in the financing of post-secondary education attention

must be focused elsewhere: The program gave rise to the first

major federal-provincial- dispute on the constitutionality of

federal- involvement in the financing of post-secondary education.

It has not been possible to determine who was responsibl-e for the

initial fail-ure of the f ederal- government to consul-t the provinces,

and who prevaiJ-ed in the decision not to confer with them, after

the issue became the basis of serious confl-ict. It seems that the

National Conference of Canadian Universitíes, which participated

actively in the formulation of the program, opted out of the

constitutional issue. They were interested in the money; not in

the "political procedure in regard to possibfe discussions with

provincial governme.rt=." 210 This attitude of self-interest is

an example of what casts universities in a position of isofation

from the problems of the community. Considering their wide ranging

expertise, a superior al-ternative to their opting out would have

been to organize a committee on the constitutionaJ- problem, and

suggest al-ternat ive proposals f or federal-provinc ial part icipat ion

in the formulation of the program and in the distribution of

grants. But, ever since its inception, the national organizaiuíon

of Canadian universities and colleges has consistently propagated

9B
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the national interest in university education and the requirement

for federal presence in university activity. This continues to be

its major function.

As has been indicated, the possibility that euebec

universities, (particularly the universities of Montreal_ and

Laval ), might not be in a position to accept the federal grants did
not seen to concern the Executive of the National Conference of
canadian uníversities. But, when the institutions actually

declined the grants, and when a few years later it became evident
that the per capita grant wourd remain fixed unless a, way were

found to remove the obstacl-e, serious consideration began to be

given to alternative methods of distribution. The alternative

suggested by the Prine Minister at a NCCU Conference on Novenber

13r 1956r conveyed the inpression that those who devised it were

totalJ-y out of touch with the reality of the conflict. Instead of
allowing for some sort of provincial participation in the

alrocation of the funds, the new pJ-an sinpry provided for the
distribution of the funds by the NCCU! The Prime Minister declared:

fn order to dissipate these fears and to make it
abundantry crear that we do not intend to tamper with the
freedon of any individual institution, we are proposing
to hand over the monies voted by Parliament each year for
that purpose to the National- conference of canadian
universities which wourd divide it up and distribute it

we propose to hand over the noney to the NCCU to be
alrocated as if al-l erigible institutions were to accept
their share of the total anount. If any one of then
should feel- that, ít cannot accept this assistance for the
time being ' we wourd propose to provide in our agreement
with the NCCU that the money allocated to that
inst itut ion

oo
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be held in trust for it until- it sees fit to ask for it.2Il

On January 29, 1957 the Prime Minister introduced a motion in
the House of commons to augment the per capiLa grants to $1.00 and

to make the NCCU the distributing agency:

To au'thorize payments
Canadian Universities

to the National Conference of
( hereinaf ter call-ed the

'conference' ) for the purpose of making grants to
institutions of hígher learning the total amount ofgrants to al-I the institutions in any one province be
cal-culated by nuJ-tipl-ying the population of the province
by $1, and any amount payable to an institution of
higher J-earning and not paid in the present fiscal
year may be retained by the conference until such tj_me as
the institution to which the money is payable craims the
payment from the conference or p^Afliament provides
otherwise for the disposal thereof. ¿Lú

The option of giving the grants to the provinces appears to
have been considered, but a decision was taken against doing so on

the ground that the provinces may not have allocated them to the

universities. PresumabJ_y the provinces would

the grants if they had been made conditional_.

the Prime Minister explained:

"Address of the Prime Minister,
in Hiqher Education (Toronto:
Press, 1967), p. 255.

have refused to take

in Canada's Crisis
University of Toronto

Nevertheless,

governments have a great many calls
, and these grants are recommended to
may go to the universities and to no

. 100

the provincial
upon their finances
parliament so they
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other quarter; and we think that by pracing them in the hands
of the National Conference ogof Canadian Universities they willgo to those universities. o"

The federar government found itserf in a paradoxical_

situation; and the more it attempted to extricate itself, the more

the probl-em was aggravated. In the same speech, the Prime Minister
stated:

f ... hope that ultinately it will_ convince the people
who require university services throughout the whol_e of
canada that there is no intention and no possibitity of
this impinging upon the exclusive "., Iegislativejurisdiction of the respective provinces. ¿tl.

But then he also felt compelJ_ed to decLare:

r believe that the canadian government has the
constitutionar right to offer assistance to uni_versitiç,ç
and that it is its duty and responsibility to do so. LII

ft does not come as a surprise to learn that nobody was amazed

at Premier Duplessis' failure to change his policy upon the

introduction of the new system. It was not difficul-t to recognize

in the "new system" the creation of a federar agency for the

distribution of grants to the universities. Basical_ly, the

exercise was a very unsophisticated political manoeuvre.

The grant was raised to $1.50 per capita in the falr of lgbg

and to $2.00 per capita in 1962. But the universities remained
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unsatisfied; university administrators comprained that the
government and the public did not really understand the problems

that unj-versities were facing. rn an effort to inform them, the
canadian universities Foundation ¿16 erected to appoint its own

"Royal- Commission" on the financing of higher education in Canada.

Considering the purpose of the commission, it came as no surprise
that the persons appointed as commissioners were not known for
their impartiar views on the matter to be "investigated". 211

Through this federal-provincial disagreements, the provinces,
except Quebec, accepted the system of federal grants introduced in
1951. This fail-ure to react resulted in being completely by-passed

in the funding p*o".r.. 218

Yet' apart from the constitutional objections which Quebec

raised' which led the Quebec government to refuse the grant after
the first year, there was abundant dissatisfaction with the formula
under which it was made. fndeed, President A.E. Kerr of Dalhousie

calIed the federal grant "the most inequitable to be found anywhere

in the British Comnonwealth. " As it turned out, the neediest of
universities in the country, and the only ones without a provincial

702
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grant' those of Nova Scotia, received the smallest federal grant
per student.

. 
the formula for distribution was conceived in this way: the

' Erant was nade on the basis of 50 cents per head within the
population of each province. The provincial Department of
Education was then requested to divide the grant among those "of

::

uni-versity Ievel" institutions - so narned by the Federal-

r Covernnent, according to their registration of fuII-time students.
This arrangement, probably considered the most politically
justifiable, favoured the universities in provinces with the
smallest proportion of their youth in university and penal-ized the
universities in provinces with the rargest proportion.

Dr. Kerr suggested that, since the Massey Comnission proposed

the federal grant because the servj-ce of the universities was not
a

regional but truly national- in scope, "it woul-d be logical to
, suppose that the Federal- Government would set a uniform national
I

rate per student, irrespective of the location of the university"
similar to what happened with the veteransr grant-in-aid.

The original proposal nade by the National Conference of

, Canadian Universities to the Massey Conmission for a federal grant

I "equested that it be made on a per student basis. The universities
. asked at that time (1949) for a grant of $150 to $200 per student

in the professional faculties and $100 in the others. In their
brief to the Gordon Commission in 1956 they not only asked again

that the federal grant be distributed on a consistent basis to
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universities according to student enrolrnent but urged that it be

tripled in.iz".2l9 The outcome was an offer by Mr. St.

Laurent, presented in a speech at his alma mater, Iately renamed

the University of Sherbrooke, to doubl-e the amount of the federal-

grant and all-ow the NationaL Conference of Canadian Universities to
distribute it.

Mr. st. Laurent originally made his offer conditionar on

Quebects participation, apparentry confident that he had found a

formula for ensuring this in his proposal that the National
Conference of Canadian Universities should act as the distributing
agencyr thus removing any threat of federal- interference in
educational policy. But when M. Duplessis called the nel{ move "an

attenpt to trespass by the side door" on provinciar autonomy, and

continued to insist that "federal grants to universities constitute
an invasion of provincial rights, t Mr. St. Laurent asked the euebec

universities to put "electoral considerations" aside and take the

money "which everyone knows they need".

M. Duplessis replied t,o this with aII the force at his
command. The Quebec Government was doing its duty, and he expected

everyone else to do their duty. He was considering, not the next

erection, he claimed, but the next generation. The Federal_

Governnent was attenpting to open the way to controlling the
professions in Quebec. It had already trespassed in the field of

104
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education through the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation and the
NationaL Film Board. It was obvi.ously exceeding its jurisdiction

when it raised taxes and then sought to use them in a field which

had been arlotted to the provinces. rt ought, instead, to alfow
the provinces the resources necessary for them to carry out their
obJ-igations. This view was one that was shared by other provincial
premiers and heard at every Dominion-provincial conference. 220

The praise which the Massey Report gave the universities for
the servíce which they render to the national cause should not be

usedr the university of Montrear said, to justify federar
jurisdiction over the universities. "rt would appear, indeed, as

if one were trying to identify the word'nationaL'with the word
tfederal-t." 221

The University of Montreal did not come out fl-atly against the
gift of federal money to the universities. such a gift night be

made as a temporary benefit, or Ít night be made for such a proper
purpose as research. But, constitutionally, the funds must be

handed over to the provinces without telling the provinciaÌ
governments how to distribute then.

Quebec had good reason to feer put out as concerned the

federal grants. Whereas the Massey Report had recommended that
grants be given to all members of the National- conference of
canadian universities, numbering only 32 aL that time, the Federal
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Government had proceeded to serect g0 recipients, g5 of them

outside of Quebec. rn that province only the five chartered
universities were chosen. euebec felt very strongly that its
cl-assical corì-eges had been unfairly discrininated against.
When it undertook to distribute the subsequently enlarged federal
grant to the Quebec universities in March, 1gbz, the National-

conference of canadian universities reversed the Federal

Government's decision of 1951 and accepted the college sections of
the classical colleges as being of university level. The effect of
the inclusion of these students would be to obtain for the French-

speaking universities, an additionat g2 mirrion of the g16 mirrion
grant, if they were permitted to accept it.

Mgr. Lussier, Rector of the University of MontreaL, personally

announced hímsel-f as being in favour of accepting the federal- grant

under the new arrangement, at the special Universities Conference

in ottawa, devot,ed to the problems of university expansion, in
Novenber' 1956. But Marcel Faribault, formerly Secretary-General

of the university of Montrear and author of that university's
Tremblay brief, continued to insist that a continuing federal grant

for university maintenance was an infringement of provincial- rights
in education. His argunent was that a recurring grant required a

vote by parliament, and that is regislation in the domain of
education, in which, of course, constitutionarly, the federar
government is forbidden to be involved,

He viewed capitar grants to the universities which were non-

106
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recurring as another thing. "This is merely financial aid, like a

farm loan, " and federal contributions for research were highly
desirabl-e.

In any event, M. Duplessis insisted that the euebec

universities persevere in refusing the federal- grant. But the
quantities refused, which would automatically have lapsed under the
earlier arrangement' were now placed by the National Conference of
Canadian Universities to the account of the universities concerned.

ObviousJ-y, as these totals increased, so did the temptation to
accept th"rn. 222

For many years, it has been accepted that the federar
government has had an interest in the fruits of education and in
research, whether pure or applied. When the Massey commission

"belried forth" 223 its recommendations, it not only argued for
direct federal- aid to the universities on the grounds that the

latter pLayed "a nationar role", but arso that they hTere

"recruiting grounds for the national- services," mi-litary and civiI.
They had made and were making a "great contribution to the

defence of our country through the fundamental research work which

they undertook during the war, and are continuing in the peril_ous

times in which we five." The commission went on: "Scientific
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research is essentiaf to materiaf well-being and national security;
the universities gave it birth, without them it would die." 221

Another development in federaL involvement saw the opening in
1952, of a third military coÌIege. Le college Militaire Royar de

saint-Jean was located at saint-Jean, euebec and, like the other
two, was entirely federally funded. 225

Arso, prior to 1953, the catholic normal- school_s were not
connected with the universities. fn that year, normaÌ schools for
men and I4/omen were put on the same footing as universities as far
as curricula and examinations were concerned.

rn the same year, the citizenship and Language rnstruction
Agreement came into effect: At this time the federal government

began entering into agreements with arl_ provinces ( except euebec,

which joined in 1969) to share the costs of official l-anguage and

citizenship education for adult immigrants as candidates for
canadian citizenship. The citizenship Branch had been supplying
textbooks for adurt immigrants since 1947. Responsibility for
selecting the textbooks v¡as given to the provinces in 1962, but
federal funding continued.

There exists considerable controversy regarding the

federal- contribution supporting research activitíes in
universities. The controversy stems from the problem of

actual

221

costs
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associated with the expenditure of research grants - indirect
costs.

The concern over overhead or indirect costs associated with
research grants was first raised in the early 1950ts. At the 1gb3

National Conference of Canadian Universities, A.M. parent of Laval
university rnaintained that: ". . . research grants from the
governments or from the industries instead of being a help to the
university in barancing their budget, proved to become for them,

most of the timer âr additionaL financiar burden." 226 He

suggested that university adninistrators should nake it clear to
governments and industry " ' . . that at l-east the grants offered for
appfied research should not become a burden to the universíties but
should enable them to maintain the necessary standards in the basic
disciplines." 221 The Chairnan of the Defence Research Board,

Dr. o. sorandt, responded that "... canadian universities were

performing their true function when they accepted research grants,
even if they cost money to administer.,' 228

Through the National Research Council, estabJ-ished in the
First I{orld War, and the Defence Research Board, established in the
Second World War, Ottawa has poured rnillions into the science side
of the universities. one has merely to gì-ance over their financial
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statements to see how significant this contribution has become to
their research activities. Thus McGil-I recei-ved nearly g1 nillion
from these sources in 1954-55 when it was prevented by the
provincial authorities from accepting "federal "i¿". 

229

Another federal departnent making very ampJ-e research grants
to the universities is the Departnent of National Health and

Welfare. For Dal-housie these grants amounted to more than the
regular grant of federal aid, in 1953-54. This department had also
paid out nil-1ions in bursaries for postgraduate studies in public

Health, Hospital Administration and Hospitat Service between about

1950 and 1958. 230

rn 1954, the government of euebec granted a charter to
estabrish the university of sherbrooke. on the Engrish side, the
two ol-dest universities in euebec, McGilr and Bishoprs, arso

underwent extraordinary development, particul-arly at McGilI in the
science and engineering facurties. 231 The school for Teachers

at Macdonard college became McGirI university's rnstitute of
Education in 1955. 23?

There were special meetings held of the National Conference of
Canadian Universities and Colleges in 1956 and 1961. These T{ere
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planned to alert federal and provincial governments and the
Canadian public to the grave financial crisis confronting the
universities in their ef f ort to f u1f il- their responsibil-ities. 233

rn 1957, the canada council ïvas founded folrowing a

recommendation of the Massey Commission. The Canada Council
disbursed $50 nilrion (plus accrued interest) for university
buildings between L957 and about 1962, using a provincial per

capita population formula. ft also began an extensive scholarship
program in the arts, humanities and sociar ="i"rr".=. 

231

Demands on the university system in Canada increased sizeably
throughout the 1950's. Measures were introduced by the federal
government to alleviate some of the pressure by using two direct
funding formulas: the research grant and the student roans.

Using the Canada council, the federal government distributed
research grants to different projects across canada, providing,
therefore r some support to the infrastructure of post-secondary

institutions.

Through the canada student Loan program, the federal_

government provided assistance to ensure that atl- indÍvidual_ with
ability to attend an institution of post-secondary

education was provided with the financial means to do so.
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The first exampJ-e of an opting-out

in relation to the federaÌ government

universities established earlier on.

accepted increased tax points in place

universities. 235

arrangement occured in 1959

scheme of direct grants to

fn this incident, euebec

of grants to its

1960 was the beginning of a period in higher education in
Canada which lead to the extraordinary expansion of the mid-1g60,s
whích' among other things, vras characterized by the growing

invorvernent of provincial governments in university affairs. 236

In the period between 1960 and L975 expenditures on all levefs of
public education, including universities, increased sevenfold, from

$ 1 , 706, 000,000 to fiIZ ,ZZB, 000,000, "At the time aII this
expenditure of public noney seemed worthwhile. Faith in education
as a panacea for society's ills persisted." 231

The rate of increase in costs of post-secondary institutions
between 1960 and 1969 was considerably greater than the rates of
increase in Gross National Product, Total PubIic Expenditures and

Total Expenditures on Education. The resul-t is reflected in the
change of the relative proportions: as a proportion of Gross

Nationar Product, expenditures for post-secondary education
increased from 0.69 percent to z.zo percent; in rel_ation to the
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Total Publ-ic Expenditures, they increased from 1.gb percent to 5.64
percent; and in relation to expenditures on education generally,
they increased from 15.53 percent to nearly 26 p."""rrt. 238

The extraordinary rise in operating expenditures is accounted
for largeJ-y by increased enrolment. Thus, while the increase in
total- operating costs of universities amongst the provinces varied
between a high of L 1236 percent in Newfoundland and a low of 304

percent in Quebec, the increase in operating costs per student
varied between a high of 22L percent in Newfoundland and a l-ow of
95 percent in Manitoba. When total operating costs are reduced to
a per student basis, the considerabre differences amongst the
provinces decrease significantly and a remarkable degree of
uníformity emerges! Between two-thirds and six-sevenths of the
growth in operating costs during the period is accounted for by the
increase in enrolm"nt ! 239

rn non-university post-secondary institutions, the rise in
operating expenditures is accounted for to an even greater extent
by the increase in enrolment: the 477 percent increase in total
operating costs over the period 1960-1970 is reduced to a mere 61

percent on a per student basis. ¿10

rn 1960 the federal government repraced the vocationar
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Training Coordination Act of 1942 with the Technical and Vocationa]
Training Act (TVTA) - a series of cost-shared programs undertaken
to upgrade Canada's skilled manpower training facil-ities, including
capitar assistance for the establishrnent of new training
facil-ities. 24irh" act all-owed any province to enter into an

agreement with the federaf government for a period not exceeding
six y"r"=. 242 Like íts predecessor, the TVT programs were

impremented through separate agreements signed by the federar
government with each province. The program r¡ras heavity utilized,
to a greater e>ltent than had been "xp""t"d. 

213 Through subsidiary
federal-provinciaJ- agreements, the Act Iaid a considerabl-e part of
the foundation for the estabrishment of community colreges, To

begin with, federar conditionar grants ¡ at fully 75 percent of
provinciaJ- expenditures, transformed second.ary school curricula by

pLacing new emphasis on technical and vocational streams. In the
longer run, the post-secondary ambitions of the students enroled in
these streams created a pent-up demand, much of which was finally
channelred, by provincial poricy, into community 

"or-1"g".. 
211
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rn 1967, the TVTA was repraced by the Federar-provincial
Fiscal- Arrangements Act (196?), which provided generar post-
secondary education funding, and the Adult Occupational Training
Actr which focused on more specific trainíng areas. This act saw

the new federal- Department of Manpower and fmmigration purchase

services from institutions for the upgrading and retraining of
adult workers. 215 Some provinces objected to the unanticipated
ending of TVT and steps were taken to phase out some of its
provisions after 1962.

Ontario, real izing the inportance of increasing the number of
skilled workers if its industriatl-y based economy were to continue
to expand, took full advantage of the funds availabl-e in the TVTA

to achieve this objective. That province even managed to obtain
more than its expected share of federal funds for buildings and

equipment when several other provinces did not capitalize on the
all-ocation of funds which their popuJ-ations warranted. The

"instant" system of corJ-eges of Applied Arts and Technorogy in
ontario, with heavy and sustained emphasis upon technicar and

vocational education, might never have material-ized in the absence

of the federal financial support. While the universities, through
rearned expranation, suppried ideological justification

for the particular orientation of Ontario Colleges, the practical
fuel- for their development came via initiatives of the national

Secretary of State, Support to EducatÍon by the
2t5

Government of Canada, p. 27.
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government. Federal funds were easily avaírabre to the new

correges, for both the capital and operating costs. rn fact,
access to federal funds through the Technical and Vocational-

Assistance Act (TVTA) of 1960 was instrumental in the course that
Ontario colleges woul-d take.

Criticism increased over the various agreements under the

Technical- and vocationar Training Act of 1961. Though the

agreements had helped the much-needed construction of secondary and

post-secondary technical- and vocational school-s across the country,
there \.ras a some concern in various provinces that these shared-

cost agreements caused too much pressure to be exerted by the

federal- government on provinciaf p"og""*". 246 As prime

Minister Pearson himself said, the federaf government should not

impose educational poJ-icíes on the provinces - this was a decision
the provinces needed to make for themselves:

Under the present system, a province has a stronger
incentive to establish and operate a post-secondary
institution t,hat can qual-ify under the training
agreement' than it would have to provide additional
university facil-ities for which there is no shared cost
incentive. The expiration of the training agreements
March 31, 1967 provides an opportunity to remove this
anomalyn,pnd to treat alI post-secondary institutions
alike. ¿{r

In 1961, university grants h¡ere modified to suit euebec . In
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1960-61, an agreement was reached so that euebec and any other
provinces that wished to (none took up the offer) courd pay grants
directly to its institutions fron increased provincial revenue

resurting from a change in federar-provincial tax-sharing
agreements whereby one point of corporate income tax reverted to
the province.

Two other events occurring in 1961 were student-rerated:
firstry, income tax deductions for tuition fees were

implemented 2{8; and secondry, the Minister of pubric works

announced that the National Housing Association mortgage funds

would be avairabre for university residences since ". . . such

residences are needed if our universities are to fulfil- their
national functi-on. " 219

fn 1963, a second non-university institution was

established in Newfoundl-and - the College of Fisheries, Navigation,
Marine Engineering, and Electronics (connonly called the Col-lege of
Fisheries ) . This was done largely on the initiative of premier

J.R. smarl-wood. The province, though dependent upon the f ishing
industry, has not previously provided an opportunity for formar
study or research into this activity. rndeed, no other such 

rfacirity existed in canada, and the founding of the coJ_lege

attracted federal financial- support much in the fashion of
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agricultural colleges in other provinces. The College of Fisheries
began with a general education upgrading programne for a student
clientele with Iittle formal preparation for the refined study of
the science of fishing. with federar funding, the correge then
concentrated on vocationaf training for an industry critical to the
economy of the province and previousJ-y ignored everywhere in Canada

as & formal- area of .tudy. 250

The federal government became involved in student assistance
in 1964, when it ioined with the provinces in launching the Canada

student Loans Programme (csl,p), including a euebec ,ra"i"nt. 251

The generar rational-e for the programme was to encourage
participation in post-secondary education and therefore economic

growth. The aim of the programme was to be sufficiently generous

to make certain that no able young man or Ì{oman who was capable of
entering university and interested in doing so, wiII be excluded by

rack of f irr"rr".. 252 euebec opted out and received an arternative
ptyt"rrt. 253 The 1964 programme replaced the Dominion-provincial
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student Aid Programme (DPSAP) initiated under provisions of the
Youth Training Act in 19gg. 251

The Act authorized the federal government t,o guarantee Ioans
made by banks to eligible students to a total of $40 nillion for
1964-65. FulI-time post-second.ary students who were Canadian

citizens or residents could borrow up to $1r000 a year to a total-
of $5'000. The federal government paid the interest while the
student was enroled, and for six months thereafter. Interest would

then be charged to the student at 5 s/4 percent per annum. 255

Repayment was to be made within ten years. The total amount

available I^zas to be al-located among the provinces in proportion to
their populations aged 18 to 24; the available allotments were to
be increased each year in proportion to the increase in that age

group.

The province of euebec opted out of the plan and received
compensation based on the total- operating cost of the pran, and the
rel-ative size of its L9-to-Z|-year population.

Students benefitted fuJ-J-y from the plan: within a few months

the allocations to Ontario, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island
had to be increased to accomnodate applicants. During the first
year the plan was in effect , 41 r57! students borrowed ¿'n average of
5775 each. rn 1965 a means test was introduced for loan

... 119
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el-igibility, and in 1966 the federal government passed

responsibility for the adninistration of the plan to the provinces. 256

The availability of federal financial support for academic
programmes and the interest expressed by students in university
fevel studies led several- Alberta communities to enter the post-
secondary field. Attracted by the prestige associated with
universities, they took the initiative to estabrish
community coIJ-eges which would be predominantly university-trans fer
institutions. FolJ-owing the "Lethbridge pattern," public
colleges were established in Red Deer in 1964, Medicine Hat in
1965, and Grande Prairie in 1966. fn each case the enrolment was

smaJ-r, the students were primarily of corlege aÊe t and the
curriculum was university oriented.

British Columbia took an interest in community colleges aL

this time as well-. In the initial period, college operations were

funded through a formula by which 50 percent of operating costs
r^rere funded from Iocal tax sources and student fees with the
remaind.er from the provincial budget. 25?

By 1966, the federal government had become a major and

permanent participant in post-secondary education. rn this
atmosphere where government seemed to be interested in providing

r20
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additionar types and amounts of funding, 258 ,.rir.rsities in
were financed by four sources: the provincial government

percent; the federal- government - zz percent; student fees
percent; and other sources, such as endowments -13 percent.

Bv the nid-1960's, it was anticipated that post-secondary
educatíon enrolment woufd rikery doubre in about ten years. The

Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada (The National
Conference of Canadian Universities was formed in 1891, it was

renamed the National- Conference of Canadian Universities in 1g5g

and fina1ly the Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada

in 1964 or AUCC)' appointed a commission (the Bladen Commission) to
research the financing of higher education in canada. rt's report,
issued in 1965, recommended greatry increased federar aid to
universities for both operating and capitar purposes (per capita
grants), a capital- funds grant, more support for research, the
establishment by the provinces of grants commissions, annual
federal-provincial discussions to review the adequacy of the
federal contribution, and assignment to a minister of the crown,
the responsibitity for coordinating assistance to universities from
al-1 federal agencies. The last recommendation led to the creation
of the Educational- support Branch of the Department of the
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secretary of state, in tine to make 1966-62 per capita
university Grants payments and to be involved in a new program

started in 1967. 260 rt also recommended. that grants be

distributed among the universities within a province according to
a formul-a of weighted enrolments. rn January 1966, the federal
university per capita grant was increased to an average of $b,

using a weighted enrol-ment formula taking into account, for the

first time, part-time and out-of-province students. 261 The grant

was then to be increased by $t per year until the discussions
between the federar government and the provinces "lead to an

appropriate revision of the amount of the grants. " In an effort to
introduce some relationship between costs of programs and the
allocation of funds amongst the universities, the cornmission

reconmended that the grents be distríbuted among the universities
within each province according to a formula of weighted enrolment.
Each province was free to ascertain its own weights. 262

Further to the Commission's recommendation that the federal_

government initiate annual discussions with the provincial

Elovernments to review the adequacy of the federal- contribution to
the cost of higher education, there erere stipurations which

r22
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respected the provinces' constitutionaL rights. Federal support
was to be in a form which avoided any invasion of the provincial
right, and obligation, to direct and control- such education. 263

On the other hand, the Commission attenpted to define formulae for
providing the operating revenues of universities and for allotting
the portions to come from tuition fees, federal and provincial-
governments and corporatiorr=. 26{

The Bladen Comnission al-so agreed that the cost of education
exceeded the provinces' linited resources. rt identified a

rel-ationship between education and culture, and the national-, even

universal rol-e of the university. Given how these infl-uences woul-d

benefit the nationaÌ cause both directly and indirectly, it
emphasized that universities may be regarded as the finest
contributors to national strength and unity. 285

Considering the nature of the rel-ationship between Ottawa and

Quebec, it is not surprising to find completely opposite arguments

in the report of the Tremblay Commission. The conclusion reached

by this Commission was that provincial jurisdiction is exclusive,
and that the federal- government should direct its general_ and

fiscal- poÌicies in such a way as to aLlow the provinces to perform
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fully and completely the rol-es and duties that were assigned to
them in the B. N. A. Act . 266

soon after the publication of the Braden Report, the

Association of universities and colleges of canada

prepared a brief on the financing of higher education

addressed to the Government of Canada and the "Governments of the
Provinces. " 261 It is worth noting that this r^¡as the f irst time
that the Association of universities and colleges of canad.a

addressed itsel-f to the "Governments of the provi-nces". rt is
equarry notable, however, that there is no evidence of any effort
on the part of the Association to initiate joint discussions with
the federal government and the gfovernments of the provinces.

It has not been possible to evaluate the effect of the new

grants formula, since the per capita grants program. was

terminated at the end of 1966. At the federal_-provinciar
conference of October 24-28 of that year, the federal government

announced a new formula for federal assistance to post-secondary

education, which was embodied in the federal-provincial Fiscal
Arrangements of 1967. The federal- government withdrew its direct
support for the operating costs of universities and phased out its
support of technical and vocational training, and instituted a

schene whereby four percentage points of the personal income tax

L24
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and one percentage point of the corporate income tax were to be

transferred to the provinces. rn addition, an adjustment payment

was to be made to bring the total transfer up to the greater of $lb
per capita provincial population or fifty percent of the operating
expenditures of post-secondary estabÌishments in each p"orin".. 268

rn effect, Quebec t s rong-standing position on the rore of
provincial governments, and its opposit,ion to direct payments to
universities was adopted. 269 prime Minister pearson stressed

that in accordance with the Canadian Constitution, the development

of the pattern of education was a matter of provincial

iurisdiction. However, education and especially higher education
was of profound importance to the economic social growth of Canada

as a whole. Therefore, considering the ro.l-e of the f ederar
government in employment and economic activity in canada, it had

"specific and particular responsibilities to which higher education

is relevant." 210

He added that "this does not mean that the federal government

can or should impose on the provinces any views as to how much

money should be spent for education or in what way it should be
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He also recognized the need for tying the funding

fornula to the rise in the provinces' educational_ 
"o=t=. 

2?1

The agreement, in effect, not onr-y provided provincial
governments with a reduction in direct federal government

intervention ín the post-secondary education field, but al-so with
a bottomless source of funding al-located fron federal- coffers with
the proviso that the money shourd be ( as opposed to shalr be ) used

to support post-secondary education.

At this tine, Ottawa announced its intention to enter the
field of adult occupational training and retraining. The reasoning
was that this was necessary to discharge its responsibilíties for
nationar rabour nobirity and the general lever of emproyment. z1?'

In 1963 a "speciaJ- advisor on university grants" was named in
the office of the Prime Minister, but the post rapsed 1g months

l-ater. rn 1966, & " special consurtant" was named to the secretary
of State to advise on the federal government's new pattern of aid.
This function was fornalized in 1967 as the Educational Support

Branch of the Department of the secretary of state. Two other
bodies with responsibiJ-ity for reconmending federal- government

PoIicy also relevant to post-secondary education were the Economic

Council of Canada, established in 1963, and the Science Council of
Canada, established in l-g66. 2?3

t26
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rn June of 1966 r ârr act was passed to anend the Research

council- Act. rn keeping with the federal government's

"nationalistic" orientation, the "long" title "Research Council
Act" was given the "short" title "National Research Council_ Act,'.
Of course ' this Act also represented the establishment of the
National Research Council of Canada. 211

Another avenue of federal aid was introduced in 1g66, when the
Health Resources Fund Act provided some $500 nillion to enable
schools, hospitals and other institutions to deverop and equip
heal-th-training facilities. This was forrowed by provinciar
governments setting up their own funds, either health or athletic,
in order to retain some measure of autonomy in this ""rr*. 

2?5

The Science Council- of Canada was founded in 1966, foJ-Iowing
a recommendation of the Royal Commission on Government Organization
(the Glassco Comrnission). This was proposed to provide advice and

research on science policy, incruding support of science and

technology in the post-secondary .."to". 2?6

The Canadian Association for Adult Education sponsored a
national seminar in 1966. Norman sisco, Director of the Appried
Arts and Technology Branch of the Ministry of Education, was at

r27
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this meeting, and stated "r believe that , in a spirit of
goodwill and mutual understanding, a new basis of federar-
provinciaì- cooperation can be developed which will be in tune with
the philosophy of the present Federar Government. " 211

Yet another deve.ropment in 1966 was the passing of the
Training Allowance Act (1966). This Act provided for all_owances to
persons being trained under technicaL and vocational training
programs in all provinces.

The lack of direct federal involvement has not seriousJ_y

hampered the institutionar discretion of canada's community

colJ-eges. The federal- rol-e in vocational- training and in adult
education has, however, been of a different order. while it has

been clear and accepted by both IeveIs of government that education
is excl-usively a provincial- responsibitity, the same coul-d not be

said of training; particurarry because training or vocationar
education can be seen as directly related to economic deveJ-opment,

an acknowledged federal- responsibility. The federal- government has

been abl-e at different times to fund and influence training r 8s

the distinction between "education" and "training" has never been

sharply d""*rr. 278

simirarl-y, it has been a convenient canadian myth that only
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young People are to be educated, while only adults require training
or retraining. This is another exampJ-e of governments not
been able to agree on clearly stated definitions for the terms
education and training, and so it has been possibl-e for the federal
Éiovernment to assume some responsibitity for costs associated with
the training of adurts, without clearry stiputating where youth
ends and adulthood begins. At different times in Canada's past,
the two reveÌs of government have worked out separate pragmatic
definitions so that they could get on with a job both wanted done

without constitutional bickering. 279

The Technical and Vocational Training Assistance Act of 1g60

gave momentum to the contemporary rol-e of the federal government in
adurt training. Arr it rea]ly did in reality, though, was to serve
as a prelude to the Adult Occupational Training Act of 1962. 280

This acL was passed on the expricit grounds that the federar
government was well- within its iurisdiction in shaping the training
of adul-ts to satisfy national economic priorities. The act al-Iowed
the federal government to determine who v¡as to be trained. The

suitable role of the federal government in post-secondary education
renains a major issue to that governnent, the provinces, and post-
secondary institutions.

In 1957, when the Canada Council was formed, one of its
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mandates was to support schorarly research. At that time, the
councir was independent, and the arm,s length distance between

recipients of Canada Council research grants and the government was

genuineJ-y honoured. The Council received its funds from the public
purse' originally in the form of annuar grants. However, it was

genuinery independent: it could set up its own procedures, award.

grants in areas it selected and to those individuals it chose, and

decide in which directions to throw its considerable weight. By

the end of the 1960's, the government, as provider of the cash, vras

starting to seek more control over the operations. rf it was

payingr the argument went, sureLy it had both the right and the
responsibility to ensure that the country received some value for
the public's money. The Social Science and Humanities Research

Council of Canada was created, responsible to a minister of the
crown, and the ssHRcc took over fron the canada council the
responsibility for backing research in the hunanities and social
sciences.

very rapidry, the government began to interject itself into
the hitherto private world of the scholar. A series of research
fierds - the study of the aged or the North, for example - became

designated as "strategic areas", and those who had earlier worked

in such areas or who vüere now wil-l-ing to switch their focus became

virtuaÌIy assured of funding without stint. 281
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up untiJ- 1966-67, federal and provincial government grants to

universities came directly from each government. Effective 1g6?-6g,
they became one payment made through the provirr."". 282

Ma.ior Trends

The Second Worl-d War brought with it an unprecedented 1evel
of government intervention required to wage modern conflict. The

war effort made major economic, social and psychological demands on

everyone' setting the stage for Keynesian economic and social
initiatives. Returning veterans came back home knowing they had
paid a valuable sacrifice for their society and were expected to
receive rewards in keeping with the rol-e they had prayed.
charJ-enged to maintain its legitimacy, the canadian state re-
directed the bureaucracy and resources acquired during the war and

attempted to address the demands for health, education and social

"."ri""=. 
283

From the shortcomings of private intervention during the
Depression and the massive pubric intervention required to
successfull-y meet wartime requirements, a general consensus emerged

that private service agenci-es did not meet t,he need.s of the
population equall-y and politicians were eager to respond with
legislation that mandated provision of services in a way which
wouLd ensure fair and equal distribution.

,0,

t0.l
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Linder and Sensat quoted by Skideì.sky, Robert,
the Keynesian Era, p. 58.
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rn order to have a better understanding of events that

occurred during this period, it is inportant to comprehend the
fiscal environment of the time. The war years introduced the
concept of a strong central government to exercise control over the
economy. The Prime Minister, Mr. wirliam Lyon MacKenzie King,
referred to the Dominion-Provincial Resolutions in the post-War

period:

The federal- government is not seeking to weaken theprovinces, to central íze arr the functíons of government,
to subordinate one government to another or to expand onegovernment at the expense of others. our aim is to pracethe Donini-on and every province in a position todischarge effectivery and independentry its appropriatefunctions. rn other words, we berieve that the sure roadof Dominion-Provincial co-operation lies in theachievement in their own sphere of genuine autonomy, rmean effective financiar independence, not onry for- ihewearthier provinces but also for those less favourably
s ituated.

I¡Ie berieve that once the provinces have reasonabrefinancial security, it wirr be much easier for thern toco-operate with the Dominion in the furtherance ofpolicies which neither can bring into effect successfutl_ywithout, the help of the other.

To put it very brieflyr wê regard autonomy and co-operation as essential means of,o, achieving satisfactory
Dominion-Provinc iaL rel-ations . óót

This was a recognition that while the federal- government had

extensive taxation powers, it nevertheless needed the cooperation
of the province to maximize the benefits of any funding expended in

I32
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fiel-ds where provinces had clear constitutional jurisdiction,

such as post-secondary education,

using the "ability to spend" that it acquired during the
emergency situation created by the war, the federal government used

a direct funding formul-a to handre the demand for post-
secondary education when it increased sizeably after Worl-d War fI.

The Government of canada introduced the Veterans

Rehabilitation Act (1945)' to assist veterans wishing to pursue

vocational or post-secondary education. 285 By paying directry to
the recipient tuition fees and a rnonthly living al-lowance, the Act
al-rowed more than 50,000 veterans to att,end universities. 286 To

cope with this influx of stuclents, universities were provided with
a direct subsidy of $150 per year for each veteran enrol-ed and were

given further direct capitar grants to expand buitdings and

f acilities. 28?

A large number of individual-s took the opportunity to attend
post secondary institutions, stretching the ability of universities
to the l-imit. However, by the earJ-y 1950's the educational needs

of the veterans were now satisfied and universities were threatened
with related decreases in federal assistance at a time of rising
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costs and rising non-veteran enrol_m"nt. 288

fn 1951 ' the Royal- Commission on National Development in the
Arts' Letters and Scíences (fhe Massey Commission) identífied this
financial crisis in the universities and concluded that federal-
intervention was necessary to achieve equality of opportunity in
the economic, social, and cur-tural rife of canada. The federar
government assumed these duties by instituting a system of regular
direct grants to universities on a per capita basis, a system that
was accepted in alr provinces except euebec. 289 rt remained in
effect until 1965 when direct contributions by the federal
government were withdrawn and a Lax abatement system which mad.e an

equal or greater contribution was instituted. 290

There were further federal initiatives in Lg57. The Canada

Council was established, maki.ng available grants and fellowships in
support of university 

""="t""h. 
291 The Technical and Vocational-

Training Assistance Act of 1960 encouraged provinciaL expansion of
technical and voc¿tional training facilities through cost-sharing
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of operating and capital expendit..".=. 292

rn 1964, the canada student Loans program¡ ãrr extensive
program of support to post-secondary students was introduced.
The aim of this program was to ensure that no abre young man or
woman who was capable of entering university and interested in
doing sor would be excluded by lack of f irrarr"es. 293

Throughout the '50s and '60s, demand for post-secondary

education continued to escalate. From an enrofment of ?8,000 in
1956-57, the university population grew to over 230,000 in 1g66-67,294

rn response to this sizeabre increase in enrorment, direct
federal- grants to universities grer^/ from 50 cents per capita of
provinciaJ. popuration in 1951-52 to $s per capita in l966-62.

For the period of 1941 to 1962, the era of the tax rental
agreements gave the national government effective control- of two of
the important tax sources for fiscal- purposes, particularly

individuaÌ income tax. The contror was not conpì_ete due to
the abstention of Quebec from 1947 on and of Ontario during some

parts of the period, but it was for arl- practicar purposes
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ef fective. 295 The probJ-em of divided f iscar authority did not

seriously arise as an issue in this period, and until 1962 the

Government of Canada vras able to act to the best of its ability
without any strong challenge to its power. After 1962, the tax
collection system replaced the oId rental agreements and while in
theory this should have seri-ously reduced the federal authority, as

it was worked out the provinciat ability to use the tax fields was

linited by the necessity of fol]-owing the federal read in the

levying of those taxes. The provincial "freedom" was to some

extent ilrusory and the situation was basically unchanged. 296

Another important fiscal- change introduced during this
period was the concept of equalizaíion and stabilization. While

the process of equal ízaLion of provincial revenues was not directly
related to the management of the economy it has enabl-ed provinces

to provide a more acceptable standard of pubric services by

transferring funds to poorer regions for the establishment and

naintenance of social programs similar to the one existing in the

wealthier provinces. On the other hand, stabilization provided
provinces with a predÍctabre source of funding fror¡ federar
transfer payment as the federal government committed itself to
guarantee that the arnount of annual payment received by each

province would not fall- below the previous payment. This enabl_ed
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provinces to have substantial portions of revenues guaranteed

t,herefore making it nore feasibte for them to accept the
responsibirity of maintaining their expenditure at a level
consistent with the needs of the econoflyr especialJ-y in periods of
economic stagnation, 291 where they were now better fiscarly
equipped to accept debt-financing to reduce the impact of a

recession.

with relatively unlinited economic growth governments were

enjoying increased taxation revenue. Each increment in
real growth of the national economy tended to directly increase the
abil-ity of Government to create a new program without having to
make cuts elsewhere, It also led people to bel-ieve that the system
was working welr for them. As new problems arose, interest groups

lobbied the Government, rather than seeking other means of
resolvinel their problems 

' nornally resulting in the deveJ-opment of
another new program. 298

The government was then in an enviabl-e position, being abl-e

to meet most if not arl of the needs of conpeting interest groups.

It was perceived to have introduced programs dealing effectively
with the targeted social program, while stiIl serving the cause of
the common good, and meeting the financial and organízationar
expectations of the community and the civil service.
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The focus was on developing strategies to meet

needs and rittLe or no attention was paÍd to ensure

effectiveness, or accountability of pubric spending.

community

efficiency,
299

This new understanding of the rore of government in the
economic l-ife of the nation raid the ground work to justify

increased intervention in the post-secondary sphere. while
justification for government interest and support of post-secondary

education have ranged fror¡ requirenents of national security to
those of economics, from the need to survive in an increasíngly
technical age to the preservation of cul-tural- identity. 300 rt has

nevertheless inherited a sizeable increase in governnent funding
during this period

Another important feature of this period was the establishment
of the different lines of communication between the prayers
involved in the controversy over post-secondary education. From

these, the university drew considerable independence vis-a-vis the
other players r âs they would play one level- of government against
the other to secure funding whiLe maintaining a 1arger degree of
independence.

The end result was that for the first time, the provinces were

by-passed entirely by the federal grants program. of 1gb1, giving
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rise to a major constitutional- dispute, with the euebec premier,

Maurice Duplessis, at its core. As was shown, much "horse trading"
took place among unj-versities and the provincial and federal
governments. Using the lure of the growing trust account set up to
hold the grants directed aL euebec universities, the federal
government received the support of the l-ocal universities and a
compromise was reached with Quebec. The province agreed to
substitute Lax points for the intended grants for its
univers it ies . 3ol

AIso important to note is the rise of community and vocational-
colleges. up to now, they had not been much in evidence in the
overall post-secondary environment. However, through the use of
federal grants, provinces such as Ontario hrere able to create a

broad system of technical schooJ-s, a move supported by the federal
government, as training was under its jurisdiction.

By 1966, the federar government had become a major and

permanent participant in post-secondary education. rn this
environment, where government seemed to be interested in providing

additional- funding, universities and colleges in canada r^rere

financed by four sources; the provincial government which provided

40 per cent of the money spent, the federal government which

provided 22 per cent, students fees which represeni-ed 25 per cent

of the overal-l birl and other sources, such as endowments
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responsibl-e for the remaining 13 p"" 

""rrt. 
302

In 1966 the Commission on the Financing of Higher Education
in Canada (The Bladen Commission) that had been appointed by the
Association of Universities and Coll-eges of Canada submitted its
report. fn addition to identifying what operating costs, research
funding, capítaJ- expenditures would be required for unj-versities to
operate in the coming decade, the Commission attempted to define
formulae for providing the operating revenues of universities and

for al-lotting the portions to come from tuition fees, federal and

provincial governments and corporatiorr=. 303

Furtherr the Bladen Commission aÌso agreed that the cost of
education exceeded the provinces' Iimited resources. ft identified
a relationship between education and culture, and the national,
even universal- role of the university. Given how these infl-uences
woul-d benefit the national cause both directly and indirectly, it
emphasized that universities may be regarded as the finest
contríbutors to national strength and unity. 301

At a federal-provinciaL conference in october 1966, the
federar government presented a set of proposars which, in effect,
accepted Quebec's J-ong-standing position on the role of provincial
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governments and on the impropriety of direct federal payments to
universities. 305 rn his presentation, prime Minister pearson

stressed that in accordance with the Canadian Constitution, the
deveJ-opment of the pattern of education was a natter of provincial
jurisdiction. However, education and especially higher education
were of profound iurportance to the economic social- growth of Canada

as a whore. Therefore, considering the role of the federal_

governnent in employment and econonic activity in canada, it had
il . 

^."specific and particuLar responsibitities to which higher education
is relevant". 306

He added that "this does not mean that the federal_

government can or should impose on the provinces any views as to
how much money should be spent for education or in what way it
should be applied". He also recognized the need for tying the
funding formura to the rise of educational cost of the
provinces. 3o?

As a result of agreement on the federar proposals, the
federal government cancelled its general payments to universities
and phased out its support of techni-cal- and vocational training at
the secondary level, except for adult, occupational training.
Fiscar transfers to the provinces for t,he generar support of post

secondary education were introduced as part of the federal-

305. rbid., p, 13g.
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provincial Fiscal- Arrangements for Lg67 to lg72 in the form of a

tax abatement of four points on personal income tax and one point
in corporation incone tax. The income from these points, prus a

payment to equalize it in accordance with the generar fiscal
arrangement was then to be adjusted to provide each province the
greater of (1) $15 per capita of the provincial popul-ation or (z)
50 percent of recognized operating costs of post-secondary

education within the p"orrirr"". 308

This agreement therefore not onJ_y provided provincial
governments with a reduction in direct federar government

intervention in post-secondary education, but also with a seeningly
bottomless source of funding allocated from federal coffers with
the proviso that the money shouJ-d be (as opposed t,o sharr be ) used

to support post secondary education. 309
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SECTION IV

The introduction of the

had an irnpact on the way the

also created new patterns of

participants.

1967 Fiscal Arrangements Act not only

federal government did business, but

behaviour among other key

This

British

. 143

For those provinces where PSE expenditures were row, it
meant using the per capita payment. However, the shift to the b0

per cent option was available any year a province stood to gain

more by using this funding formula. However, once having done so,

it coul-d not revert to the per capita mornt.3l0 This provision

was designed to encourage the poorer provinces, naneJ-y

Newfoundrand' P.E.r. and New Brunswick to spend more on post-

secondary education since they were spending fess than the $30 per

capita on post secondary education that woul-d have been required to
use the 50 per cent option.

Another important aspect of the impact of the federar
provincial fiscal arrangements Act of 1967 was how "pSE

operating expenditures" were defined. This was of critical

importance in determining the val-ue to the provinces of the fiscal

transfer. rt was simpl-y defined as that for which junior

matricuLation or its equivalent was an entry requirement.

meant it recognized grade 13 in New Brunswick, ontario and

Hurtubise, Rene, and Rowat, Donald C., The University
societv and Government. The Report of the commission on
the Relations Between Universities and Governments,
p.I34,

310
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Columbia, and grade 12 in Newfoundland, Nova Scotia,

Quebec, Manitoba, saskatchewan and Arberta. 311 operating
expenditures excluded the following items: student financial aid;
any capital debt or depreciation charge except the purchase of
library books, periodicars and rerated items; alterations;
ancill-ary enterprises such as residences, student unions,
cafeterias, book stores, university presses, teaching hospitars and

healt,h services; overhead expenditures of provincial government

departments; and arr rentar charges except for computer, data
processing and photo copying equipment. AIso excl-uded were income

from assistedr sponsored or contract research, whether from federal
or other sources and any other federal payments for post-secondary

education to either a province or its educational institutions,
such as for hospital schools of nursing. An amount of 8.5 percent
of total operating costs was allowed for furniture, equiprnent, and

the repair or renovation of buildings. 312

This resulted in transfer payments of about $400 mill_ion
in 1967-68, which was srightly higher than 50 percent of
the totaÌ recognized costs of post secondary education in Canada at
the tirne because it included the three provinces on the per capita
option (Newfoundland, Prince Edward fsland and New Brunswick). The

provincial- share of the remainder turned out to be rnuch 1ower than
50 percent because the total expenditure figures incl-uded student
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tuition and endowments

The impact of the new scheme on post secondary institutions
and the provinces was therefore imrnediate and profound. Now aII
support came from one source; the provincial government. This ted
to the creation of new bodies for allocating or advising on the

aIl-ocation of grants. It also accelerated the transition to public

institutions of a number of private and sectarían universities and

colr.g"s. 3l{

rt was not surprising to see expenditures increase by 25 per

cent in the second and third year of this program, reaching $L.25

biÌIion in 1969-?0 and $2,25 bitl-ion in 1921 -72, 315

rt was not rong before this arrangenent was recognized AS

Act ing

313

putting strains on the budget of both level-s of government.

on a recommendation of the Report of the commission on the

Relations between universities and Governments submitted in
the federaJ- government fínalry moved to put a lid on expendi

imposing a 15 per cent limit on expenditure increases in 1

While some means of control_ were now present, Ottawa

1970,

tures,

972. 316
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remained uncomfortabl-e with this arrangement. 31? under much

pressure to put its fínancial house in order, the federal
government undertook negotiation with the provinces to redefine its
contributions to provincial budgets.

After difficult negotiations, the federal- government tabled
Bil-l- C-37, the 7g77 Federal-Provincial Financial Arrangements and

EstabLished Programs Financing Act, altering dramatically the
rerations between the federal government and the provinces.

EssentiaIIy, the entire philosophical- and economic under-pinning of
canadian federalism was at issue in Bil-r c-3?. coming und.er the
purview of the renegotiations were the former shared-cost programs

for post-secondary education, hospitar services, and medicare
(commonry referred to as the "established programs"); the system of
equaJ-ízaLion payments; and the revenue guarantee. As wirr be

documented berow, the new fiscar arrangements represented an

important moment in the evorution of canadian federarisn.
SpecificaIly, the modification in the nature and form of financial
transactions between ottawa and the provinces constituted a

significant step in the decentral ízation of power in the Canadian

federation. The cost-sharing aspect of estabrished programs,

including post secondary education, changed from a conditional to
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an unconditionar grant =y=turn. 
318 The actuar form of the new

transfer was extremely complex, and only the general- outl-ine of the

scheme will be discussed.

ottawa's average per capita contribution for these three
programs in f isca.l- year I975/7 6 amounted to $207.60. This f ormed

the bench mark for the new program. This figure was then adjusted

in two ways. First, the value of the two equal ized personal

income-tax points resultingi fron the compromise over the

termination of the revenue guarantee was added to the benchmark,

for a 1975/76 total of û223.28,

This figure then escalated each year by the average annual

rate of growth in per capita gross national product (GNP) over the

previous three-year period. 319 The federal contribution to

the provinces for post secondary education now had two components:

a federal- revenue reduction relating to post secondary education

with associated equalizai"ion and revenue guarantee payments; and

PSE adjustment payments designed to bring the total transfer to

each province to the level of its entitlement.

With the elimination of the open-ended nature of established

programs' Ottawa gained greater predictability and control in terms

of increases of transfers to the provinces for these programs. Yet

it was not long before Ottawa expressed concern that the rate of

growth introduced in the new arrangements was too high. rn August

318

319

rbid.,

rbid.,

p.

p.

12,

53.
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1978 the Minister of Finance served notice that he wanted to

negotiate a new formula escalating aL a lower ".t". 
320

Faced with a negative response from the provinces, the

government retal,iated by shelving the proposed SocíaI Services Act,
which was designed to provide additional revenues to the provinces

for social =."rri"".321
The budget of 1980 announced the federal government's

intention to review the Established Program Fiscal Arrangements,

due for renewar in rg82, 3zz The secretary of state met with the

Council of Ministers for Education in Victoria in January 1983 and

announced that existing arrangements woul-d be extended for two

years with modifications to respect the 6 and 5 percent federal

restraint p"og""*. 323

In March 1983' the Government of Canada introduced BilI C-tz

to ensure contj-nuing increases in federal transfer payments and for

increased program accountability to Parliament by making a

distinction between contributions for PSE and those for Health

care. 321

148

320

321

322

323

f bid. , p.

Ibid., p.

Department
p. 27.

Department
p. 29.

Department
p. 19.

23.

24,
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of Secretary of
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State, Annual Report 1982-83

32{ State, Annual Report. 1983-84
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As acknowledged by scholars, Keynes' General Theory became the

framework for government behaviour in the post l{orrd war Era.
Authors, such as PauI Craig Roberts, understand Keynesianism

interventions as governments seeking to get an economy going again.
Accordíng to Roberts ' a Éfovernment may choose between the balanced-
budget multiplier, which would require that both public spending
and taxes be j-ncreased, and a budget deficit. He asserts that
deficits are often more politically acceptable than higher tax
rates and that governments wirr therefore tend to opt for
deficits 325, reading to a distortion of Keynesr ideorogy.

Based on Keynesian assumptions, a government can choose a

number of vrays to create its deficit. A reduction of government

revenues achieved through alteration of the tax system will raise
the disposable personal income of taxpayers, and thereby the l-evel_

of spending and the Gross National Product. Or, the government may

choose to engage in public spending which exceeds revenues. This
option may be deemed more effective t,han tax reductions simply
because the government will spend the noney through public sector
purchases whereas purchasing power returned to the taxpayer in the
form of tax reductions may end up being saved instead of spent.
326 In the case of the Canadian government, it chose the Latter
option increasing the national debt sizeably as shown on these

149

Roberts, P.c.,The Breakdown of the Keynesian Model. The
Suppl-y Side Solutionr pp. 7B-79.

325

326 rbid.
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graphs:
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-ÞPIease see footnote #32? fo" source.

However ¡ aL this point in history, budgetary deficits appear

not to be nearly as acceptable politically as they once Ì{ere

thought to be. Governments of virtually all political philosophies

have found themselves more and more pre-occupied with the struggle
to reduce public debts.

The authors of the McCracken Report to the Organization for
Economic co-operation and Development reflect part of the
conservative disagreement wíth Keynesian policy:

150

Department
p. 116 .

321 of Finance, The 1990 Budeet r p. 20 and
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In fact, in terms of reaJ-ly controlling public
expenditure, we consider that the problem is the lack of
connection made by the publ-ic between benefitting from a
service and bearing the cost of it. In this situation,
experience seems to be that the public can at one and the
same tine both demand additional publig"expenditure and
resist the consequent tax increases. ')¿ö

Conservatives also call- Keynesianism into question because it is

alleged to crowd out investment instead of stimulating investment

in the economy. In their efforts to deal with debt, goverr¡ments

come ultirnately raise revenues from taxation and borrowing. This

has the effect of discouraging investment to the extent that

taxation produces a reduction in the number of profitable

investments and because interest rates experience upward pressure

as a result of government borrowing to finance budget deficits.

The Latter effect is brought about because of t,he fact that private

enterprise must compete wit,h the publ-ic sector for linited loan

capital. 329 This approach was appfied here.

The overal-1 dif f icult f inancial situat,ion was

compounded by the weakening of federal control over expenditures

introduced by the 1967 Fiscal Agreernent.

Conditional grants used after the war became an increasingly

important part of the federal-provincial financial relationship.

Along with the tax agreements they provided a method by which the

151

Department of Supply and Services Canada, Royal
Commission on the Economic Union and Development
Prospects for Canada,
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329 Ibid., p. 80-81.
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central- government coul-d assist the provinces to meet their growing

financial- needs whil-e at the same time retaining a l-arge measure of
control of the tax system for fiscal purposes. To this extent they

were an important efement in the devel-opment of a centra]ly
control-led po]icy. However, the open-ended nature of the 1967

Fiscal- Agreement, and the lack of restraint possible on the part of
the federal government, created a situation where provincíaI
governments were onJ-y too happy to spend b0 cent dol-lars. These

combined deficiencies Ìed to increased government intervention in
the Canadian economy. A report published by the organizat.ion for
Economic Co-operation and Development in June 1978, ind.icates that
during the period 7962-1975' spending by aIl- Governments in Canada

in reration to gross domestic product rose from zg,4 to 40.g per

cent. This increase of 11.5 percentage points was greater than that
in any other major western country, and nearly three times the rate
of increase experienced in the united states.330 rt must be said

here' though, that social- programs in the United States are very

Ìimited, so the two situations are not entirely comparabre.

Rapid expansion of revenues and expenditures dever-oped

a state of nind which saw Canadian citizens expect financial-

benefits from their government while dismissing associated fiscal-

obligations. This attitude permeated the entire politica] system,

Royal Commission
Accountability,

on Financial Management and
Fina1 Report, p. 16.

330

r52
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seriously eroding the ol-d values of prudence,

restrai-nt. 33i The failure of the governnent to
countryts finances is evident, as effective planning

Schick, A,

economy and

nurture the

for the use of
resources was inadequate.

The 1976 Report of

management def iciencies :

the Auditor General exposed these

r am deeply concerned that parr-iament and indeed t,heGovernment - has lostr or is cl-ose to losing, effectivecontror of the publÍc purse... Based on the study of thesystens of departments, agencies and crown corporationsaudited by the Auditor Generar, financial_ management andcontrol- in the Government of canada is grossry
inadequate. Furthernore, it is likel-y to remain so untirthe Government takes strong, appropriate and effectivemeasures oo,Fo rect i f y
situation. uuu

this critical_1y sertous

This Report was released coincidentally with the announcement of
the appointment of the Royal Commission on Financial Management and

Accountability. rts Report, published in LgT7, supported this
view:

Programs and activities must not be approved without morecarefurry defined goars and objectivqs, and a realisticforecast of costs. parriament should pursue morevigorously its rol-e of hording the Government to account.The cabinet and individuar- ministers should provide moreleadership and direction to officials to ensure that theyadminister their operations with economy, efficiency, andeffectiveness, and should be more directry involved inholding them to account for carrying out their assignedtasks.

331

a

Review , l,larch/ ApriJ. 1986 , p. IZ4

153

t
Public Adninistration

332 Auditor General-, 1g?6 Annual Report, p. g.
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In addition, the unsustainable rate of growth ofgovernment and its complexity and size make it
increasingly obvious that there needs to begreater care in the use of the resources that have been
entrusted to government, Not only is waste to be
avoided, but in the context of today's fiscar situation
and the pervasiveness of government activity, managers
in the publi-c services are being charrenged to redi=cõr."r
a sense of frugarity and a conmitment to the carefur
husbanding of resources. Lacking the earry warning
system that welr-structured aecountability relationsprovide, governments run the risk of destroying their
credibility. rf this should occur, it wou]-d read to the
shat,tering of public confidence in the probity and
seriousness of governments' endeavour, "a.Jrd uright wetl
undermine the stability of our society. rrr

The years of restraint from I974 to 1984 were therefore a

period of conflict among the competing priorities of the newly

created welfare state. A new political ideology stressed that
capital accumulation was the driving force behind economic growth.

"For the economy to gron, capital must grow. For capital to grow,

be profits. For profits to be l_arge, there must be

demands, higher productivity and fewer sociar- werfare
programs to drain off profits and capital. " 33{

To deal with these conflict,ing requirements, the Policy and

Expenditures Management system (PEMS) was introduced. rt herped

establish general and specific priorities, plus fiscal limits
before developing expenditure plans. PEMS operated at the policy

committees level of the Federal cabinet, with each cornmil¡s.

r54

333. Royal Conmission on FinancÍa.l- Management and
Accountability, Fina] Report, p. 7,

331. schick, 4., Macro Budgetarv Adaptations to Físcar stress
in rndustrialized Democracies, publ-ic Adninistration
Review, March/ApriÌ 1986, p. L26.
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responsibl-e for one or more resource envel-opes. Each envelope

became an authorized spending limit for a particular sector of the
Government. Policy committees were not al-Iowed to spend in excess

of the amounts alfocated to then. rn this manner ceilings and

targets were introduced ínto the structure of the budget
9r(process . 
u"

For post-secondary education, it meant a change from the

1967 Fiscal arrangement to the Established Program Financing (EpF)

Envelope which coul-d now be better controll-ed through the amendment

to EPF enacted in 1983, clearly identifying the post-secondary

education contribution.

fn 1984 a Conservative government, Ied by Brian Mulroney, came

to power. Less than two months after winning the election, this new

government, through the new Finance Minister Mr, Michael Wilson,

served notice of an intended change in attitude towards the role of
the state:

canadians voted for change, and for a better future,
because they knew that as a country we courd do much more
to create that future; to create new growth, iobs and
opportunities for all Canadians. In doing so, they have
opened the way for a fresh start, for new confidence and
a new nationar consensus toward achieving the promise andpotential of Canada.

They voted not onry for a change in policies, they voted
for a change in the approach of government to the making
of those policies. That is our mandate, That is our
chalJ-enge.

The mandate of september 4 refl-ects as v¡erl a sombre

335. rbid. , p. Lzz .
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judgement about the recent past. when canadians l_ookedback, they saw an unprecedented decade of soaringgovernment deficits and rising unemproyment i ofexpansive, i-ntrusive government and sÌuggi=rr, uncertaineconomic growth. They sa$¡ an econornic wórld that hadchanged and a country that had not kept pace with thatchange. They saç.¡ their government an{rotheir economydangerously off course and off brl"n"". 336

The government also mentioned that a statement of national
purPose' a paper cal-Ied "A New Direction for Canada: An Agenda for
Economic Renewar, " wour-d be rereased shortry to identify how the
government was proposing to achieve this renewar.
call-ed for a new way of "doing business":

This paper

First, to put our o'trn f iscar- house in order so thatwe can limit, and urtimately reverse, the massive build-up in public debt and t,he damaging impact this has onconfi-dence and growth; second, to redefine the role ofglovernment so that it provides a better framework forgrowth and job creation and r-ess of an obstacr-e to changeand innovation; third, to foster higher investment,greater innovation, increased internationalcompetitiveness and a positive climate for the birth andgrowth of new enterprise and fourth, to bring about thesechanges in a way that is fair, open and consistent withthe basic sense of compassion, toierance"¿nd justice thatis characteristic of Canadian society. JJl

For post-secondary education, this meant

Established programs Financing (E.p.F. ) Ieft
previous government,

a review of the

in place by the

and research

1985. The

funding

156

A conference on the financing of higher education
sponsored by the Financial post was herd in March

generaJ- consensus that universities needed additional

Wil-son, Michael

Wil-son, Michael

r Economic and Fiscal Statement r P. 1.
336.

337 , A New Direction for Canada r P. 4,
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to remain competitive emerged with the understanding that
governments would not Iikel-y be the source of the necessary

f.rrrd". 338

rn a study commissioned by the Secretary of state, A.w.

Johnson, who was personaJ-1y involved with the Lg67 Post Secondary

Education Financing Arrangements, reviewed the benefits and

drawbacks of the E.P.F. arrangements. The report identifies
"deficiencies" in the financing of universities and colleges and in
post secondary education financing arrangements. As the percentage

of GNP nade avail-able by the government of Canada to universities
and colleges for core operations had declined from 1.35 per cent of
the GNP in 1977-78 to 7,24 per cent in l-984*85 while the enrolment

increased at universities by 27 per cent and in col-leges by 36 per

cent during the same period of time, the government support
expressed in rear terms increased 2.5 per 

".rrt. 
339 rt called for

a harmonizatíon in federal and provincial support for post-

secondary education, and for the amendment of the E.p.F. position

as detailed on the chart found on the next page:

t57

Financial- Post conference, Financing HiAher Education:
Who Benefits? Who Should Pay?, p. I7,

Johnson, 4.W., GivinA Greater point and purpose to the
Federal FinancinÉ of Post-secondary Education and
Research in Canada, p. ii.
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Post-Secondary Education
Financing Arranqemcnts:

Flow of l)ccisions and l'low of Funds

Government of Canada Government of the Province

caa

Universities
and Colleges(l) Totel provinciel ..cnritlcment'.

to fedcr¡l fircal rr¡n¡fcrs for
PSE i¡ c¡lcularcd per EpF/pSE
¡rr¡ngemcnt¡. It i¡
o thc previ,ru¡ ycar't

cntitlcmcnt

plur
¡ an incrc¡rsc bascd on rhc ratc

of growrh in GNp and popu.
lation (during 1977 r" igtiZ.
¡nd aflcr I\larch Jt. t9g5):

o an incrcasc ba¡cd on 67o &.
57o, and growrh in popula.
tion (during l983 and t98{)

(2) Thc veluc of thc revenuc ro be
reccived by thc province. from
the incomc tax pointr trans-
fcrred to it in 1927, i¡ c¡lcu-
latcd b¡, thc Ggvcrnmcnt of
Canada

(.1) Provincc ¡cccilcs thc rcr.cnuc
from the income tax pointi
rr¡nsferrcd ro ir in t977. The¡e
rer.enucs ¡re ..non-dcdic¡tcd..

(3) Thc ¡nrount of rhe federal cash
pavment to thc pr.ovince for
PSE i¡ calcut¡rcd - bcing the
diffcrcncc between the ..cntitlc.
mcnt" (l abovc) and the raluc
of the equalized income t¡x
poinrr (2 ebove), peymcnr it
m¡dc to province.

(5) Pror.ince rcceives pSE c¡sh
p¡r.mcnt from ¡hc Government
of C¡n¡d¡ (ltso e ..non-
dedic¡tcd" rcvenue)

(6) Pror.incc detcrmine¡ the level
of itr grenrr to univcr¡itic¡ ¡nd
collcger. indcpcndenrty of rhe
¡cvcnucr il has rcceivcd .,on
¡cÍount of PSE" ({&5 abovc).
The proportion o[ thc opcr¡t:
ing granrr to univcr¡irici ¡nd
collcges which i¡ fin¡nced bv
the PSE fi¡c¡l tr¡n¡fer, ..rrj",
from roughly 60% in euebãc
to olcr lO0% in Nnd.. p.E.l..
¡-.8.. .\l¡nitob¡. ¡nd B.C.

(7) Univerritics. colleges
rcccive grantr from
thc provincc

3,t 0 Ibid., Chart I.

Please see footlìor.e #340 for source.
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The study also suggested that E.p.

federal-provincial relations without

ef f ective poJ-icy tooJ_:

F. has created a mal_aise 1n

the benefit of being an

The evol-ution of the EPFr/PSE f iscal arrangements has Ied
to the emergence of two confl-icting perspectives
concerning their purposes. one view is that the fiscar
transfer are totarly unconditional- - unrerated to post-
secondary education. The other is that there is a moral_
obrigation on the provinces to dedicate the fiscal-
transfers to post-secondary education, without any
offsetting decreases in the growth of provinciaf grants
to universities and colleges...Lying behind the emergence
of these two perspectives was the fairure of the
Government of canada to link the carcuration of theprovincial financing of universities and corleges. The
f i scal- transf ers , in short , are unconditional- "bl_ocktransfers", devoid of any incentive concerning their use
for post-secondary educatio¡¡, devoid, therefore, of any
apparent national p.urpose. dr¡

While Johnson recognized that several- statistics generated

differences of opinion between the federal and provinciaJ-

Éiovernments, he nevertheless suggested that the shape of federal_

grants to universities and colleges by E.p.F. transfer had grown

from 69 per cent in 7977-78 to B0 per cent in Lgg4-95, whiJ_e the
provincial share had declined from 31 per cent to zo per cent in
the same period. 312 For Johnson, it meant that the federal_

$overnment increased its share of funding spent on post secondary

education without seeing any benefits in terms of increased

inf l-uence.

fn order to regain control of expenditures, the report

Ibid., p. vi-vii.

Ibid. , p. v.

341

342
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recommended that federal- transfers to a province for post-secondary
education increase at the same rate as the increase in that
provincets operating grants to post-secondary institutions, up to
the maximum escarator provided for in the EpF arrangements. 313

Recommendations that termination of transfer payment for post-
secondary education be implemented were al-so included in the
report. such a path was suggested if an agreement coul-d not be

reached with the province that universal student grants programs

and/or increased direct funding to post-secondary institutions be

introduced as a replacement. 31{ An interesting aspect of the
proposal was the suggestion that grants to students be "weighed" to
refl-ect the varied fees associated with the different p"og"r.*. 315

The report also advocated a moderate redirection of funds from
core funding to sponsored research in order to finance the payment

of the indirect costs of research. ft further recommended the
establ ishment of a "b]ue-ribbon" cornmittee to be named by the
federal- government which would advise the government on the

identification and deveJ-opment of world-class centres of excellence
at post-secondary institutiorr=. 316 The report finarty carred upon

the federal government to introduce a statement of national
objectives in post-secondary funding. These objectives were meant

160

313.

31{

315.
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rbid. ,

rbid. ,
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rbid. ,

p. 25.

p. 39.

p. 41,

P. 50.
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to ensure accessibirity; to provide a high quarity education in
universities and colleges; to enhance the empJ-oyment potentiar of
students of art ages; to enhance the contribution of higher
education and research to Canadats social, economic and cultural
development; to enhance the capacíLy of canadians to adjust to
changing technological' economic and socio-cul-tural- demands; and to
enhance the capacity of universities and corleges to adapt to
emerging economic, sociaJ- and technorogical demrnds. 317

The need for change in the post-secondary systern as the core
of the Johnson Report was al-so present in the "Education and

Training" section of the MacDonald Commission Report published in
1985. The Comrnission suggested that Canadians had not devoted
suf f icient attention to the chalJ-enges of achieving excell-ence in
teaching and research and called on educational institutions to be

more frexibre in order to meet future charlenges. 318 The

Commission recommended that federal-provincial negotiations begin
to repJ-ace the system of federal cash and tax point transfers to
the provinces, with serious consideration given to the option of
providing federal payments or education "vouchers" directly to
students. 3{9 As well-, the MacDona}d Cornmission a]-so re-af f irned
a role for the federal government in funding post-secondary

161
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education in the interests of economic development, and made it
clear that negotiations to reforn the current financing
arrangements should begin immediately. 350 The Report also
suggested that consideration be given by provincial governments to
the complete deregulation of the post-secondary fee structure,
aIJ-owing universities and colfeges the ability to set their own fee

schedule. As well, it proposed that a portion of federal transfer
payments equal to the incremental- funds resul-ting from a freeze of
basic federal contributions be reallocated equalJ.y between the

federal research granting council-s to cover overhead. costs of
university-based research and a fund to match increments in
provincial contributions to post-secondary education on a 25/78

basis with the respective provinces. 351

The Nielsen Task Force on Prograrn Review aLso studied the

federal governmentts role in education to "examine the various
federal programs in support of education and research to ensure the

maximum benefit of this crucial investment." More than 1OO federal
programs worth about $0 billion annually and which directly or

indirectly support school-s, co1J-eges and universities were probed

by the federal study tean. It concluded that there Ttrere flaws in
the arrangement of cash and tax transfers to the provinces in
support of post-secondary education, and that the system allowed

federal and provincial governments to blame each other for any

Ibid., p. 766.

rbid.

350.

351
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apparent deficiencies in funding,

The objectives of the E.P.F transfer are not cl-ear and
are a source of continuing controversy as to
interpretation. ft is questionable whether the
arrangement is still- appropriate. The problems in the
E.P.F. arrangement are sufficiently severe that serious
consideration should, i" rf|" view of the Itask force], be
given to other options. ""-

Facing thís consensus for change with regards to the post-

secondary education question, the government sought to review the

alternatives available. In the Throne Speech of October 1986, the

government committed it,seff to undertake consultations for the

post-secondary question. This process was formally agreed upon by

the Council- of Ministers of Education (CME) in Mr""h. 353

fn March of 1987 ' a Report of the Senate Standing Committee on

National Finance evaluated the federal policy on Post-Secondary

Education. rt concluded that "canada's system of funding post-

Secondary Education has failed and shoul-d be abandoned. " The main

criticisn of the report stemned from the argument that E.P.F. had

made no measurabre contribution to the quarity of education. 351

AIÌ these events contributed to the convening of a National-

Forum on the post secondary education question, held in Saskatoon

in october, 198?. The stated aim of the Forum was to "explore the

163

Ministerial Task Force on Program Review, Report, VoI 21,p. 2.

Proceedings of the National Forum on post-Secondary
Education, Saskatoon, October 25 to 28, 1g8?, p. 1.
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challenges and opportunities facing Canada's universities and

colleges in preparation for the 21st century. " 355

IVhile the two levels of government agreed to co-sponsor the
event, they did not want to set the stage for a federal-provincial_
conference on the subject. They therefore rnaintained an "armts
length" relat,ionship to the Forum.

More than 500 individuals met for three days of intense
discussion, representing a broad spectrum of Canadian society,
including adninistrators, faculty and students from

both colleges and universities, business leaders, representatives
f rom unions and gove"m"rrt. 356

In his report published after the Forum¡ the Chairperson, Dr.
Brian Segal stated that the Forum had shown that "it is possibte
for various interest groups in canada, governmentar and non-
governmental, to work together to reach a common understanding of
national probrems and a nationar solution. rt was general-ry

recognized that, for our work really to have an impact, there would

have to be a quick and energetic fol-low-up program.,, 35? He also
declared that "major progress wirr depend on the continuing
partnership of the federal and provinciar governments". 358
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The National Forum ident,ified four key policy areas in which

federal/provinc íaL/tercitorial collaboration was especial-l-y

important: accessibility to students and student assistance,
international students, university research, and data and research
on post-second.ary education. 359

Howeverr while a consensus quickly ernerged at the Forum for
the need of a better PSE system, the report on the meeting was

short of concrete proposals with regards to funding even though it
recognized the requirement for "management and financing for pSE

without which no reform could go ahead". 360

on February 25, 1988, the secretary of state, Mr. cronbie, met

in Toronto with the Council of Ministers of Education to discuss
the outcome and the recommendations of the National- Fo"rrr. 361

Mr. Crombie and the Council- reached a consensus on the need to
reinforce their partnership and to intensify their co-operation,
362 They al-so reached. an agreement to hol-d regular joint meetings,

that would provide a forum for provincial ministers, other federal
ministers and major Canadian education organizations representing
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col-l-eges, universities and students to meet the secretary of
State. 363

on June 7, l-988, the new secretary of state, Lucien Bouchard,

net in Quebec City with the newly formed Ministerial- Post Secondary

Conmittee of the Council of Ministers. AIso present, for the first
time, were representatives of major interest groups involved in
this sector (the Association of Universities and Colleges of
canadar the Association of canadian community corregesr the
Canadian Association of University teachers and the Canadian

Federation of Students) who expressed their satisfaction at being
abl-e to meet both l-evers of government simurtan"orr=ly. 361 once

again' the Ministers affirmed their "resol_ve to continue and

intensify collaboration in the area of post secondary educatlorr." 365

In keeping with the concerns shown by the federal government

for higher education, the Prime Minister announced his intention in
August 1989 to discuss education as a high priority with the
provincial premiers. 366 Acknowledging the need to respect
provincial jurisdiction in this f ield he cal-led for a coll-ective
study of our education systen, its reration to canadian
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competitiveness and its relevance to the international challenges

of the year 2000. " 367

From the First Ministers Conference on the Economy of November

1989, came the ídea of a Task Force on Human Resource

Developm"tt.368 on February 5, 1990 the Prime Minister appointed

Dr. Douglas Wright, President of the University of Waterloo as the

Chairperson of the Task Force. However, before its nand.ate was

confirmed 1 ã new initiative was undertaken by the federal
government. 369

As announced by Prime Minister Mulroney in the Throne speech

on May 15th' 1991' Michael l,iilson was appointed to the Industry and

Trade portfolio and had, as a mission, to lead a competitiveness

""rttd". 
3?0 He was t,asked to ensure that the promised national-

effort toward improving the educational achievement IeveIs of
canadians be as effective as possible, as it is at the core of the
Conservatives t "prosperity rgendr". 371

Another important feature of the throne speech was the calt
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for the introduction of measurabr-e educational targets.
led to a search for consensus on the question of national
school- testing. Even the N.D.p. government of ontario
agreed to a stand.ardized t"=t. 3?3

312 Thi s

hieh

finally

AIready, previous to Michael_ Wil_son's appointment, many

discussion papers had been pubtished. First, in July, 1ggo, the
federal government pubrished "Living wel_l Learning lt7ell". rt
was noted that other industrial- countries - the United States,
France, Australia, and Japan a,re busy hoJ_ding conferences and

launching reforms to do with education. This makes a case for
Canada to review its present reLiance on the school system and to
get enproyers more involved in the skills-acquiring p*o"""=. 371

This view was echoed in the porter Report pubtished in
october' 1991-. rn addition to the promotion of private sector
training, the author stressed the need for direct federar
intervention in education:

set high national educationar standards: canada'srelatively generous spending on education has nottransrated into superior performance. canada isvirtuarry alone among advanced countries in having nonational education standards of any kind. rn oth."countries, such standards are an important ingredient infostering high achievement. National_ standards are not
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inconsistent with a decentrarízed education system. rn
Germany, for instance, nationar standards co-exist with
an education system adninistered by the states, not the
centrar government. A national standard need not require
a ful-I-fledged national system for testing, provided an
appropriate rever of intergovernmentar co-operation
exists. Provincíar governments shoul-d move quickry to
collaborate jp deveroping agreed standards and testing
mechanisms. Jrc

Ït also stressed the need for more practical curricula and science

skills:

compared to other countries examined in our research,
canada has reratively few scientistsr errgineers and
technicar workers in its rabour force, Evidence points
to decrining interest in the sciences among erementary
and high school students, decrining enrorment in trade
and vocational programs at the post-secondary leveI, and
flat or falJ-ing enrolment in college-based technology-
oriented programs. School curricula should be re-
designed to put more emph¿Bis on science, mathematics and
technology disciplines. rro

As well, it advocated a more selective approach to post-secondary

privatization:education funding, including

AIign university funding to support competitiveness: As
currently structured, government funding mechanisms for
universities may not adequately underwrite the cost
differentia1s that exist between science- and technology-
reÌated courses and other fieLds of study, Governments
shoul-d re-evaruate existing funding mechanisms and take
steps to ensure that adequate resources are availabl-e for
programs directly linked to competitiveness. provincial
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governments shoul-d also re-examine the appropriate role
of tuition in the overall university funding mix and thepotentiar for schoor autonomy in setting tuition fees.
The privatisation of some progralqs or even institutions
should be seriousl-y cons idered . Jrr

rn addition, it recommended greater rationarízat-ion among

instituti-ons:

Encourage greater specíaLízation among universities:
Current government policies and funding mechanisms often
discourage special-ization among canadian universities.
To create the speciarized skilts and other advanced.
factors necessary to achieve competitive advantage, more
specialization in university pÃpgrams and research
activities should be encouraged. rr0

Also published in October, 1gg1 was the report of the

Commission of Inquiry on Canadian University Education (the Smith

Report), sponsored by the Association of Universities and CoIleges

of canada (AUCC). 3?9 whil-e the report ad.d.ressed numerous

qualitative issues, this thesis wil-f only review two: its position

on funding issues, and the role of government, rt made the case

for more federal government funding through increased. EPF payments

and a gradual increase in tuition to cover 25 per cent of cost as
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opposed to the current 17 per 

""rrt. 
380 rt should be noted that

its main conclusion was that canadats universities today are

fundamentalty healthy and are serving the country werl 381, a

position that is not shared by the federal- government, as shown by

the resurts of its studies, including the Johnson Report and

the Nielsen Task Force Report.

Another feature of the recent post-secondary education scene

has been the increased interest of individuafs who and

organizaLíons who had not, in recent years, expressed an interest
in the subject. For example, the February, 1gg1 issue of canadian

Business was dedicated to the question "Can Our SchooLs Compete?"

and included such statements as: "Our education system commits a

cardinaÌ business sin by being overly expensive and under-

efficient." There is l-ittre doubt as to the author's point of
view! The pressure on the federal government for reformr appfied by

busj-ness organizations such as the recently-created National
Business centre of the conference Board of canada, are Ìikely to
increase and force the government to move on the i=.r". 382

As stated earÌier, the Murroney government came to power
. L7I

380. rbid, p. 27 ,

lAr smith, stuart l-., commission of rnquirv on canadian
University Education, p. 1-4,

382. LitchfieId, Randal-l-, "solving An Education crisis,,,
Canadian Business, Feb., 1991, p. 58.
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with the avowed aim to change the role of the state in Canadian

society. As documented in the preceding portion of this paper,

much effortr many meetings and conferences, and sizeabl-e amounts

of publicity' suggest that the Federal government had and stiII has

a high level of concern towards post-secondary education.

However' differences in political ideology may have led the

Murroney administration to change the role of the federal

Eiovernment in post-secondary education. A review of the financial
commitrnents of the same Éiovernment during the period invol-ved will
assist in determining the path chosen by the Conservatives for
present and future invol-vements of the Federal government in post-
secondary education.

Early in 1983 the Canadian economy began to emerge from its
most severe post war recession. From the pre-recession peak in nid
1981 to the fourth quarter of 1982, real output in Canada declined
by 6.6 percent, emproyment ferr by almost 5 per cent with a Loss of
560,000 job.. 383 The conservatives therefore inherited public

finances with a Large deficit created by the stress on the social
safety net, reaching $190 bil_Iion at the end of 1984-8b, eight
times the 824 billion which existed aL the end of LgT4-75, one

dollar out of every four dollars of Lax revenue was going to pay

the interest on the debt as opposed to one in twenty in Lg74JgT5.

Lt¿
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There are different ways of looking at a government fiscal

crisis as it relates to deficits and debt. L.R. Jones details a

framework of fiscal crises, which includes:

relaxed scarcity - where
just equal expenditures
years;

revenues in constant dollars
for a period of one to five

b. chronic scarcity - where revenues fall short of proposed
expenditures by less than 5 percent for a period of one
to five years;

d

short-term acute scarcity - where
proposed expenditures by greater
or two years; and

prolonged acute scarcity - where
proposed exnendifrçres by greater
than two years.

revenues fall short of
than 5 percent for one

revenues fall short of
than 5 percent for more

WhiIe the Conservatives could hold the previous

adninistration responsible for the inherited debt, they ran a

budget deficit in 1985 of $1-0 billion, in 1986 one of g9 biflion,

and $4 biflion in 1987. 386 By budget tine in 1990 the

Conservatives had added $32 billion from operations which, in

addition to the compound interest of the $200 billion debt

inherited in 1984, allowed the accumulated national deficit to

reach $352 billion. 38?
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Considering the present Government deficit and its track

record over the past five years, it quickry becomes

cl-ear that we ¿.re facing a condition of prolonged financiar
acute scarcity at the Federal l-evel_. The framework pr.oposed by

L.R. Jones suggests that in such situations, a consensus wilr
emer€ie proposing that deficits and the public debt that accrues
from them are not conducive to running a healthy public sector.
This situation now exists in Canada with the federal- government

having made deficit reduction its number one priority.

Governments seeking to decrease expenditures consistent with
the easing of stirnulation of the economy have several- methods aL

their disposal. Restriction is the mildest forn of expenditure
restraint. Here the base budget is preserved. but the rate of
growth is sl-owed somewhat, perhaps in reration to the rate of
inffation or in relation to the rate of growth in Gross National
Product. Bill c-96, introduced by the conservatives in 19g6, is
consistent with this type of action. Assented to on 14 April lgg7,
it amended the rate of transfer under E.P.F. to l-imit increase to
2 per cent less than the rate of growth in GNP, with further limits
in case of sizeabl-e infIation.388

The second major step to restrai-nt is the freeze. This is
described as maintaining a status quo for some period of time.

1',l 4

Department of Secretary of State of Canada, Federal and
388

A Report to Parliament, 1g8Z-BB, p. 11.
in Canada,nc 1a Post- Educat i
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such a freeze entails not just a slow down in the increase of
spending but advocates a grinding hart to i.r"r""="=.389

rn this second round, the target now becomes support budgets

for programs, and may be accompanied by hiring and salary freezes.
There are choices made between reducing employee compensation and

staffing cuts. Across-the-board cuts are supported by those who

believe that organizations wil-l be better off if they reduce their
budgets evenly, reJ-ying on employee attrition, withdrawal of vacan|
positions, hiring and salary freezes, pLus cuts in supplies and

support budget=. 390

Two recent budgets subnitted by the federar government

indicate that the EPF funding has moved to this point in financial
restraint behaviour. For t,he fiscar- year lggo-g1 the federar
government inposed a two year freeze on the level of funding for
transfer paym"rrt=, 39i even though in the previous budget they had

committed thenselves to a smarrer reduction of "one percentage
point for the growth pranned for the 1gg0-g1 fiscal- year." 392

Under this Federal_ Expenditure Control_ pl_an $3 billion of
savings are expected, with the lionts share coming from transfer
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This approach is consistent with

the behaviour adopted by this government since the "Revol-t of The

Old Age Pensioners": do not target politically sensitive programs

in a direct fashion; find a vray to move the responsibirity to
another organization or individual, such as the provincial_
government or the universities and colleges, which will have to
manage the crisis resulting from budget cuts.

$3 Billion of Savings
r.990-91

Please ref er to f oot,note #39{ f or source.

The existing cap on transfer paynents to the provinces has

been extended by Michael Wilson in his recent budget to cover the
period from 1991 to 1995, for a totar saving to t,he federal
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treasury, based on projected spending, of fi4.4 birlion over the

f ive y"""=. 395

Whil-e the government reduces forecasted expenditures for
cultural programs, environmental clean-up projects, job training,
and Iow-income housing, Mr. wilson wil-r enabre the rest of
government expenditure to grow to the tune of 3 percent, 396

With the financial- crisis continuing, governments wilÌ be

forced to look at sources of funding reduction. The three methods

of restraint budgeting then Ieft to the Federal government are

retrenchment, termination, and privatization. 39?

These three methods are more drastic in their effect on

expendítures. Retrenchment involves the withdrawal of services
from the working budget of an agency, policy or program. The

options of retrenchment, such as attrition, salary rol-l backs and

de-universal- ízation of programs can be used in different
combinations with varying degrees of success. However, the

canadian experience of de-universarization, is l_ess than

encouraging for the canadian government, as the attempt at de-

indexing of oJ-d Age Pensions and Benefits has shown.

Termination may be described as restraint using revocation
as a means of achieving its ain. Through expenditure policies such

as J-ay-offs and disnissals of public sector employees, the closure
L77
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of institutions and the cancell-ation of programs, and government

services are implemented . Thus r positions and services are not
simply cut back, but are cut out. The recent government measures

contained in the budget, relevant to trade-offs between employment

lever and financial- increase in wage settrement and the
government's commitment to eliminate 475 of 4750 senior managers in
the Publ-ic Service shows a tendency: The Conservatives are not
adverse to staff J-ay-offs and termination or consolidation of
programs' especially if other organizations, such as the provinces,
and the universities and coll-eges bear the brunt of the associated
unpopularity. 398

Finarly, privatization, or restraint as divestitution,
involves the Governmentts selling off Crown l-ands, corporations and

assets' the de-institutionalizíng of clients, and the contracting-
out of ="",ri."= 

399 such as post-secondary private sector training.
While the privatizaLíon of post-secondary education institutions is
highly unlikely, a form of "contracting out" should not be ruled
out. The canada student Loan program, established 25 years aÉor is
being reviewed by the government to add.ress changes in the
economic, demographic and post-secondary education envi"orr*"rrt=.{00
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It may al-so provide the federaf government with an indirect means

to force post-secondary institutions into "private-business-l_ike
behaviour" by having then "de facto" compete for this market of
"education vouchers". Total- expenditures in this program increased
by 8.5 per cent from 1gB7-BB to lg8g-Bg while post-secondary
education payrnents decreased by 4 per cent 101. Also of importance
is the fact that the trend toward "student vouchers", as suggested

in the Johnson report r rrây arready have started with federal
contributions to provinces and territories having moved from $4,336
bil-lion in 1984-85, or B0 per cent of al_l payments, to $5.3
bill ions in 1g8B-Bg or 7 B per ..rrt . 402 During the same period
direct federar support to post-secondary activities such as

research grants and student grants increased from $1.101 billion to
$ 1 . 51 bill ion - a 4g .5 per cent i.r""".=. ,403

of courser a'y government atternpting to impose financiar
restraints must prepare itself for resistance from unions who

object to the termination of employment of their members. This
also goes for cl-ient groups that have a well-entrenched entitl-ement
ethic which makes it al-most impossible to take away something once

it has been given, and for militants who object to the slashing of
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spending (citing Keynesianisn) or who are pre-disposed to
ownership. Government wil-1 therefore try to discredit the
programs. The causes cited for termination may include

publ i c

targeted

competition, inadeguate marketing strategy, leadership failure,
poor anaJ-ysis, wrong decision-making strategies and finarry
obsolescence or non-relevance to the present economic situation.

The recent Saskatoon Forum and numerous studies from a wide

politicar spectrum have confirned that the present funding
arrangements for post-secondary education are conducive to creating
many of these shortcomings, providing the federal government with
a certain legitimacy to introduce changes. However, so far changes

have only been to the financing formuJ-a, as highlighted by the 1gg0

Auditor General's Report,

rn the meantime, the Education support sector of the
Department had been the subject of an audit by our officein 1984. we had exami-ned whether poricies and programs
were ained at achieving precise object,ives, whether therer{ere effective and continuing mechanisms to co-ordinate
federal activities and provide for consurtation with theprovinces, whether the department courd eval_uate theextent to which program objectives were being achieved.,
and whether funds were being spent as intended.

During our audit, we found it strikingry apparent thatpost-secondary education in canada is going through avery trying period. The charrenges faced by the post-
secondary systems have been and continue to be the io"rr=of nationa] attention and considerabre debate. TheDepartment noted, in its 1gg8-gg Annuar Report toParriament on federal- and provinciar support to post-
secondary education, an urgent need to support the kindof education that will train peopre to hel-p canada faceinternational economic competition. The Federal-
Provincial Fiscal- Arrangements and Federal_ post-secondary
Education and HeaÌth contributions Act is essentiarry a
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fiscal policy instrument controrred by the Department ofFinance. rt provides for funds in respect of post-secondaryeducation to be paid by the secretary of state to theprovinces, and alr-ows them to arrocate,^!hose funds inaccordance with their own priorities. {u{

AIso it does not automatically mean that government actions
wilr meet with the approval of the najority, if êDy, of the
comprainants r €[s the reaction to reduce transfer payments has
shown. However, the fact remains that arr cutbacks from the
federal- government have been from forecasted expenditures. rn
actual fact, spending by all participants for post-secondary
education has herd constant at, about 2.1 per cent of G.N.p. since
19?3. {05

Erpendltures on postsecondary Educailon¡¡ ¡ Pe¡centege of GNp, tg6l to tggs

fltl ¡'! |!rl r¡rt
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However r the current economic slow-down has brought great
pressure on provinciaf budgets. Since post-secondary education and

health care costs constitute tbe Iargest portion of provinciaJ-

expenditure, fiscal restraint has had a serious impact on post-

secondary institutions. Even wealthy provinces such as Ontario,
have announced sharp rolr-backs of transfer payments.

Given this situation, options such as eliminating various
university and correge departments, increasing tuition fees

sizeably which, untiJ- recently, was anathema to the stakeholders,
have now found their way into the mainstream discussion. Tuition
increase has found its way into the recent Report produced for the

Association of Universities and ColLeges of Canada.

Ma.ior Trends

For many interest groups and individuals involved with post-

secondary education, the year 196? represents the golden age for
the support offered by the federal- government to this type of
activity. However' it would be sinplistic to attribute this
behaviour to party ideology.

The government was then in an enviable position, being abre

to meet most if not al-l- of the needs of competing interest groups.

Since government benefits were allowed to expand because of
economic growth, without depriving anyone, the government helped

maintain a national- consensus by reinforcing citizens' belief that

this system of government worked for them. However, it did arso

r82
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set the stage for problems in times of economic decline when

interest groups and cl-ients who had come to expect a high ]evef of
support from their government, were forced to accept restrictions.

fn Canada, the difficulties of reconciling limited financial-
resources with expanding demands were compounded by federal-
provincial agreements where fiscal- arrangements were of an open-

ended nature, with the federal government paying 50 per cent of any

post- secondary education costs incurred by provincial- governments.

Canada had a mixed economy and with the development of welfare
programs such as heaf th care, social al-l-owance programs, and

unempì-oyment insurance, the state took over diverse financial and

social responsibilities, creating a significant shift in the

economy, from private enterprise towards government services.

Legislative decisions, and the laws which stemmed. from them,

created expenditure consequences, no matter what the status of the

economy was. Even with no change in public programs, these cosls,

as a portion of the gross national- product, rose as the governments

maintained the ability to have first access to the national
product. Proof of this abil-ity is contained in a report published

by the organízation for Economic Co-operation and DeveÌopment in
June of 1978, indicating that during the period of 1962 -rg7s,
spending by aI1 governments in Canada in relation to gross domestic

product rose from 29,4 per cent to 40.9 per cent. This increase of

11.5 percentage points was greater than that in any other major

western country, and nearly three times the rate of increase
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experienced in the United States.

Consídering these facts, it is not surprising to understand
the reason for the sizeable funding increases in federal- government

support of post-secondary education. Faced with the sizeabl_e

increases in taxes required to finance open-ended programs,

Canadian workers natural-1y atternpted to offset the resu1ting
decrease in disposable income by demanding sizeabl-e T^Iage and salary
increases, generating still greater inflationary pressures.

Rapid expansion of revenues and expenditures deveJ-oped a state
of mind which permeated the entire democratic system resulting in
the fail-ure of the Government to nurture the countryts finances.

It finally led to years of restraint and introduced a period
of confl,ict between the competing priorities of the newly created
wel-fare state. To deaf with these conflicting requirementsr the
Policy and Expenditure Management System (PEMS) was introduced. It
hej-ped establ-ish general and specif ic priorities, pJ_us f iscal
limits before developing expenditure plansr âs policy committees

were not allowed to spend in excess of the amounts afl-ocated to
them. Ceilings and targets were introduced into the structure of
post-secondary education expenditure through this process.

This system, introduced during the Trudeau years, has provided

the Mulroney government with the required tools to make changes in
the post-secondary education funding while providing tirne to lessen
political shocks: the current government would also find it easier
to increase support for cutbacks and to enabl-e affected individual_s
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to adjust to new conditions through

Saskatoon Forum and the upcoming Task

Management.

initiatives such as the

Force on Human Resources

The Mulroney government al-so inherited from its predecessor

the Fiscal- Arrangements and federal Post-Secondary Education Health

Contribution Act of t977. Under this agreement, the federal

$overnment took a decrease in its Lax rate in order to allow the

provinees to increase their tax portion by 13.5 personal tax points

and 1.0 corporate income tax points.

In recent years, the federal government and the provinces have

been at odds over the post-secondary education spending record. At

the core of the disagreement is the inclusion of the value of the

tax points transferred in L977 ín calculating the value of the

transfers. This has Ìed to claims that federal funding accounts

for well over hal-f of al-l provincial spending and to provincial

claims that federal contributions are wholIy inadequate a's this

anount is used to reduce the cash portions of the block-fund

formula.

While the validity of the federal argument rnay be subject to

discussion, the funding formula nevertheless ensured that cash

payments would continue to increase with the GDP and provincial

population. However, the 1986 reduction of 2% Iess than GNP and

the 1990/91 and I99I/92 freeze have now set the stage for the

termination of cash payment by the year 2OO4.

The present government policy may be tied to a reaction on the
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part of a government experiencing a prolonged period of financial

restraint. However, the recent increases in direct funding and the

market mechanisms that they include show that the present

government aims to change the present role of the federal

government from a near silent funding source to a player

having more say as to how and where federal- dollars are spent.

The recent Canada Scholarship Program, is a clear example of

this new market-driven approach. Canada Scholarship's are awarded

annually to outstanding students entering ful-I-time undergraduate

studies in natural sciences, engineering and related disciplines.

They are worth $2,000 per year, for up to five years. It is

expected that Canada wiIl have up to 10,000 active scholarships

each year to ensure adequate supply of scientific and engineering

expertise. 10? This type of arrangement, if pursued, could have

a sizeable impact on post-secondary institutionsr âs even a study

commissioned by the Association of Canadian Universities and

CoIleges (the Smith Report) supports tuition fee increase.

The recent behaviour of certain universities indicates that

they are adopting more of a business-oriented approach to their

operations, such as cost-cutting and divestiture. This indicates

that the federal approach of cutting operating unconditional grants

and of the sponsorship of certain academic fiel-ds exclusively has

al-ready changed the environment surrounding post-secondary

Industry, Science and Technology
Scholars - Canada Schofarships

Canada, "Canada
Programtt.

10?
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educat ion.
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CONCLUSION

since their early beginnings, post-secondary institutions
have been independent-rninded organizations which resisted
intervention from provinciar as wer-r- as federar fevers of
government. Howeverr funding requirements have gradually Ied
these institutions to seek greater and greater financial support
f rom both level-s of government.

While the federal- government displayed an interest in this
domain as earry as 1885, with a land grant to the university of
Manitoba, it is not until- 1913 that an instrument is introduced to
help teal-íze the federal government's intent and further its
infl-uence - the unconditional grant. However, after discovering
that it had l- ittle contror over how f unds T{ere being spent , it
tried another organízational tool, - matching funds, to ensure that
the use of the resources was better focused. FinalIy, it resorted
to direct financing for specific projects that it deemed to be of
"national- interest", such as the Agricultural- Act of 1gl3 r âS it
was dissatisfied w-ith the results achíeved by the other types of
funding formula.

rt should be noted that whire section g3 of the B.N.A. Act

made education the domain of provincial legislatures, the federaf
government still managed to f ind a vray to have its presence fel-t.

During the inter-war period, the search for adequate funding

of post-secondary institutions continued. Even though a new

potential source of funding, the private foundation, was introduced
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to the situation, the federal government continued its involvement.
Having gained experience in the support of individual-s pursuing

studies' through the financial support of veterans returning to
post-secondary institutions, the federal government introduced a

new direct funding vehicle, student Aid. rts purpose was to support

specific programs the federal government considered important to
the national- Iife. Started in 1939 on the recommendation of the

RowelI-Sirois Commission, this funding vehicle was to make payments

to provincial governments who were responsible to administer the
program, and required the province to fund specific fiel-ds such as

engineering, science and medicine.

Howeverr D€ither this new financial formula nor financial
difficulties were able to disrupt the attachment of post-secondary

institutions to a high level of independence.

It shoul-d also be noted that the federal- government showed a

propensity to induce institutions and provincial governments into
creating new programs and then to withdraw support when it lost
interest or if its financial position changed,

with the second world war, an unprecedented level_ of
government intervention was experienced in aIl facets of Canadian

l-ife. Having acquired a more prominent role in the life of its
citizensr the federal government undertook to meet its increasing
expectations, putting to use the Iarge financial- resources secured

during this conflict through increased taxation.

using the, "power to spend," that it expanded in this period
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of emergency' the federal government used Student Aid and direct
funding of post-secondary institutions to meet the needs of
returning veterans. However, after having handled the large influx
of veterans' the post-secondary institutions risked losing federal
funding, the forfeiture occurring during a period of rising non-

veteran enrolment.

The Massey Commission identified this financial crisis and the
federal government introduced a direct grants program which Ívas

in effect until 1965.

Also of importance during this period was the introduction of
the concept of equal ízaLion and stabil izaLion payments which

provided the provinces with a stable source of funding from the

federal government. This enabled thern to plan for better services
in their particul-ar areas of responsibility, which inctuded post-
secondary education.

In this envíronment of fiscal avail-ability, the post-secondary

institutions proved highl-y effective at securing funding without
losing independence. They became adept at exploiting the

differences between the two levels of government, which led to
constitutional disputes when they secured direct funding from the

federar government, by-passing artogether the provincial

Elovernments.

However' this situation was terninated by the 1967 FiscaL

Arrangements Act. The Prine Minister of the tirne, Lester B.

Pearsonr recoElnízed that education was a matter of provincial
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jurisdictíon and the resulting arrangements reflected this view.
fncome tax points, rather than funds, were transferred to the
provinces, and conditíona1 grants were re-introduced, but this time
to the provinces, rather than to the institutions.

This trend toward increased federal funding with reduced
federal inffuence in the post-second.ary education sphere was to
continue until- t,he erection of the Murroney government.

By the time the conservative party came to power in 19g4, the
financial capa,cities of the federaÌ government did not permit the
continuation of funding of alf federally-sponsored programs on the
same basis' In the post-secondary fieÌdr the difficutties of
reconciring rimited financial- resources with expanding
enroLment and facilities were exacerbated by the open-ended nature
of the expenditures program in pJ_ace.

The new government also inherited a situation where the money

transferred to the provinces for post-secondary education fell
under a rarger umbrelra. Transfer payments could be, and were in
some cases' actuaÌ1y re-assigned to other field of provincial
jurisdiction such as health care.

It is suggested that, faced with this situation, the federal
government attempted to regain control over how federal funding was

expended, incJ-uding transfer payments.

After studies such as the Niel-sen Task Force Report and the
Johnson Report confirmed the need for change in the funding of
post-secondary educational institutions, the federal governnent
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sought to reach a consensus through consul-tation. As

a co-sponsor of the National- Forum on Post-Secondary Education, it
encouraged the participants to seek a new agenda, to generate new

ideas and options and to develop a renewed spirit of cooperation,
as stated by the joint announcement on March, 1987 regarding the
National Forum by David Crombie, Secretary of State and Anthony

Brummet' Chairman of the Council of Ministers of Education, Cana¿a

and Minister of Education for British Columbia.408

while a consensus quickly emerged at the Forum on the need for
a better system of funding for post-secondary educational
institutionsr no concrete proposaÌs on funding arrangements were to
be entertained. Presented with this vacuum in terms of funding
formura, the government continued, for a whire, to stress co-
operation, instituting the Ministeriaf Post-Secondary Committee of
the Council- of Ministers of Education Canada.

Since the appointment of Michael Wilson as Minister of
rndustry and Trade no evidence cour-d be found showing this
Committee was sti11 meeting. This confirmes that his appointment
signified a change of approach for the federar government. Mr.

wil-son's mandate is to read an effort to better canadian
compet i t ivene s s . I{ith educat ion now aL the core of the
conservatives', "prosperity agenda," the federal government has

shown a propensity toward attempting to influence more directly the
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direction of post-secondary education.

After reviewing the types of behaviour one can expect from a

government under fiscal- constrai-nt, it was establ-ished that the
present government has already resorted to a wide spectrum of
measures such as retrenchment and privatization to address funding
problems.

It is suggested that the changes to the funding formul-a which

were introduced in 1986 wirl read to the end of cash payments by

the year 2004. The concurrent introduction of direct funding of
selected programs, such as engineering and natural sciences,
targeted by the canada Scholarship P"og"m,409 and which are deemed

desirable by the federal government, is in keeping with this new

approach.

It is also suggested that they represent only the beginning of
direct federal- government intervention. rt is expected that
recommendations contained in the porter R"port410 concerning a

stronger role for the national- government in the field of post-
secondary education to ensure a more selective approach to
fundingr a more practical curricu]-a, and a more rationalized
system' will become the aim of the federal government and that
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future direct expenditure of federal moneys witl target these

objectives.

It is further suggested that, considering the extensive daLa

available on the different methods of funding such as matching

grants, direct subsidies to universities, and so onr that it is
I ikely that vehicl-es such as Student Aid wil-l be util ized. to
" steer" post-secondary education toward goaJ-s sel-ected by the

federal government.

For example, this coul-d potentialry be achieved by

unilaterally determining which programs meet a certain stand.ard, a

standard that the federal government could establish on his own,

therefore steering potential candídates not only towards specific
subjects and careers, but uJ-timately towards certain schools and

facufties that meet the new federal government standards.
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